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Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York
has paid out for death claims and endowments, the iiasttwo weeks, tin-hirne sum of 430!»,- !
310.00. Among others one of SOouo for which tlie
Secretcs tlie bile and is one of tlie most important
owner In this city received
nearly S7000, thus
the
superior advantages of insuring with organs of tlie human system. Jaundice, Indigesshowing
this Old and Substantial Co. of which W. 1). I.1TTl.K is Agent.
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tion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach, Variable Appetite,
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Complaint.

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

of Liver Complaint with

case

severe

habitual constipation; ray appetite would be good

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
«bout four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
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day and poor the next, my eyes showed evi-

one

dence of Jaundice, and I had a tired, uncomfortable feeling ; I bought

parilla.

regulated
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their action is
is

now

my

bottle of Brown's Sarsaliver and bowels

owe

it all to the use of Brown's

Sarsaparilla,

Hon. Β. B. Thomas,
Trcas.

enobscot Co.,

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
'Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
iel7snly
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OR

the most prominent mer-

of

for two

Cobb has consulted good phy-

Mr.

years.

sicians, taken various remedies, but got little
assistance until he began the

>10

Sarsaparilla.
er

use

or

of Brown's

lie says it is tli&best thing for Liv-

Complaint that

to liis notice,

ever came

and

freely recommends it to bis friends.

EALING

AL_H

SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALING.
A metaphysician can easily procure a practice
which will be entirely satisfactory to him as reremuneration, as their cures are miraculous.
gards
students can
Mental
Is
learnt
easily

;

my

this method of healing successfully after
me ; only persons of good moral
character are accepted as students. For information as regards formation of classes and terms,
address Ç. S., 235 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
sn2w*
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"I

all out of fix this Spring," said Mr. L. O.
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Oaks, merchant at Garland, Me.
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of

the testimonials, bought some of Brown's Sarsaparilla, took

one

bottle, and

I have been for

I
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it to be

years.
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to-day better than

recommend Brown's

all medicines I have

above

know

I

as

good."

HEADER!—If you have any trouble with your

kidneys you
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certain
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us-

ing
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GENTS' SOX.

SARASPARILLA
Hgp-Your money refunded if it does

not

do al

claimed.
•

MILLETT & LITTLE

Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all Druggists|for

$1.00;

bottles for «6.00.

C

Offer This

Morning',

50 dozen dents' Slum Knit Half Hose,
2 pairs for 25 cents, or IB cents

per pair.

ΑΙίΑ WAKREN,
eodl y-lstor4thpcF

W-ATHER.

Washington, May 3.
Indications for Portland and vicinityFair weather, stationary temperature.
The indications foi Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather, stationary temperature ; winds generally easterly.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

These goods

arc

fect,

sliglitly imper-

caused in manufacturing,
but will not injure the wear. Regular goods would he cheap at Î5
cents per pair.
We shall not limit the quantity
to any customer.
Sale will commence at 8 o'clock.

Sale of GENTS' WHITE SHIRTS will
be continued saine day.

Portland, Me., May 2 1886.
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-e#FECT\
LADIES,

In them Every Objection to ready-made
shoes is removed.
The success at once
attained by our goods wherever introduced
is because they are glove-fitting, elegant
in style and finish, of the finest materials
and workmanship, and moderate in price.
The horrors of breaking-in are avoided,
are comfortable from the very first.

they

Cleveland.... 30.06
Detroit
30.06
29.97
Oswego
Alpena,Mich 30.05
Chicago, Ills. 30.13
Dulutn. Minn 30.12
Marquette.. 30.08
Milwaukee. 30.11
St. Louis, Mo! 30.15
St. Pau I,M inn 30.10

Omaha,

Neb. 30.1

Bismarck, Da 29.96
St. Vincent.. 30.00
Denver

Cheyenne—

sizes, widths and shapes.
Νaine and Address ο/

El Paso
Yankton

Soles for

129.87
29.89

29.78

30.11
Deadwood... 29.86

J. & T. COUSINS,

X

42!

Cincinnati, 0|30.14|
30.13
Memphis
Pittsburg—30.06
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.04
Our productions are
the Perfection of Shoe-making.

α

Boston, Mass 30.01
Eastport. Me 30.03

New York... 29.97
Norfolk, Va. 29.96
Philadelphia. 29.98
Washington.. 29.96
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.10
Charleston... 30.041
Jacksonville. 30.06
Savannah,Gal 30.07!
New Orleans130.061
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THE BEST

SPRING

MEDICINE.
Never fails to relieve Languor and Want of Màtality, which few escape at this season. An impoverished condition of the blood Is the prime cause of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early ill
Spring should not be omitted. Take Yegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
upon the system.
Humors of a Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now, and
no other remedy has such
power to eradicate them.
Should the blood impurity
develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will so effectually remove it as
Yegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescents,
ladies in dclicate health and old
people it is

unsurpassed.

O0SQpS PILLS)BmR0U8
PILLS

Cure Headache, Sideache, Coated Tong^ie,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 25 cts. ; 5 boxes,
$ 1.001 By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.
FM W & wl y lstor4thpnrtn

sIMHamch
mocks
ÏTTLE

IVEH

PIUS.

IPositively Cured by
these Little Fills.
They alsorelteveDis-i

ItresB from DyspepsiaJ
llndigeBtion and Tod
llearty Eating. A perfect remedy for DizziJ
mess,
ness,

NauHea, DrowsiBad Taste in the

Jitoutli,

Coated Tonguei
(Pain in the Side, &cJ
the Bowregulate
IThey
leg and prevent Consti-

ina'lf"' ί1·®·
Stable. Price 25 ccntSjS vmls by
CARTEIi MEDICINE CO.,. rop'rs, Mew York.
Bold by all Dniggistg.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
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Washington, May 1.
The ordinary dullness of a Saturday session of the House was unexpectedly relieved
this morning. .Mr. Lindsay (Deni.) of Maryland, from the committee on reform in the
civil service, made a unanimously adverse
report on a resolution ofl'ered by Mr. Taulbee
(Dem.) of Kentucky, with regard to the .employment of substitutes in the Treasury Department, and, neglecting to call the previous
question on the adoption of the report, gave
Mr. Taulbee the floor. He availed himself of
the opening to make an attack on the manner
in which the civil service law had been enforced, not by the President or Secretary
Manning, he said, but by their lieutenants,
the heads of bureaus, who had deceived
them. His powerful voice drowned the hum
>t conversation, and a quick fusilade of interruptions and retorts, spiced with applause
ind

The host

m

C. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 Send for Catalogue, free, d&wtf

PAR TIES SEEKDie

INSURANCE
ill Htroiig

and

companies at fair

Equitable

rates with

prompt

settlement of losses should call ôu

WARREN SPARROW & CO.,
ap30d7t-4thp

50 EXCHANGE ST.

TELEPHONE NOTICE.
ΓΙΙΙΙΗ copy for the Telephone Book to be issued
X this month will be sent to the Printers. May
fit li. Names of persons contemplating connection
with the exchange must be sent in before that
date In order to secure insertion.

Kew

England Telephone and Telegraph

Portland, May 1st, 1880.

seemed to opeu the way for a
and member» of the Republican side
grouped themselves in Iront of the

laughter,

'scene,

jrator.
Mr. Cannon (Republican) of Illinois asked
S'r. Taulbee if the President had not the
lower to remove these heads of bureaus who
Mr. Taulbee answered
ivere complained of.
res, but asked if Mr. Cannon thought the
President ought to do so.
Mr. Cannon replied yes, if they had acted

Co.

inyld3t

~ι

τ»

earnestly.

S. F. Wetherbee reported for the bases of
claims of Conference claimants : For superannuates, $1,225, and for widows of preachers

Si,420. The report

was

adopted.

E. S. Stackpole reported for the committee
on domestic missions, and Dr. Torsey responded to the report in a very spicy addre- s
iu behalf of the interest of Kent's Hill. The

report

was

adopted.

Buell, from the Boston University,
introduced and addressed the Conference in the interest of that institution.
George L. Burbank's name was called and
the Presiding Elder reported that there
were charges of immorality against him
and he wished to withdraw from the ConDr.

was

ference and the church and surrendered his
parchments. His request was granted by
vote of the Conference.
Notices for Sunday were,
Conference adjourned till

given

and

Monday

the
at 8

Mr. Taulbee retorted that the gentleman
Ironi Illinois on this point was isolated from
lis party, and added, amid much laughter,
hat he had not time to answer any more
'fool questions." He then proceeded to assail
;he committee for its action, intimating that
t had been brought about by a "tournament
>f words" which had passed between himself
md the committee.
Mr. Grosvenor (Rep.), Ohio, asked if it was
in order for the Republicans to retire while
this family dispute was being settled.
Continuing his remarks. Mr. Taulbee declared that he stood on the high plane that
the Democratic party was entitled to at least
half the offices, and he complained that Kentucky had received only seventeen appointments to vacancies in the Treasury when it
was entitled to thirty-three.
Mr.
excitement
Findlay replied, and the
quieted down. But on the question
gradually
of adopting the report tabling Taulbee's resolution the vote was unexpectedly close, and
the yeas and nays had to be called to decide
the question. Tho report was finally adopted by 114 to 113, both parties dividing on the
Mr. Reagan, from the committee on commerce, reported a resolution for sundry statistics as to the fisheries of tiie United States.
House calendar.
Mr. Cox, from the committee on foreign
affairs, reported a bill amendatorv of the
Chinese immigration act. House calendar.
Also providing indemnity to certain Chinese subjects for losses sustained within the
jurisdiction of the United States. Committee of the whole.
Mr. McAdoo, from the committee on naval
affairs, reported a bill authorizing the construction of dry docks at certain navy yards.
Committee of the whole.

Adjourned.
Destructive Forest Fire.
Dennisport, Mass., May 1.—The fire reported yesterday between East Dennis and
South Dennis was again kindled by wind
this morning and the flames spread rapidly.
A large crowd of men worked vigorously
but the fire crossed the road and readied the
tall woods on the edge of the village. Several
families removed the furniture from their
houses. Some 500 acres haves been burned
over and thousand of dollars worth of property destroyed. At 0 p. m. the lire was under
control.

by

MAINE.
Death of a Weil-Known Resident of
Columbia

Maciiias, May

Falls.

1.—Jerome P.

\Vass died

at Columbia Falls, Saturday morning. He
was a widely known business man for twen-

ty-five

years.

A Wilton Manufacturer and Inventor
Dead.

Fakmington, May 1.—Κ. H. Hanger, senior partner of the firm' of Hanger Bros.,
manufacturers of basswood lumber at East
Wilton, and the inventor of a machine for
cutting logs in a circular form, died Friday,
aged about 40 years.
Valuable Horse Drowned.

Bangor, May 1.—A valuable horse belonging to T. H. Nye of Brewer, ran away
Saturday and plunged into the Kendûskeag
stream and was drowned. The carriage was
recoved.

Playing Sick with Sad Result.
Kockland, May 1.—Three little children
at South Hope on Wednesday obtained some
pills, the medicine of Kev. M. M. Stevenson,
and playing they were sick^swallowed severni

Ont» nf Hw» trirlvj ncro/l

civ

th»

flmicrhfAr

of P. P. Iiokes, died three hours later in terrible agony. The others are very sick, but
«'ill recover. The pills are supposed to have

sontained strychnine.
Fire

in

Brewer.

Damaiuscotta, May 1.—Joseph Fogier's
Part of
louse in Brewer was burned today.
;he household goods were saved. Loss about
1-800 ; no insurance.
Water for

Augusta-

Augusta, May 1.—The Augusta Water
offered to construct improved
.vater works, lay fourteen miles of cast iron
jipes, build a 10,000,000 gallon reservoir,
mild and maintain SO hydrants, furnish
,vater for sprinkling the streets and three
lubJic watering troughs, provided the city
,viU pay a rental of S3000 per annum. The
imposition is to be submitted to the citizens,
vlio will decide the matter on the 10th inst.
The offer, it is believed, will be adopted by a

Company has

arge vote.

/Washington County

Criminal

Mat-

ters.

mproperly,

question.

in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements.
and priée» reduced.
New ma-1
chines thin year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicycle.
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in behalf of which he addressed the Confer-

Clear

LlAIICC

juiekly

mho

Dr. Freeman was introduced,
representing the tract and Sunday school in-

Clear

Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

lor

point
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XLlXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

PALMER,
sep!4

J. P. Cole. The relation of Ira Wliittier
continued.

was

Dr. Spencer, followed by ordinations and a
missionary sermon by Rev. Dr. William Butler. The pulpits in Bridgton and Harrison
were supplied by clergymen of the denomination.

1£. A.

YORK·

M. G.

recommended for deacons' orders?"
M. K. Maybery, T. A. Noddage, John P.
Koberts and J. M. Buffum were examined
and elected to deacons' orders.
Took np Question XVJII, and the characters of the supernumerary ministers were examined and approved.
A superannuated
relation was granted to Joseph llawkes at
his own request
A letter was read from
Mr. Hawkes stating his failure of sight, being nearly blind.
I)r. S. Allen addressed the Conference in
behalf of the history of Methodism
in
Maine.
A superannuated relation was granted to
ers are

d

W

New London 29.981

Portland, Me 130.01
Albany, ». Y1 29.961

MISSES AND

on

of former days seemed to fill the
E. T. Adam» conducted the service.
house.
At 9 o'clock Bishop Warren took the
chair. After the records were read and approved, several visiting brethren were introduced.
Took up Question X,—"What local preach-

Bbidgton, May 2.—The Sunday Confer,
ence exercises comprised a love feast, sermons by Bighop Warren, sermon by Kev.

time

ΦΑ

461

Mt. WasliTn 29.95

FOR

Look

The hour of prayer at 8 o'clock this morning was a season of great power.and the

Wiua

-ί
j

d3t

Made in all

ence.

o'clock a. in.
In the evening there was an address
Rev, VV. A. Spencer of Philadelphia.

moment of

iHTliermo'terj

ap3Q

and was by vote elected to deacons' orders and admitted into the confervows

At this

Calais, May 1.—The grand jury found
Uree indictments against George Dunbar of
iVliiting, two against E. A. Turple of Callis, one against William Collins of Eastport
or breaking and entering.
All three plead;d guilty and were sentenced to eighteen
nonths in the reform school respectively,
lolin Storey and James Ireland of Cooper
or deer killing, and D. X. Fenlason of WesThe last three will stand
ev for perjury.
;rial.

Republican Delegates ChosenSolos, May 1.—At a caucus of the Repubican voters of Solon to choose delegates to

Republican State Convention,
Sumner Whipple was chosen chairman and
}. W. Gower, Esq., Secretary. The followng delegates were chosen to attend the State
ionvention: P. S. Longley, G. W. Gower,
Esq., James Sterling; to attend the district
ittend

DAY.

Creat Demonstrations in Chicago In
Favor of the-Movement.

Many

the Head

of

Industries Close Their

of the

Doors.

duties and responsibilities of the office and
vows lie was about to.take upon himself. At
the close of the address lie took the solemn

ence

THE

Maine

of the

[Special to the Press.]
Bridgton, May 1.—At yesterday's session of the Maine Conference the character
and administration of each preacher on the
district passed favorable examinations.
Took up III Question,—"Who remain on
trial?" J. M. Buffum and I. M. Roberts
were examined and continued on trial; A.
Hamilton and Samuel Record were passed to
second class of deacons : Charles S. Cummings, Herbert E. Foss and Walter Cannon
passed their third examination and were
elected to elders' orders; John P. lîoberts
was continued on trial.
Took up Question V,—"Who are received
in full?"
William E. Morse was called forward and, after singing and prayer, passed
a good examination and received from the
bishop a thrilling charge setting forth the

4-#».·

Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
my27

Session

Conference at Bridgton.

spirit

—

I shall visit Portland about May 22d, to give a
course of lessons in Mental Healing ; any lady or
gentleman who would like to learn a profession
which will enable them to earn a handsome compensation would do well to learn the

Healing

one

chants of Bangor, has suffered from liver trouble

KMtabli»hed iu 18i3.

TELKrHONE 701.

Bangor, Me.
Me. E. Cobb,

STREET,

that

so

good as ever. My general health

as

good. I

one

INSURANCE.

31 EXCHANGE

Sixty-Second

HOUR

Red Banners Waved at
Columns.

THE METHODISTS.

Sallow Complexion, Constipation and all the ills

DR. Ε. B. REED,
592 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, MF,

97 Exchange Street, Poktland, Mb.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

At

EICHT

MORNING, MAY 3,

MONDAY

PORTLAND,

23, 1862—VOL. 23.

the

îonvention at Waterville, June 8th, P. S.
Longley,G. W. Gower, Esq., James Sterling;
Republican town committee for the ensuing
rear, Lyman Jewett, chairman, Dr. S. F.
3ree;i, Oliver French, Nathan D. Davis,
samuel Albee.
Wioosehead Lake Clear of Ice.
Bangoh, May 2.—The ice left Moosehead
Lake today and the steamboat passed beA large num;ween Kineo and Greenville.
jer of sportsmen leave here tomorrow mornng for early trout fishing at the lake.
A Difference in Treatment.

Gloucester, Mass.. May 2. The provincial schooners Annie Robertson, Festiue and
Lenta arrived at this port a week ago to (it
for mackereling on our coast. The Canadian
authorities repeatedly drive American fishermen from their ports but the provincial
lishermen lay in eur ports unmolested, buy
liait, fit for fishing and also sell their fish.
These three vessels during the week have
painted, repaired seines and taken all the
uecessary articles for fishing voyages.

Boycotting Being Stamped

Out

in

New York.

A Labor Journal

Pays

Its Respects to

Jay Could.
Chicago,

May 1.—The early

morning

hours of May 1, the (lay set for the inauguration of the eight hour day among wage workers of Chicago, were characterized by a quietness which was a reminder of Sunday. In

the

the G and 7

manufactnring districts,

whistles were for the most part
silent. The streets in the centres of industry were noticeable by reason of the absence
o'clock

of the usual

hurrying

crowds

of

working-

factories were idle.
Some shut down on account of strikers, others closed for the day to give the employes a
holiday. The first startling news of the
morning came at 0.30 o'clock. A crowd of
men from the lumberyard and planing mills,
numbering 3000 or 4000, got together in the
men.

Hundreds

of

and Blue
Island. Λ leader was selected and a line
carried a
rank
a
man
formbd. In the front
red Hag. This morning in the lumber district not a planing mill opened up. The
manufacturers went into session at Felix
Long's office to consider the situation. Seventy-five to loo employes of the Equitable
Gas and Fuel Company, engaged in building tanks on Archer avenue, near Halsted
The men
street, quit work this morning.
were recently granted a raise from $1.00 to
$1.75 for ten hours a day, all they asked.

vicinity of Twenty-second streets

nuit Κοηαηοο thu

Όιί*· +U!o »Μηι·ηΐηη>

nnni-

pany refused to allow tlie increase and eight
hours' work.
About ten of the men employed in the
Michigan Central yards refused to join the
strike, and about this time police protection
Lieut.
was sought by officials of the road.
Laughlin and a squad of police soon appeared and succeeded in clearing the depot without using violence, although the men grumbled at being forced back, claiming that their
intentions were peaceable.
Several mass meetings occurred in the
lumber districts in the southwestern portion
of the city during the forenoon. The crowd
was composed very largely of Bohemians
addressed by
were
and Germans. They
their hot-headed leaders, and finally the
crowd resolved itself into a marching column, and preceded by a band of music and
carrying red flags, proceeded to the McCormick reaper works, where some non-union
men working in the yards were frightened
away. The procession moved west on Blue
Island avenue to Kobey street, where a mass
meeting was held in a vacant lot. The
crowd grew larger as it moved along, and
more

boisterous.

Fully 500 striking railroad freight hands
met at the Harrison street viaduct, near the
West Side union passenger depot, at 8
o'clock this morning. Speeches were made
by two or three leaders, in which it was declared that it was the duty of the freight
handlers on all the Chicago roads to enforce
their demands mw for shorter hours while
the workingmen in all departments of trade
The sentiment was cheered,
were doing so.
and, upon the suggestion of some one in
the crowd, the men started for the Wabash
freight yards to urge the men employed
there to stop work. The crowd, increasing
in size as it moved, entered the Wabash
yards', and the men there at once stopped
work in a body and joined the procession,
which then proceeded to the Koek Island
yards, where they induced all the men employed in the freight houses there {to abandon their positions. The new recruits joined
the column, which next visited the Louisville, Albany and Chicago Railway, where
they were also successful in their efforts
with the freight handlers.
Eight furniture factories have closed their
doors to await the action of the executive
committee of the Furniture Manufacturers'
Association regarding the eight-hour movement.
Last night the committees appointed to
wait 011 the packers, repoited that the International Packing Company had consented to
adopt the eight-hour plan on Monday next.
Some other firms had agreed to abide by the
action of the majority. Mr. Cudiihy, of Armour's house, said he was in favor of the
movement, but would wait the action of the
conference of packers. Nelson Morris wpuld
The New York Packwait until Monday.
ing House will abide by the action of the
majority, and the Silver Horn Company lias
promised to adopt the eight-hour system.
The News, this morning, says : At a late
hour last night the following, which is selfexplanatory, was brought to the Daily News
office by the executive committee of the machinists, Knight of Labor, Assembly 5134:
"Please do us the favor to publish the following in your issue of tomorrow morning:
Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, proprietors of
the leading machine shop in Chicago and the
Northwest, who have always paid the highest wages in the trade, and have never had
any trouble with their employes have, with
their
usual
conceded
the
liberality,
eight hours to their employes, and will run
their shop with two shifts in future, if necessary. Messrs. Crane Bros, have also conceded to all their employes the eight-hour
rule, and if over-time is necessary, they will
pay time and a half for it, and advance pay
Tlie followas circumstances may warrant.
ing firms have conceded tlie same : Robert
Vulcan
Iron
Tarrant, McDonald,
Works,
John Fcatherstone, 11. H. Scoville, Gates
Iron Works, Peacock West Division Car
Shops, Link Belt Manufacturing Company.
In fact, all shops of any importance except
the Bullock Manufacturing Company, have
now conceded.
Fifty men, unloading vessels at the Kock
Island and Lake Shore dock on the river,
struck for eight hours and stopped work.
The drivers and conductors on the Blue
Island line of the West Division Car Company demanded a reduction of their trips
from seven to six, confining the working
day to 11 hours, without a decrease in pay.
The company acceded to the demands without any parleying.
Two hundred men employed by the West
Division Street Car Company in the extension of its lines struck for eight hours. The
company allowed the me# to go.
ber yards and planing mills are located, the
yardmen and the men employed in the planing mill of one large concern, stopped work,
and will doubtless induce the men in the
other yards to stop also.
The men employed in Kirk's soap factory,
numbering 700, have stopped work.
The situation has been quiet among the
large packing houses at the Union stock
yards. It is not the busy season of the year
with the packers, and the men are not into be exacting. The
clined, apparently,
packinghouses are all running about as
there
were
three 8 o'clock
usual, though
whistles instead of 7 o'clock this morning.
In a measure the packers are prepared to
resist any unreasonable demand, but they
all have important contracts which must be
tilled.
The column of railroad strikers and their
followers reached the Lake Shore road
about 11 o'cloek, and the main body of the
men stopped work.
The officials of the
Lake Shore road are preparing to close all
their freight houses.
There was no disorder in the city to-day.
Different meetings were held by employers
auil employes to consider the situation.
A
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Chicago, May 1.—The following editorial
appears in to-day's official organ of the Trade
and Labor Assembly of Chicago :
"The modern highwayman of the rail Tick Tur
pin, commonly known as Jay Gould, iu this morning's papers opens up a fusilade against the organization of the Knights of Labor, charging it
with all kimls of imbecility and wanton criminali-

that lie may capture public sentiadroitly declares himself in favor of
organizations, among which is the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. This is, perhaps,
returning compliments to Cldef Arthur for the silly ami uncalled for attack he made on the Knights
of Labor some few weeks ago.
After charging
the Knights of Labor with everythingth.at is baa.
Gould says: "Do not misunderstand that I am opposed to the organization of labor. Far from being true, I am an earnest believer in the union of
fellow-workers.' Then lie elaborates what an organization should do for the worker in providing
against sickness, accident and death ; not one
word about protection against the unscrupulous
employer which is the first and primal function of
a labor organization.
Continuing, he says : -Fora
long time l have been revolving Γη mv mind various schemes by which I have hoped to be able
It
to work up the realization of this condition.
has been one of my favorite dreams, and in the
end 1 am confident that I will be able to establish
just what 1 seek in this direction. Such an organization would go hand In hand with the railroads.
Indeed, I have so far convinced myself on this
point that I have discussed details of sucli a project with a number of my assistants.' Indeed,
strange it would be if any scheme evolved by this
national sandbagger did not accrue to his benefit.
The truth of the whole scheme is nothing more
nor less than an organized
hospital, with Jay
Gould as its warden, which, through a system of
In order
ment lie very

ty.

some

compulsory

PRESS.
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employes, only

taxation levied on his
seeks to provide for the worker in sickness, accident or death. No relief for the worker agaiust
the thousand and one wrongs lie is subjected to
while In health and at work. The natural effect
of the operation of this scheme would be to make
semi-slaves of his employes. Take, for instance,
a man who had paid his
dues into the
hospital for four or five years. At the end of this
time a very disagreeable
between him and his employer. His inclination is
to leave his job, but if lie does he is likely to forfeit all his benefits, and hence he will put up with
all kinds of Indignities, rather than forfeit these
tilings, and this nostrum is held up by the foxy
'American' (who is such only by birth) as a
temping substitute for the present order of the
Knights of Labor. Taking the Interview as a
whole it may be regarded as the grandest combination of falsehood^ deception,
adroitness and
cheek ever placed before the American public.

monthly
difficulty develops

Tbe man, who is a stock jobber and gambler, has
wrecked thousands of homes, who through fiaud
and chicanery has got control of one-third of the
railroad interest of this country and dictates in
many instances the price of transportation on
rivers and lakes, who owns and controls the Western Union who through the subtle influence of
corruption and bribery makes and unmakes Governors, legislatures and Judges, who has defied
tiie institutions and laws of this country whenevtalks about God,
er it served his purpose, now
morality and American independence. The truth
that
the
organization of lais Jay Could realizes
bor cannot be stopped but that it may be perverted."
The Situation in Boston.

Boston, May 1.—The Amalgamated Build.ing Trades' Union Council, which is composed of delegates from every building trades
union in Boston, met this evening to hear the

reports of committees from the unions that
have made a demand for fewer hours and
increased pay. The hod carriers received
concessions from their bosses and have agreed
to work for $'2.50 for nine hours as a day's
work, with eight on Saturday. This leaves
the painters, plumbers and carpenters unions
as those which have not received satisfaction. The Master Plumbers' Association refused point blank to grant any concessions
to their employes, but the other masters' associations paid no attention to the communication from the men except to pass resoluAbout 75
tions condemning their action.
delegates were at the meeting and it was
voted to strike to-morrow. It is claimed that
about 5000 will go out.

New York Boycotters Arrested.
New York, May 1.—Michael Strah, a bartender, Hans flaldorf, a musician, and Paul
Wilzag, a waiter, all members of the Carl
Schim Club, recently engaged in a systeniati «-boycotting of a concert saloon, were arrested today on bench warrants charged with
extortion. They were indicted by the Grand
Jury yesterday. They not only boycotted
the concert saloon but also imposed a fine of
$1000 on its proprietor, which lie paid. The
maximum penalty for the offense is live years
in prison.
The Third Avenue Car Strike.
The cars on the Third avenue line began
running this morning at the usual hours,
guarded by the police. One hundred and
thirty-two cars were run on the main line,
and the full number of cars on the One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street and Cable
Roads. The company say they may run cars

tomorrow. Five of the old conductors returned to work today.
New York, May 2.
Tr.viiwf-l-nna· vvne nuip.t nn thflThiril Avp.nnp.
today. The company ran 80 cars on the avenue and the full number on the 125th street
and Cable Roads. The strikers ran four free
stages which were well patronized.
Nine Hours the Demandât Rochester
Ν, Y.

Rochester, May 1.—The cigar makers in
this city commenced to work on the eight
hour plan today. The manufacturers do not
object, as the men are paid by the piece. Carpenters, masons and bricklayers have demanded that nine hours be considered a
day's work, the can)enters asking $2.50 for
nine hours' work. It is thought the men will
reach an agreement with the contractors
without a strike.
Minnesota Laborers Want Less
Hours for*» Day's Work.
St. Paul. Minn., May 2.—The plumbers
in this city and Minneapolis yesterday,
struck for snorter hours, which the bosses
The proprietors of the
refused to grant.
planing mills and sash, door and blind factories of both cities will close their factories
rather than grant their employes ten hours
The cigar makers,
pay for !) hours work.
brick layers and stone masons in Minneapolis have secured shorter hours without striking. The eight-hour movement is confined
chiefly to the building trades, and the demand's of the men will most likely be com-

plied with,

or

compromised.

Would Not Co With the strikers.
Ghand Rapids, Mich., May 2.—Yesterday
strikers for shorter hours marched
to Fuller & Rice's mill outside the city limits
and the leaders ordered the mill hands to
quit work. This they declined to do, and a
battle ensued, which lasted until the police
arrived and drove off the strikers, when the
mill hands went quietly back to work.
a

body of

Strike in the Dexter Woolen Mill.
Dexteiî, May 1.—The

weavers

of No.

1

mill of the Dexter woolen mills, numbering
about 40 struck Saturday
morning at 9
o'clock. No complaint has been made as to
the
strike
was
and
wholly unexpectwages
ed. The mill will probably be shut down
throwing some 200 laborers out of employment.

Congressmen Investigating

the St.

Louis Strike.
St. Louis, May 1.—The members of the
Congressional investigating committee arose
early this morning, and after partaking of
breakfast immediately proceeded to the custom house, where deputy sergeant-at-arms
Coombs had gone before, and perfected arrangements for the comfort of the committee and witnesses. The investigation is being conducted in the Circuit Court chambers. There were present at the opening of
the session, committeemen John Iiayes and
C. II.

Liman, representing

the

PRICK

1886.

Knights

Labor, and general superintendent

of
Kerri-

gan, master car builder John C. Hodge, master mechanic ISartlett, general attorney T.
I', l'orlis, Ε. K. Sibley and others for the
railroad. Before opening the session, the
committee had a consultation in the witness
room adjoining the chamber, and on account
President Iloxie,
of the illness of Vice
changed their plans by determining to examine the business men of the city.
He
Λ. M. Simmons was the first witness.
said he had resided in St. Louis 41 years.
Chairman Curtin directed the witness' attention to how long business had been suspended here ; extent of the loss to the manufacturing interests, mercantile business and
all other branches of trade so far as he had
Mr. Simmons stated
personal knowledge.
the business prostration had been of a two
fold character. First, on this side of the river it was with the country which draws its
supplies from us and business was suspended absolutely three or four weeks :
second,
it affected trade in our not being able to get
the
East
after
the
strike
was
from
supplies
inaugurated in East St. Louis.as we get our
At
freiglit largely over the Yandalia line.
first it affected us in the distribution of our
trades, but afterwards it extended to and interfered with us in getting our supplies;
that the season started in with very favorable prospects, more favorable than he had
known there for the last five or six years,
and everything indicated an unusually successful and useful spring trade.
Notes.

The wages of New York goldbeaters have

VITAL STATISTICS.

Interesting Report of Dr.
Billings, U. S. A.

Washington, May 2.—The report of Dr.
John S. Billings, Surgeon, U. S. Α., on the
mortality anil vital statistics of the United
States as returned for the tenth census (June
1, 1880) has been received by the Secretary
of the Interior. In order to study the influence upon the health of the inhabitants exerted by the peculiarities of tocography,
drainage, climate, etc., the report divides the
country into 21 regions, the physical characteristics of which are more or less distinct.
The names of the diseases which cause more
than an average number of deaths in each

of these regions are given, as well as those
which in point of mortality are below the
average. The total population in 1880 was
50,155,793; an increase in ten years of 11,597,412. Of this increase, 281,21!) per annum may
be taken, says the report, "as due to immigration, the total number of immigrants for
This makes
the ten years being 2,812,191.
the mean annual increase due to the excess
of births over deaths, 878,522." The mean
annual birth rate for the United States is
given as 30 per 1000. It appears from the
data presented in the report that the United
States as a whole during the census year
had a comparatively low death rate, and a
high birth rate. The death rate is shown to
have been higher in the colored than in the
white population, in the foreign element
than in the whites of American parentage,
and in the cities than in the rural districts.
The most important causes of disease and
death were consumption, pneumonia, diphtheria, typhoid fever, malarial fevers, and
those ill-delined forms of diseases to which
children under one year are subject. This
appears from the following table which
gives the principal causes of death during
the census vear in the order of their frequency:
Total deaths....7GC,893 Dropsy
14,788
Unknown cause 37,133 Debility
14,019
Consumption.... 01,270 Old age
14,108

Diphtheria

Heart disease...
Cholera infant 'in
Still born births.
Typhoid fever..
Malarial fever..

Croup

onvulsions

38,143 Dysentery
20,008 Cancer
24,983 Enteritis
24,870|Dis. u£ brain—
22,854 Whoup'g cough.
2o,231 Bronchitis
17,900 Inflam. ol brain.
17,844 Diarrhoea

13,427
13,008
12,040
12,280
11,004
10,984
10.903
10.829

Scarlet fever.... 10,388 Apoplexy
9,058
The report also sets forth that taking the
fifty principal cities of the United States,
the following named showed respectively
the highest ratios of death from the tindermentioned causes, the figures representing
the number of deaths in each 10,000 inhabitants :
Apoplexy—Charleston, S. C., 6.G0.
"Cholera morbus—Paterson, N. J., 2.15.
Consumption—Charleston, S. C., 49.21.
Crouu—Chicago, 111., 7.23.
Diphtheria—Pittsburg, Pa., 22.70.
Dysentery—Nashville, Ten»., 9.22.
Typhoid fever—Pittsburg, Pa., 10.99.
Enteritis—Charleston, S. C., 9.20.
Homicide—Richmond, Va., 1.47.
Whooping cough—Pittsburg, Pa., 7.09.
Measles—Detroit, Mich., 4.04.
Pneumonia—New York, Ν. Y., 2.20.
Puerperal Septlcamiia—Milwaukee, Win., 3.20.
Scarlet fever—Fall Kiver, Mass., 42.07.

pox—Worcester, Mass., 2.57.
Suicide—San Francisco, Cala., 3.33.
Small

A strike of 3,000 brewers has occurred at
Milwaukee, Wis. They asked for an increase
of S10 per month, which was not granted.
Several cutters returned to work Saturday
at the factory of Keens Bros, in Lynn. It is
announced that on Monday the entire force
of cutters and female stitchers will return.
A law and order league has been organized
at NVyandotto, Kan., to prevent a repetition
of the violence lately enacted there. They
threaten summary punishment if another
outrage is committed.
All of the employes of the Indianapolis
Central Chair Company, 80 in number, went
out on strike Saturday. They asked for a
Saturday half holiday, without decrease of
Wages. "The firm denied the request.
About 500 employes of furniture manufacturers and 100 employes of the Brunswick &
Balkt*billiard table manufacturers at Cincinnati are out, in consequence of a refusal
to grant 10 hours' pay for eight hours' work.
The Pittsburg furniture manufacturers
having refused to grant a reduction from 10
hours to eight hours, a general strike was inaugurated Saturday. Nearly every furniture factory in Pittsburg and Alleghany City
is closed, and over 000 men are idle.
Two hundred men employed on the St.
Louis, Mo., water works struck Saturday for
eight hours work per day and 10 hours'
wages. The city refused to grant their demand and endeavored to procure new men to
fill the strikers' places.
At a meeting of stone masons of Pittsburg
and Allegheny tonight it was decided to
strike tomorrow for $3.25 per day and nine
hours work. Their employers are willing to
concede them a decrease in hours but say
cannot afford to pay more than 33 cents
they
an hour.
About 1000 men will be thrown
out by the strike.

Fighting

Possession of
Church.

Over the

a

Coi.umbia, S. C., May 2.—Charges having
been brought against lie v. J. C. Waters, pastor of the Bethel African M. E. Church of irregularities, he was deposed at the last conference and Κ. B. Wall assigned to the
church. The trustees refused to let him
preach and the matter was taken to the
courts. Judge Frazier last night made an
order giving Wall the church and at a late
hour an effort was made to get
into the
building but it was locked and guarded by a
on the inside.
The
door#
were
broken
party
in when a volley was fired by those inside
followed by auother.|Two men were seriously wounded. The chief of police and sheriff
then entered the church and captured six
men w ho were all armed.
Several others escaped through the windows.
All the barber
were
more

shops in Worcester, Mass.
closed yesterday, the first Sunday for

than 20 years. The movement was voluntary on the'part of all but three of them
and these were brought into the arrangement by a notice from the city marshal that
he would receive and prosecute complaints
against any who kept open.

London, May 2.—Gladstone in his manifesto to his Midlothian constituents explains
that his great weakness has prevented his
taking part in the speeches of the Easter recess and has obliged him to reserve his limited powers for the House of Commons, and
for that reason he uses his pen instead of his
Xevvoice.
he
Continuing
says:
er
have
I known an occasion
when
a
so
event
raged
parliamentary
throughout the world as the introduction
of this home rule bill. From public meetings,
from the highest authorities in the British
colonies and in America, from capitals such
as Washington, Boston and Quebec; from
remote districts beyond the reach of ordinary political excitement, I have received
conclusive assurances that kindred people
regard with a warm fraternal sympathy the
attempt to settle once for all the troubled relations between England and Ireland, which
exhibit the only great failure of the political genius of our race to confront and master the difficulty and to obtain in a reasona-

Haitiiett, lb
M. Sullivan, c
Burns, rf
Earle, 3b

ment.

ble degree the main ends of civilized life
Labor Troubles Feared In Pussia.

Berlin, May 1.—The Prussian government fearing strikes are impending has issued a decree ordering the police to interfere
in case strikers intimidate working men. Extra vigilance is also ordered against strikes
connected with the social democratic agitation, the leaders of which make use of a
strike for higher wages to widen the gulf
between employers and employed, to increase
the workwoman's hatred of existing political and social order and thus to bring about
a great and irremediable
rupture between
the laboring classes and their employers.
Socialist meetings and publications will be
District
put under energetic surveillance.
are authorized to demand troops
of
these
if necessary for the enforcement

«governors
measures.

The Earl of Redesdale Dead.
London, May 1.—Rt. Hon. John Thomas
Freeman Milford, Earl of liedesdale, is dead
aged HI He was a memberof the royal commission on the law of divorce and published
of Scripture
a pamphlet entitled "The law
against divorce". He opposed the disestablishment and disendowment of Protestant
Episcopal churches in Ireland. Ile also took
a prominent part in the details on the Alabama Claims in the House of Lords.
•

Secretary Manning's Health.
Secretary Manning took a long drive today
and during the afternoon and evening re-

ceived a large number of callers, among
them being the President, Col. Lamont, Secretaries Lamar and Whitney, and Bancroft,
the Historian.
Minor Matters.
The President today approved the bill extending the time for completing the records
of the Court of Alabama Claims, for a peiiod of two months.
THE PINE TREE CLUB.
Notable

Cathering of Maine
Boston, Saturday.

Men in

Boston, May 1.—The first meeting of the
Pine Tree State Club was held in the Quincy
House this afternoon, being attended by
about 175 persons. Kev. J. M. Savage presided, and among those present wereex-Gov.
Gareelon, Hon. Κ Ν. Dow of Portland, Harrison Hume, Esq., Hon. P. S. J. Talbot, Col.
Thos. II. Talbot, Cant. R. G. F. Candage,
Col. F. S. Haseltine, Chas. F. Washburn of
Worcester, President Lord of the Boston and
Maine, and Col. Henry Stone. Speeches were
made by Messrs. Savage, Gareelon, Dow,
Hume, Hayes and others. A letter was read
from Hon. J. G. Blaine, which was received
with great enthusiasm.
The following organization was effected :
President—Hon. John D. Long.
Vice Presidents—(Jen. Augustus Γ. Martin, Kev.
J. M. Savage, Hon. John L. Hayes.
Secretary—Dana Estes.
Assistant Secretary—Fred. D. Irish.
Treasurer—S. K. Hamilton.
Directors—Dr. Wm. A. Rust, Col. Z. A. Smith,
Stillman H. Allen, Edwin F. Waters, F. S. Haseltine, Ç, A. Bolster and Daniel C. Robinson.
The Fishermen's Race.

Boston, May 2,—The 40 mile race off Boston Light today between fishing scho mers

for a purse of $190 and a cup was contested
for by ten vessels, and was one by the Hesper by 35 minutes, the John II. McMannus
finished second : Sarah H. Prior, third ; Gertie Winsor, fourth, and the Hattie I. Phillips fifth. The wind was hardly heav enough
to make the contest very exciting.

on

a

visit to her

pupil at St.

to

Gladstone's

Brockton, Haverhill and Newburyport the Winners, Saturday.

and the Lawrences in Haverhill, and all of
the games were witnessed by large audiences, showing that a lively interest is maniThe
fested in the clubs in the league.
Portlands did not play the game it was supposed they were able to, and as a result the
Brocktons handsomely took them into camp.
The Boston Blues played a,much better
game than was expected of them, and as a
result the Newburyports had their hands
full to defeat them. We predict that Boston
will be one of the strongest teams in the
league before the end of this month.' The
Lawrences showed up poorly at Haverhill,
and were badly defeated by the Haverhills.
Apparently the Lawrence club is not as
strong as we have been led to believe, but it
is a little early to judge of the team yet. By
the end of this week a fair estimate of the

(By cable to the Boston Sunday Herald.)
London, May 1.- -Great Britain continues
to rally to Gladstone's side on the Irish question, and now there is no longer any doubt
anywhere that whatever becomes of the land
bill, the home rule bill is sure to be carried
through the Commons by a majority of at
least 50. The practical unanimity which the
meetings and declarations of the last \veek
have shown to exist in the Liberal ranks,
both η England and Scotland, in favor of
the Premier's policy, has scared nearly half
the original number of would be seceders, so
that now tho organizer of the cave, Albert
Grey, can only count on 30 instead of 70 rats.
Furthermore, "of the 30 there is scarcely one
man, outside the four or five leaders, of anyexceptional weight or reputation, and several of them are mere soreheads, like Rylands,
whose hostility to Gladstone arises from his
not having got a government
post, and
Mitchell Ilenry, who is incensed against the
Irish party because he was kicked out of
Galway at the general election. One of the
most surprising developments of tho situation is the loyalty to Gladstone of the general body of the Whigs who had been reckoned on as sure to go with
Harrington.
Their attitude is chiefly due to the speech of
Whitbread,ïwho would now be speaker of
the House of Commons but for his health.
)5ut it is also due. in a minor degree, to Earl
Spencer's support of home rule, and especially his speech of last week, which has already made lots of converts in all parts of
Engiand.JIrish meetings in Great Britain continue few, but they are not wanted, when out
of 70 meetings held in Scotland under the
auspices of Scotchmen, two only have declared against Gladstone.

There

can

hardly

be said to be any reason for Irish interferMichael Davitt, however, is speakence.
ing in several parts of England, and is creating a very considerable effect in Ireland.
Almost universal quiet prevails, but there
are not wanting several significant signs that
Gladstone lias made considerable headway
in at least winning the heartslof the Irish
people, as, for instance, to have liis health
proposai at a dinner in the Dublin Mansion
House by a man likejLiord Mayor Sullivan,
the author the Irish national anthem, "God
Save Ireland," and to have it spoken to by
so advanced a politician as Healy ; to have
it spoken to in another assembly by a still
like Wm. Redmond,
more advanced man,
and finally to find the Archbishop of Cashel
and his priests, to a man, publicly thanking
These are events
the veteran statesman.
that indicate plainly enough that the prime
at
last, on the right
minister has got now,
track in the matter of Ireland. On the other
hand, the Irish Loyalists are getting more
and more infuriated, and are venting their
spite after their usual paltry fashion. A few
nights ago at a dinner m the College of Surgeons in Dublin, the Loyalist crowd in attendance cheered loudly the Duke of Abercorn, the head of the Orangemen, and re-
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Boston Blues
Earned runs— Newburyports, 1. Two base lilts
—Murpliy, Morris.ui. Burns. M. Sullivan. First
base 011 balls By Kiley. 1. First base 011 errors—
Struek out—By
Newburyports. 4; Blues, 4.
Gruber. ft; by Kiley. 3. Double plays—Klley,
Hartnett and M. Sullivan. Passed balls—Murphy, 2. Wild pitches—Gruber. 1; Kiley, 2. Time
ot game—2 hours. Umpire—Quinn.
THE NATIONAL· LEAGUE ΟΛΜΕ».
At New York.

Innings

1

23450789

1 1 Ο β— 7
New Yorks
Ο Ο ο ο 0
Ο 2001000 1—4
Bostons
Base hits—New Yorks 11, total 17; Bostons. W
Errors-New Yorks. 2; Bostons, 4. Pitchers—
Welch and Kadbourn.
At St. Louis.
1
2 3450780
Innings
Ο 21010-140—9
Détroits
4 001 10000^-6
St. Loui»
Base hits—Détroits 9, total 11; St. Louis 10,
total 14.
Errors—Détroits, 4; St. Louis, 4.
1'itchers—Baldwin and Bauer.
At Kansas City.
Innings.. ^..^..1 2345C789
...5 4 0 1 0 0 0 4 3-17
Chicagos
Kansas Citys
Ο ο 4 ti 2 0 2 Ο 0— 8
Base hits—Chicagos 17, total 21 ; Kansas Cltys
8, total 11. Errors—Chicagos. 12 ; Kansas Citys,
21. Pitchers—Flyun and Conway.
At Washington.
1 2345678 9
Innings
0 4002030 x— 9
Nationals
1 Ο Ο ο 0 1 Ο Ο 0— 2
Philadelphias
Base hits—Nationals 9. total 14; Philadelphia*,
5.
Errors—Nationals, 4;
Philadelphias, 11.
Pitchers—Shaw and Ferguson.
...

OTHEH GAMES.

At Orono—Maine State College Dine, 30;
Maine Central Institute, 4.
At Providence— Harvard*, 22; Browns, 3.
At Williamstown—Yales, 11 ; Williams, 3.
NOTES.

Portlands play in Boston,
Brocktons in Lawrence, Newburyports in

Waterlmrys opened the Eastern
series Saturday in Meriden, Conn.,
and defeated Manager Bumham's nine 10
to 2.
The Providences defeated the Hartfords in
a fourteen inning league game in Providence
Saturday, 4 to 3.
The

League

RAILWAY MATTERS.
ANOTHER NARROW GAUGE RAILROAD.

Mr.

party

George

E.

are now

Kaymond

engaged in making

It is estimated the road will cost fronj 88000
to 812,000 a mile, and it will open up a section said to contain one hundred million of
fliirune. hemlock and hard woods, which will
be hauled to the Liartlett Lanil & Lumber
Company's mills. When the survey is completed, a company will be organized. This
road will be a valuable feeder to the Portland & Ogdensburg.
The car shops of the Eastern Division of
the Bestcn & Maine railroad, at Salem, are
just now busy hives of industry. The shops
have been greatly improved by the addition
of a new and spacious blacksmith shop and
machine shop, and the latter is being equipped with the latest and most improved machinery for car building. It is hoped soon to

wheel-litting depaituient

remove the entire
now in East Boston to these
are now 150 men upon the

shops.

There

pay-roll, who are
busily employed in repairing, rebuilding and
both
passenger and freight.
building cars,

Recently, an elegant new passenger coach,
differing in its general style from any other
car yet turned out in this section, was placed
upon tne road, and will probably run to
Portland.
TUE GKAND TKUNK.

Week April 17..« 307,78!) $ 203,138 $ 4,651
Since Jan. 1
4,294,013 4,085,818 2u8,796
2,918
2,918
Mileage
Portland's

Centennial.

To the Editor of th« Press:

The approaching centennial celebration
which calls for the aid and sympathy of our
citizens to make it the fitting close of a century's existence, will without doubt call
forth many recollections and comparisons of

BROCKTONS, 9; PORTLANDS, 5.
A special to the Sunday Times says : "Fifteen hundred people witnessed the BrocktonPortland game Saturday. Neither side distinguished themselves either at the bat or in
the field. A wild throw by Spence in the
first inning allowed H awe s to make a circuit
of the bases, and Thayer made a home run
in the eighth inning by a long fly over left
The Portlands were visibly
field fence.
affected hy many rank decisions of the
umpire, (Mcintosh of East Weymouth) whose
errors were of so glaring a nature as to call
forth round after round of disapproval from
the spectators."
An Associated Press despatcli says the
homo team played an almost faultless fielding game until the ninth inning, when the
chilly atmosphere seemed to get the better of
the basemen, and Hawes, Meister and Halpin
The
were credited with their only errors.
particular features were the batting of
Thayer and Hatfield, and the sharp fielding
of Patton and Spence. The score :

periods and their Influence
history and welfare of Portland.
Among the notable events marking the
century perhaps no single one has been
more fruitful of results in shaping the destiny of our city and adding to its progress
as such, than the ceremcny of breaking
ground for the Atlantic and St. Lawrence
Railroad, now the Orand Trunk, which was

BROCKTONS.
AB. R. IB. TB. PO. A.
2
2
5
12
0
4
1
1
1
0
2
Ο
3
2
0
0
2
4
2
3
1
7
2
4
0
1115
Ο
3
0
0
3
2
4
0
0
0
3
5
3
2
0
0
1
Ο
G
4
υ
1
1
2

Hawes, lb
Meister, 2b

Grady,
Thayer, rf
Patton, ss
Halpin. 3b
Bigneli, C
If

Cudworth. cf
ρ

34

Totals

9

7

27

12

ID

E.

1
2
0
0
1
1
3
Ο
3
11

PORTLANDS.
AB.

Galligan, If

Bill

Measures Taken by Prussia to Cuard Against Strikes.

10

11

several clubs can be made, as they will then
be in good trim and better acquainted with
The
the different grounds of the clubs.
story is told below :

4
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3

Spence, 2d

Prompt

18

i)

liOSTON & HAINE CAB SHOPS.

Saturday afternoon the New England
League season was opened by the Portlands
in Brockton, the Newburyports in Boston,

Cavanagh, lb

Belief that His Home Rule
will Pass the Commons.

is a

Opening of the New England Base
Ball League Series.

McKinley, ρ
A

who

Harry,

like LAST YEAR."

•'JUST

FOREICN.

Side.

son

Paul's school.

Kearns, ss
Wheelock, rt
Hatfield, 3b
Sheffler, cf
OliourKe, c

Rally

6

27

0

1

of this city, and
a survey
for a narrow gauge railroad through the
notch of the Bartlett mountains, from near
Frank George's hotel to the Swift river intervale, a distance of from six to eight miles.

McGunnigle,

Continued

36

9

imposing

Ex-President Arthur's Health.
New York, May 2.—At ex-President Arthur's house tonight, it was said that he had
felt so much improved during the day that
he had been outside the house walking.

A

To'1»1»

3

2
7
2
1
1110

Today the

CENERAL NEWS.

yesterday one.

are

The public debt statement issued today
shows tne total debt less cash in the treasury May 1st, 188(5, 81,407,020,847.65; a decrease
during April of $10,960,287.95.

4
4

c

Haverhill.

Democrats

said to be mqje disturbed than they care
to acknowledge over the reports of the
speeches of Jefferson Davis at Montgomery.
Secretary Lamar is quoted as saying that lie
greatly regretted Davis's utterances, and
other Southern men say the same thing.
Some of the more excitable Republicans
wanted yesterday morning to offer something in the House about it, but were dissuaded. Mr. Keed of Maine theught it unwise, saying that this winter he has tried to
keep out of the way of old issues, over
wfcich so many wars of words have been
fought on the floor, believing that the effect
in the popular mind will be better than a
continued struggle over the Southern question.
The Public Debt.

Gruber. ρ

Jeff Davis and party are still roaming
about the South and receiving cordial welDavis is
comes from his brother ex-rebels.
now in Savannah, Ga.
TJie Amalgamated Association of Iron
and Steel Workers will hold a grand tariff
mpptincr at lipaver. T'a.. Saturdav. June 5th.
on the occasion of their annual reunion.
The funeral of the late Col. Ezra J. Trull,
commander of the Ancient and Honorable
Artillery Company of Boston, took place
The funeral was an
afternoon.

ing

over a

day.

Murpliy,

Garfield and daughter. Miss
Mollie, arrived in Concord. Ν. H., last even-

Comments on Davis's Speeches.

Washington, May 1.—The

reived the viceroy, who is known to be a
But inciHome Kuler, in solemn silence.
dents like this are as powerless for their object as is the pretended fear of the Orange
members of the Irish civil service, that they
will be all sent packing by the new govern-

Airs. J. A.

FROM WASHINGTON.

been advanced 25 per cent.

12-hour schedule.
ing
All the employes at Betz & Sonâ' brewery
at Philadelphia struck Saturday, and all
work was stopped.
C. W. Grace & Co., shoe manufacturers of
West Scituate, have accepted the schedule
presented by their employes.
Martin French & Co., shoe manufacturers
at Dover, N. If., notified their lasters Saturday that they would increase wages on Mon-

John S.

CENTS.

THREE

Totals

Innings

1

R.
<>

0
1
2
ο
1
1
0
0

BH. TB. PO. A.
l
2
0
a
1110
1
Ο
Ο
1
0
3
5
2
ο
υ
ο
2
1
1
4
1
0
0
0 12
4
0
0
2
0
0
0
7

6
9 24 15
5
32
2345G78 0

t.

o
2
1
0
ο
2
0
1
4
10

10 1 Ο 2
2 2
ϊ χ— 9
Brocktons
0 0120000 2—5
Portlands
Earned runs—Portlands. 1. Two base hits—
Hawes, Thayer and Galligan. Three base hit—
Bases stohn
Home run-Thayer.
Hatfield.
—Grady, Halpin, Cudworth, McGunniuIe and
O'Kourke. First base on balls—Brocktons, 3;
Portlands, 1. First base on errors—Brocktons. t; ;
Portlands, 0. Left on bases—Brocktons, 4; Portlands, 3. Struck out—By McGunniglc. 5; by
McKinley, 4. Passed balls—Bigneil, 3; O'Bourke,
1.
Time of game—2 hours 5 minutes. Umpire—
Mcintosh of East Weymouth. Hit by pitched
balle—Sheftler and Cavanagh.

IIAVERHILLS, 11 ; LAWRENCES, 2.
hundred people, including
many ladies, witnessed the game at Riverside Park in Haverhill. The features of the
game were the fielding of Haw fees, Pettee
and Donald, and the batting of Munce and

Twenty-five

Bresnehan.

Nine hundred
The score:

from Lawrence.

people

came

HAVERHILLS.
ΛΒ.

McGarr, 3b

Munce, rf...."

Carl, ss
Bresnehan,lb
Hawkes, 2b
Slattery, cf
Vadeboncueur, If

Murphy, ρ
McKeever,

...

c..

...

Totals

In. TB. ΓΟ. A. E.
12
2
3
11
3
2
3
10
0
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
4
13
ο
1
1
2
3
2
(I
5
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
C
0
1
0
1
1
4
2
1
7
1
1
2
2
2
3

Β

5
5
5
δ
4
4
4
4
4
4<)

11

12

20 »2Ci

llj

8

A.

E.

LAWRENCES.
AB.

Kiley, cf
Gorman, ρ
O'Counell, lb
Burke, If
Burns, rf
Beeclier,

c

ss

Donald, 3b
Totals

ΓΟ.

TB.

fi
0

8

4
3
1
0

3
ο
4
4

0
5
1
0

24

17

14

1
2

4
4

ο

4
4
4
4

0
υ
Ο
0

0
ο
ο
0

0
Ο
Ο
0

2

4

2

30
1

Innings

IB.

1
Ο

Ο
13
4000000
ο
Ο
1
4
ο
Ο
Ο

Pettee, 2b

Cox,

K.

4111200
4
4

3

4

s

U
e>

7

8

l)

20700200 x—11
OOlOOOUl l>— 2
Lawrences. 1.
runs—Haverliills.
Earned
1;
Home runs—Gorman, Murphy. Two base liils—
Bresnehan (2), Hawkes, McKeever,
M mice,
Passed balls—McKeever, 3;
O'Conuell (2).
Beecber, 4. Wild pitches—Gorman, 6; Murphy,
First base on balls—Haverhills, 1. First base
1.
Struck
on errors—Haverhills, 3 ; Lawrences, 4.
Double
out—By Murphy. 4; by Gorman, 3.
Hawkes.
Carl.
Bases
stolen—
plays—McGarr,
McGarr (2), Munce (2), Hawkes, Vadeboncu'Ur.
Umpire—John J. Dailey. Time—2 hours.
Haverhills

Lawrences

Burke out, hit by batted ball.
XKWBUKVPOIiTS, 9; BOSTON blues, 5.
Twelve hundred people attended the opening game in Boston. The base playing of
Hartnett and Shannon and the catching of
Λ1. .Sullivan were the prominent fielding
features of the game. The score :
S EWBUKYPOKTS.
»

Beecher, If
Laroque, 3b

Flanagan,

lb

Whliely,cf
Shannon, 2b

Morrison, ss
O'Brien, rf

...

AB.
r>
4
4
4
4
4
3

It.
ο
2
1
1
2
ο
ο

IB.
ο

1
ο
2
1
3
ο

TB. PO.
ο
2
1
0
on
1
2
1
1
4
2
3
ο

A.

E.

ο

ι)
0
1
ο
o
0
ο

2
1
ο

3
2
ο

the different
upon the

the initial step in the great undertaking of
opening a direct line to .Montreal and of the
system of railroads east of Portland now in

successful operation.
The interest in the celebration of July 4,
1840, the sixtieth birthday of Portland, centered at Fish Point,the eastern brow of Munjoy Hill, as the gathered masses of people attested, who were present to witness the
ceremony of turning the iirst sod, which was
done by Judge Preble, the first president of
the road, who used a silver spade, and by
this action put into practical form thedreauig
of many prominent men who had laboied
long and faithfully for this object. Six days
later the contractors began active work near
this spot followed immediately by others at
different points along the line, and work was

break until Island
continued without a
Pond. Vt., was reached, which was the
point agreed upon for connection with the
St. Lawrence and Atlantic road from Montreal. The road was oponed July 4, 1848,
and excursion trains run during the day to
the crossing near the present Yarmouth
depot, a distance ot eleven miles, and on the
22<1 of that month for regular business to
On November 15tti of
Yarmouth village.
Danville Junction was
the same
year
reached, and during the winter the trains
run over the Androscoggin and Kennebec
Railroad to Auburn.
The work was steadily pushed on and the
road was successively opened aud operated
to the different points as follows : Mechanic
Falls, February 10, 1(M9; North Oxford in
July of same year; to South l'arii, January
χ,

îoiw

Douici,

juaicu

-ν,

υυι ii;uu,~i

.ιι.,ι»

ui>

20, 1851 ; Nortluuiiberlarul, July 13, 1852; Island Fund, Vt., February 9, 185;»,anil through
to Montreal July 18 of that year. Thus was

completed in

seven years a work which at
that time seemed an immense undertaking
and proving to the doubters that energy and
pluck could open a way through the mountains and maintain it against the snow and
storms of the region of barren country through
which the road must pass. The 40 years
since that period have made great changes
on ourentire water front and especially from
Fish Point to India street as the present line
of Fore street lrom Hancock to the Portland
Co's office then marked the shore line, with
unobstructed ebb and How of tide to these
points. At the opening of the road from
Portland to Yarmouth, a pile bridge with
two tracks upon it was built from Fish Point
to the old de|>ot to India street, about 200
feet southeast of present passenger station,
and this with a single branch to the old engine house, near the eastern corner of the
present depot, constituted tho entire track
room of that time, in strange contrast with
the many acres of solid land covered by 2a,
miles of track that occupy this area. In addition there are now about 13 acres of wharf
room outside the line of the first bridge used
in accommodating the present steauier traffic. As a part of this system came the build
ing of Commercial street by the united efforts of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence and
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth railroads,
opening up this business avenue in front of
ail the wharves and furnishing shipping facilities easy of approach and such as are seldom found.
While this change has been going on nearly all the active projectors of this great undertaking for that time have passed away,
not being permitted to witness the fulfilment of their hopes, but leaving behind
them a noble monument of the earnest effort
and foresight of men largely in advance of
the public opinion of the day, in building
well the foundation of a railroad system now
developed into the spanning of a continent
with its iron bands.
J. J. β.

Bowdoin

College.

At the coming commencement, the class of
1836 will celebrate its fiftieth anniverwhich
sary, and the class of 1861, of
Charles G. Atkins is president, and Edward
Stanwood secretary, will celebrate its'twen-

ty-fifth anniversary.

has elected tho
1886
class of
Tho
following Bugle editors: II. S. Card, R. W.
(■oiling, II. L. Shaw, J. Williamson, Jr., and

W. W. Woodman.
A course of four lectures on the profes"Journalsions, will be given during May:
ism," by Mr. Edward Stanwood; "The Ministry, by Kev. Ε. B. Webb, D. D. ; "Medlclue," oy Daniel Kobinson, M. I).; "Law,"
by Hon. J. W. Symonda.

JPÏIESB.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 3.
We do not read anonymous lett ers and communcations. The name and address of the writer are
for pubη all cases indispensable, not necessarily
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

A

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION
WILL BE HELD IN

CITY

HALL, LEWISTON,

Wednesday, June 9, 1886,

at 11

o'clock

a.

m.,

of nominating a candidate for
supported at tlie September election, and transacting any oilier business that may
properly come before it.
Tlie basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor in 1884
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional delegate.
The Statf Committee will be in session in the
Reception Room of the Hall at nine o'clock on the
of remorning of the Convention, for the purpose
delegates.
ceiving the credentials of
of
mainAll electors of Maine who are in favor
will join in retaining a Protective Tariff; who
in
a
Demosisting the attempt now being made
cratic House of Representatives to injure many
of the leadimr industrial interests of Maine; who
are in favor of elevating and dignifying human labor by securing to the laborer his just reward ;
who demand freedom of suffrage throughout tlie
republic and an honest counting offorthe ballots;
the encourWho uphold all judicious measures
agement of American shipbuilding; who believe
and in
civil
service
and
iu an honest
responsible
an economical administration of the Government;
who approve the Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic
and the promo! Mm of the cause of Temperance,
are cordially invited, without regard to past political differences, to unite with the Republicans in
of delegates to this Convention.
(.the selection
*
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH II. MANLEY, Chairman.
WILLIS H. WING. Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April It), 1880.
For tlio purpose
Governor to be

DISTRICT CONVENTION.
The Republicans of the First Congressional District are invited to send delegates to a Convention
to be held in

Reception Hall, Portland,

on

Thursday,

June 3,1886,

o'clock p. m., for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative in Congress to be
supported at the September election, and transacting any other business that may properly come
before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows;
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1884, an
additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional
delegate. The ulstrict Committee will be in seso'clock oil the afternoon of
sion at the Hall at
tlielconvention for tlie purpose of receiving the
credentials of delegates.
Per order Republican District Committee.
ANDREW HAWKS, Chairman.
S. W. JUNKIXS, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 3,1886.
at 2

Ex-President Arthur has been improving
of late, and his friends are very hopeful of

administration to repair by nil uncompromising :
; defence of those fishermen against the aggressive
policy of the Canadians. This policy is founded !
; in claims of right under a superannuated treaty, :
; barbarous if it is valid, and of very doubtful vàI lidity. It is confessedly an unfriendly policy,
denying innocent commercial intercourse and
seeking by its prohibition to coerce us Into grantits puring costly privileges to the Dominion. » In
«
«
*
*
poses and methods it is blackmail.
No administration of the United states by any
claims
to
these
or
to
to
! party can afford
agree
waver from protection of our fishermen against
them.

Capt. J. Si. Richardson, superintendent of
the First District of the Life Saving Service,
who was recent!}' accused by the New York
Sun of partisanship in the administration of
his oflice, tells a Boston Journal correspondent that the "Life Saving Service in the
First District is now and always has been
non-partisan basis. From the time
the district was organized to the present
time the question of a man's politics has
never been considered, nothing but a man's
iitness for the place, physically and mentally, being taken into consideration. I
have had occasion, owing to some of the
keepers proving themselves unfit for the
places they occupied, to suggest their discharge, and in four of the eight districts
run on a

where this has occurred new men have been
appointed, whom all the local Republicans
classed as Republicans. Of the sixty-four
men now employed in this district, thirtynine are Democrats and the balance
and
are
Republicans,
Independents
Greenbackers, and papers proving this
have been on file in the department at Washington for a long time. Numerous complaints have also been made to the members
of Congress from this State that I was not a
but a Democrat, and ought to be

Republican,

removed because, as X always gave Democrats the preference my conduct was detrimental to the interests of the Hepublican
party. Letters of complaint have been sent
to Washington, and Senators Frye and Hale
and General Raum and other leading Republicans have had many complaints made to
them by Republicans that the course I was

pursuing ought to be stopped. Those complaints came from Kittery to Quoddy llead,

and now that I have been allowed to remain
under the present administration, a new series of complaints is being made by parti^
calling themselves Democrats, that I am a
partisan and ought to go. Hundreds of Democrats along the coast who know me well will
bear me out in the assertion that the Democratic party has fared better at my hands
than the Republican party has."
CURRENT COMMENT.

X. Y. World.
The people of the South should be careful
not t« overdo the Jefferson Davis business.
BLIND JEFF.

Boston Globe.
Rip Van Winkle perceived that he had
been asleep for many years, and that all
.left' Davis must be
tilings were changed,
blind, or he would see the same thing.
A lit.INI) ANI) FOOLISH PAKTY.
XT

offices.

approaching Republican convention.
About every Democrat who goes to Washington to see the President comes back with
his "previous convictions as to Mr. Cleveland' s character and ability very much
strengthened." What those "previous convictions" were, however, they refuse to disclose.
The story that Mr. Gladstone had joined
the Roman Catholic church, but wanted the
fact kept secret for political reasons, is probably one of the means by which its opponents hope to defeat the home rule bill. It
resembles very much the stories that are

frequently

circulated in this

country just

be-

fore election.

Pollard, nominated for Chief Justice of
Montana, enjoys the distinction of being the
only one nf President Cleveland's appointments rejected unanimously by the Senate.
Pollard deserves the distinction, for he was
found guilty of swindling an orphan girl out
of a good note for a considerable sum, by
telling her that it was worthless, and then

buying

OF

OPINION

MORRISON

TIIE

SCHEME.

New Orleans Times-Democrat.
It does not require much consideration to
see that, the pledge the Democracy made two
years ago will not be kept if that party
passes Mr. Morrison's ill-timed and ill-framed

bill.

■—

■

"V

The guides spoken of in Scripture who
strained at ii gnat and swallowed a camel
were not half so blind as the Democratic
leaders in Congress.
Λ SOUTHERN

State Treasurer Burleigh who has been
mentioned in connection with the Republican nomination for governor, in a note to
the Lewisten Journal says He is not and
shall not be even a possible candidate at the

it of her for a song.

Richard II. Dana, secretary of the Massachusetts civil service reform association,
wants each department at AVashington to
keep a list for public inspection, of ail changes in offices under it with names and the
cause, as often as can be ascertained, of the
change. The President is reported to be
pleased with the idea and to have advised
Mr. Dana in behalf of the civil-service reformers to write a letter to each member of
lie
the cabinet asking that this be ordered.
will do so and if the request is not complied
with will then address himself to the President directly.

boycotting as
utterly unjustifiable. "When", he says "the
laborer by legal means and organization
througli the ballot-box can control capital
and make the laws as it pleases, why resort to a partial, illegal and almost always
unjust remedy such as boycotting, which is
the miserable invention of an oppressed
Gen. Butler says he regards

people who have no power or voice in making the laws which govern them?
Boycot-

ting is a confession of weakness, not an exhibition of strength. It cannot be dropped
too spon. It is a two-edged sword, more
dangerous in the hands of unskilful wieldcrs to themselves than to others."
eight hour agitation which was begun
in Chicago on Saturday cannot succeed. A
few concerns may be compellel by the necessity for performing contracts which
they have entered into to accede temporarily
The

to the workmen's demand of ten hours' pay
for eight hours' work. But the existing conditions of business make it impossible to esManufactablish this as the general rule.
turers will shut their establishments and put
the keys in their pockets rather than run

SPECIALS
For This Week.

WHEItEIN DAVIS

IS

MOST MEN.

UNLIKE

North American.

Mr. Davis may appreciate this notoriety,
but most men in his circumstances would
prefer to keep tuemselves as far out of the
range of Jpublic observationr as possible.
CHECKED NONE

THE BOYCOTT AD.

Kansas City rimes.
The pendulum has swung to the other extreme, and the merchants \vho once foolishly trembled at the threatened boycott now
invite its infliction. Λ St. Louis merchant
advertised where he wished, managed his
own business—in short courted the boycott

way.
Finally he became
impatient and issued thousands of circulars
proclaiming a boycott against his store. The
result was all that he had anticipated. Customers flocked to his establishment. It was
the biggest "ad" lie had ever invested in, and
he was ready to cry with the Knights of Labor: "Long live the boycott!"
in every

possible

Constitutional Catarrh.
single disease lias entailed more suffering or
hastened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense cf smell, of taste, of sight, of
hearing, the human voice, the mind,—one ormore)
and sometimes all, yield to its destructive influence.
The poison it distributes throughout the
No

up
system attacks every vital force, and breaks bethe most robust of constitutions.
Ignored,
cause but little understood, by most physicians,
impoteutly assailed by quacks and charlatans,
those suffering from it have little hope to be relieved of it tins side of the grave. It is time, then,
that the popular treatment of this terrible disease
by remedies within the reach of all passed into
bauds at once competent and trustworthy. The
Dr.
new and hitherto untried method adopted by
Sanford in the preparation of his Radical Cure
It
is
has won the hearty approval of thousands.
instantaneous 111 affording relief in all iiead colds,
aud
sneezing, snuffling and obstructed breathing,

the most oppressive symptoms,
clearing the bead, sweetening the breath, restoring the senses of smell, taste and bearing, and
neutralizing the constitutional tendency of the
disease towards the lungs, liver and kidneys.
Sanford's Radical Cure consists of on? botrapidly

—

TO

—

NIGHT.

SATURDAY

For Cash or Liberal Credit.

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets.

a um lit or auum at > w 7 cents a m.

FRANK CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.
Ν Ε W SH OE STORE !
eodtf

Qualities, at Reck Bottom Prices,

Parlor Suits!
How is tlie Time, This
Week.
Please remember, because next week the ptice
may be higher.
Plush Parlor Suits, $39, $42, $45, $47.50, $50,
$55, $GO, $C5 and up to $250.
Hair Cloth Parlor Suits, $3·, $40, $45 and up to
$75.
These suits all consist of Sofa Lounge, Gents'
Chair. Ladies' Patent Bocker and four Parlor
Chairs. Come early and you will secure better attention.
Our line of Lounges, Easy Chairs and Rockers,
Rattan Chairs, &c., Is complete, and prices this
week shall rule very low.

I shall keep constantly on hand a large assortment of such goods as are usually
found in a RETAIL BOOT AND SHOE STORE, and will guarantee to all

AT

GOODS

the Iîadiî al Cure, one box of Catarrhal
Solvent, aud Improved Inhaler; price, $1.
Potter Drug φ Chemical Co., Boston.

tle of

KIDNEY PAINS

And that weary, lifeless all-gone, sensaV
β® tion ever present with those of inflamed
\
kidneys, weak back and loins, aching
» Λ·^
and sides, overworked or worn out
by disease, debility or dissipation, are relieved in
one minute and speedily cured by the Culirurn
Anii-Pnin PlnHirr, a new,
elegant
and infallible antidote to pain and inflammation.
At all druggists, 2ôc. ; five for S100. ; or of Poller
Oi ui; Co·; Bostou.
iny.'JMTh&w2w

Drab, Brown & Black ray Hats

original,

AT

—

We shall continue to sell Bailees at our reduced
a quarter of the amount down
and the balance by the week or month. Come and
see what we have, and please remember that you
run 110 risk in buying from us, as we guarantee
every stove to be a baker and all right in every

WINDOW SHADES
AND

SUCCESSORS TO

Curtains, Window
Shades, &c., &e.

Laee

UPHOLSTER,

The women of New York are taking hold
of the Saturday half-holiday movement sen-

PORTLAND,

the
We

(

Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles and get our prices. We
have selected our

similar action.

The latest from Washington is that the
President is getting tired of the Independents. lie thinks they are not treating him
fairly and not standing by him as they
should ; and his mind is said to be practically made up to pay less deference to their
opinions in the future. He is also a good
deal discouraged over the results of his
efforts to lead the Democracy in the path of
civil service reform, and fearful that even
liis patriotic adherence to that doctrine has
done him too much harm as regards his relations to his party to be easily repaired.
While he has no intention of breaking with
the Independents, he is said to have fully

determined hereafter not to allow them to
stand in the way of the most cordial relations between himself and his party, even at
the risk of rousing their anger.

The New York Herald has been one of
the most zealous administration organs in
the country. Its attitude toward the heads
of departments for a long time was maintained on the principle that "the King can
do no wrong," and so until very recently it
has been disposed to regard the criticisms on

STILL TRIUMPHANT.

fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly Increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
We have lately introduced
as ordinary Cornets.
the G and li—Hgrades with Extra Long Waist,
and we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from all the World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New
For

Orleans.
While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.

free

on

I

Carpet Department

marl 2

eod3mnrm

We are

now

NEUMLÛEAI

D1Ï. C. AV. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, Is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and Invariably cures
Kirk Ilrmlni lie, Nervous ilrndnchc, Neiiriiicin, Nervousuesw, Mieeplrssncss,
Piinilraia, Ml. Vitus' Dnnce,

CnrPearland MiddleStreets,
BRANCH
of the Great Xassau Hall House Furnishing Store, 827 Washington St., Boston.

Λν Tliey Cannot Possibly
porous plaster having anything like the
medicinal qualities of Benson's, the camp followers of the pharmaceutical profession produce tons
of worthless plasters, and give them names winch
concernresemble in print that of the genuine, and, when
the course of the State Department
carlessly spoken, sound like it. For example.
ing tlie fishing industry as unjustifiable par- Cheap John druggist will offer you trash variously
tisan attacks. It lias, however, sent represtyled "Capsicum," "Capsicin," "Capsicine" or
"Capucin" plasters, prefaced sometimes with the
ascertain name
to
Gloucester
sentatives
to
"Benton's" or "Burton's." We earnestly
caution the public against the whole tribe of them.
the sentiments of those most interested in
are
They
absolutely useless as remedies for disthe matter, and it is just beginning to realize
ease.
To he sure they are cheap, hut plain muslin
is cheaper and just as efficacious. Ask for BenAs
that its past position has been wrong.
son's, watch the spelling, and look for the "Three
a result of
its investigation it says :
Seals" trademark, and the word "C'apciiie," which
It It plain enough, however, that there has been I s cut in the centre of the genuine.
SM&W3tnrm
iiKUdleaa blundering, which it is the duty of the |
may ι
make

Gloves,

Fancy Percale and
White Sliirt§,
and
Cuffs
Collars,

that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all Its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
Also tlie
variety of Gilt and Bronze l'apers.
papers in the State.
largest stock of

guarantee

prices

our

as

low

—

AXMINSTEK,
MOQUETTE
WILTON,

English

STORE OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL 9
ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

ap2G

Securities, suitable
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

eodtf

janl3

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.
First mortgage Coupon
Bonde, and

cent.

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Six

Per Cent Debenture Ronde,
—

AND

COMSSJT.,

Portland.

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
febl7dtf
Photographs.

A Good Record
Be·
For the year ending: April 1.
tween one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women supported by the
Nurdock Liquid Food Co., Boston,
wiihoutthc loss of a single patient,
and all restored to usefulness.

WAS GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE
OPERATIONS.

LIQUID FOOD

With M'hat we have been ami are doing;
we shall be able, in our new Free Hospital

building corner of Huntington Avenue and Camden street, to perform in the tturgical half of the Hospital,
that

we are now

uigeiow,

ηητνν wtïttmwt «j
BODY
BRUSSELS,

dtf

ap6

iiariiora

Higglns, Bromley

Hig^ns^Urades

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

STARCH,

ΛΜκκιιιβ,
Higglns, 'Philadelphia
UIMUV.JJUW
of cheap
and
large lines of
"nd'krge
χ

12' feet
In
In 12,15,18 and 24feet

FOB SALE BY

H.

—

EMERY,

Capital Stock of cach
Company, .$500,000.00.

MADRAS

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

Buy these goods of

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

and

save

NEEDS NO COOKING
SgpiVo Starch yet introduced can be
pared with the 1TIAG1C.

Sold under

guarantee

The question often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts Ui ois annual report for 1886.
>
B> BO
S
S? £5

>
~

Murdock's Liquid Food.. 14.10 1.07 1C.4G 0.42
Not any. 54.87 52.16 23.74
I.ieblg'3
do. 28.67 22.62 11.09
Valentine's
do. 20.13 47.16 3.30
Johnston's
do. 56.13 60.50 19.24
Delacre's
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
cent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other

per cent.

In alcoholic rxlrnets 1.97. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
20.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts show why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system *>f disease.

1'ain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
on it our life depends. Murdock's Liquid
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or
preparations known. Λ tablespoonful four times
a day will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
ΑΝΙΊ HOW XKCKSSARY WHEN DISEASED.
and

MLRDOCK
aplO

FR. BECK & CO.,
NEW
YORK,

Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters of
AND

—

nirnrdrd Ihe COliD IVIFD-g
luternntiounl IIKALTU
Kxliibition, London.

woe

A Ij nt the

DECORATIONS.

stances.
Our

make estimates on all kinds of above work.
We have competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating work of this kind to call ear·
ly, before the rash of Spring business commences.

goods

are

sold

by

all

NEW YORK.
feb2

isl&wM3m

eod3m

I have in warerooms and for sale, the best seeded stock of marble in the state for cemetery
to erect memorials
mrposes. I'arties intending
ο their loved ones cannot fail to please themielvcs both in regard to price and workmanship

&

—

DUNHAM,

TEETH !

1

!

:ipr28 30- t'oiigriv»» S».,

cor.

Brown."eo<13lu

1%. It.—I linvc no ngcntn.
ivhat you nre buying.

«'nil nnd

aprl'J

err

7

PER CENT BOM GUARANTEED
Co.
More

Mhowaller Mortgage
than fifty Savings Banks iu Λ ew Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class ol securities. Call or
address lor illustrated pamphlet,

by

tile

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
dam»
aiare

POOR, WHITE· & GREENOUGH

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of
POOR'S MANUAL· OF RAILKOADN,
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
always 011 hand.

Dirigo Mineral Water.

RUNDLETT I5K0S., Proprietors,
je23

413 Fore Street

dtf

given

THE FISHERMAN'S

SACCARAPPA, ME.

the best high explosive 011 the market. Furnished
in any quantity, and at bottom prices.
Also Guns aud

Fishing Tackle.

221 middle Sircct.

eodtf

apr2C

FINE WATER COLORS
F. It.

M. KG1KX, OF NEW YORK,

CYRUS
Fine Art Rooms,

marl 2

WIESBADEN

AT

aud others of the Ori glnal Cast, and Scenery from
the Madison Square Theatre.
Seats 75 and 50 cents; Gallery 35 cents. Sale of
commences Saturday, May 1.
ap2'Jtd

seats

DAVIS'
610 Congress St

PORTLAND7~

CITY OF

Office of the Board of Health, i
April 17, 1886. I
is hereby given to all house-holders,
for
cleaning privythat all applications
vaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy .Marshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
aprl7dtf

NOTICE

CITY OF PORTLAND.
To

Mayor's Office, April 29,1880.
the Honorable Roard of Harbor Con*
inimionerN.

Dear Sirs—In view of the contemplated changes
and improvements on the North side of the elty,
I as In behalf of the city that you will establish
the following "Harbor Line" on that side of the
and have the same duly confirmed by Legiscity
lative action so far as it may be found necessary
and fix the same.
Beginning at a point on the Northeasterly side
line of Deeriug's Byidge, distant two hundred
(200) feet Northwesterly at right angles from the
Northwesterly side line of the Marginal Way;
thence running Northeasterly and Northerly, on a
line parallel with said side line of said way. and
distant two hundred (200) feet Northwesterly and
Easterly therefrom, to a point four hundred and
eighty (480) feet Northerly from the Southerly
point of the curve on which the said Way passes
around Sandy Point and crosses Washington
street ; thence on a curve to Eastword with a
radius of nine hundred thirty-five (035) feet, to
the Southerly abutment of Tukey's Bridge.
This line has been determined oy M». Goodwin,
the City Civil Engineer, in conference with MaJ.
J. A. Smith, U. S· Engineers, and a plan of the

proposed line accompanies this.
Very respestfully yours.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor.
(Signed)

it is ordered that a

the above

application
ON
hearing be appointed for May 8th next, at 4
o'clock
in., at tbe office of the
Engineer,

TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 11.
Lecture by the BEV. HENRY WAltD

BEECHER,
SUBJECT.

"REIGN OF THE COMMON PEOPLE."
Reserved seats 33 anil 50 eta., according to location. Admission 25 cts. Tickets sold at Stockbridge's Music Store Thursday morning. April 20.
Half fare on M. C. R. K. Late train ou u. T. R. R.
ap27dlw
Special on Γ. & R. R. It.

Tuesday Evening, tirand Masquerade
Thursday and Saturday Social
Dance.
Eighteen dances each evening.
Admission :
Music by Richardson.
Gents 25c, Ladies 10c.
Ball.

dlw

my.3

IHltf

Dyspeptic s

to eat
results.

apriGeod3m

UUNUtKI

UHANU
—

AT

—

ST. LAWRENCE ST. CHURCH,
Wednesday Evening, May 5,
—BY THE—

SCHUBERT

LADIES' ORCHESTRA

QUARTETTE and

Nome of tbe Bent TitlrnI of

F

our

oily.

AJR.

TheChureli of the Messiah Sunday School
IN

THE

A

—

VESTRY,

Congress and India Streets, on
Wednesday and Thursday, Ma; 5 and 6,
Afternoons nnd Evening·.
A line assortment of Useful and Fancy Articles

will be on sale. There will be an Art Gallerv well
filled with rare and curious articles. Pleasing enHot dinners and suptertainment each evening.
pers eacli day. Ice cream and other refreshments
Admission: Afon sale afternoons and evenings.
ternoons free; Evenings, Adults 15 cents, Chil-

"ÏECHNIGOir
Λ perfect OVMXASIUJI for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
their technique.
Herman KotzscliReferences:
■uar, W. H. Sherwood, S. It. mills,
Win. Ulason.
—

THURSTON,

CEIV. AGENT,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
teb9

my3d3t

dren 10 cents.

CARPET BEATING
NOTICE.
There is no article in a household that
collects more unhealthy dirt than a Carpet. After a Carpet has been in use for
some time, sweeping· takes off only a
part of the dust and dirt, and the rest
settles down into the libre. No ordinary
beating will remove it. Hand heating
is ineffective, end the common beating
Our
machine process but little better.
method is a thorough and effective one,
as
steam
heated
and the super
applied
by our process will effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
promoting health and comfort. Machine and attachments patented and in
operation at

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
—

AND

—

Carpet Beating Rooms,
Ko. 13 Preble St., Opp. Preble House.
Carpets beaten at all seasons of the
year and in all kinds of weather.
d2w

ajprso

Trotting Stallion

City

p.
parties interested may be heard, and it
is further ordered that a notice of the above application, together with this our order thereon be
given by publication in two of the daily papers
in Portland for seven days at least prevpublished
ious to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN, ) Harbor
CHARLES MERRILL, Commis.
C. H. FARLEY,
) sioners.
apr30dtd
Portland, April 2'J, 1886.

SAMUEL

BY—

Doors open at 7. concert to begin at 8 o'clock.
Admission, Adults 25c, Children 15c. Tickets for
sale at store ot Granville Staples and at the door.
dtd
ap30

i 8 .fe 86.

when all

60V. MORRILL
llecord 2.3214 ; sire of Dr. Smith trial 2.28*4.
Gov. Morrill is a choice black, with star In face,
stands 10 hands high, anil weighs 1150 lbs. was
foaled May 7, 187Γ», bred by A. I. Allen, Hebron,
Me., sire lvnox Morrill son of Winthrop Morrill
ulain by Gen. Knox), Gov. M. dam by Imported
Annfleld, 2d, dam 8. T. B., Morgan descent, Annileld was selected by the speclafagent of the N.
S. Government and was brought from England to
N. S. where he was purchased by Col. T. S. Lang
and brought to Maine to improve our stock of
breeding mares ; he was bred In England *nd was
a successful runner, winning the Goodword and
Newmarket stakes, and second in the Eng. Derby.
Gov. Morrill's size, style, color, disposition, bottom and speed together with power to transmit
these good qualities to his offspring, makes him a
desirable horse to breed to.
He will make the season of 1880 at rresumpscot
Park, Deering, Maine.

TERMS, $25.00
or approved note at time
In foal can be

for the season, cash

of

reservice. Mares not proving
turned next season free of charge. Mares kept at
stable at owner's risk for 53.00, or at pasture for
§1,50 per week.
For further particulars call upon ASHER M.
SAVAGE, at the track, or address,
Me.
L. \V. DYEK. East
aprl6d3w-

jeering,

dtl

m

Τ"

ALSO

/

AGI!NT3

84 Hanley SU Boston, Ma«.

™
FM

GEogTtr.K&Co'a.
PIANOS.

THC UNIFORM
EXCELLENCE OF
KV P'ANGS
IN TUHC.Fif.l5H
AKO D: tAO;LΙΤΎ HAVE ESTAOLISHEO A REPUTATION UNE9UAIU0
8T ANY NAIttJFACTURii·

JIANG—BOSTON
CARL ZEHRAMN m
—AND HUN—
CRED3 OF OTHER
MUSICAL AUTHORITIES

ORGANS PIANO

631 TREMONT ST.
■END FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES·

CO

B0ST0N.MAS3»
I/INTION PAPER'

eodly

UPHOLSTERY G000S,
Turcoman and Silk

Curtains,

Window Shades, Cnrtain Fixtures,
AMD

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
WB

MAKE

TIIB ONLY

GENUINE

BOUER,
our Stop Roller 1» standard.
tiTAsk your Dealer for them, take no other.

and

[WHOLESALE.]

UN3TED
STATES
HOTEL.

WILSON,

DR.

Treats complicated Diseases

The most delicious in
fect· and by libera! use enables
meats and hearty food without injurious
For sale by all grocers.

Monday

the third day of May next at 7.30 o'clock p. m., for
the purpose of granting licenses to Inholders and
Victualers,who may then and there apply therefor
A bond in the sum of three hundred uollars is required in all cases.
Given under our hands, this twenty-third day of
April, A. D. 1886.
Chables J. Chapman, Mayor.
Geobue W. Bkale,
VibgilC. Wilson,
Horace H. Rickeb,
Thomas McMahonb, y Aldermen.
Whitman Sawyer,
Wili.iam M. Marks,
Hebbkrt G. Bhiggs,
Henry W. Hersey, City Treasurer,
Geo. C. Burgess, City Clerk,
Licensing Board of the City of Portland. ap24td

SPECIALIST,

TABLE
SUACE.
flavor; appetizing in ef-

HAUL.,

CITY

corner

—

F.

BRIDE,

—

CAYVAN,

GEORGIA

FAIR

meet at

feb24

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

WITH

—

WILL HOLD

the Licensing

that

"ATLAS POWDER,"

—

Iced water ruins digestion ; Dirigo water Im
it; is always palatable, refreshing and
îealthful. Delivered dally, cool and refreshing
rom tiie spring. Our improved cans will keep tho
vater eoof from 3G to 48 liours ; use of cans free
vater per gallon 10 cents.

J

May Blossom,

—ASSISTED

Sole agent in this vicinity, for Du Font's Black
Powder, (Blasting and Sporting) aud the well
known

d2m

>roves

Work'warranted.

WTÏOCKWOOI),

STREET^

RESPECTFULLY inform tlie public that I am
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
Rosewood, Walnut, Whitewood or Pine Caskets at
the lowest prices. Having had experience in the
business, I shall manufacture many of these goods
myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers' prices. Funerals attended Free of
Charge. Hearses. Carriages and Flowers furnished at short notice.

H. F THOMPSON.

Best («uni Teeth, $10 per set.
"
^ "
Best Plain "
"
"
5 "
Resetting
Filling at moderate prices, fe Gas free of charge

tor two or more teeth.

establishment,

ΰ TEMPLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sts.

CRATE.

ME.
PORTLAND,
eod6m

ARTIFICIAL

it my

—

(lecl 4

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtl
jelO

CO., BLASTING POWDER.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON. IN MEMORIAM
NEW MODEL RANGE,

HO. Ill MAINE

stantly

FR. BECK &

BUY THi;

'furnishing undertaker,

[V. ΒA good line of Picture Mouldings conon hand. Frames furnished at low prices.
Job-work done as heretofore. Tliauks for past
favors.
J. V. SPEAR.
marSldlm*

lrst-class Dealers in Wall
Paper, and Decorators in I'ortand and all other cities in the
Jnited States.

to

03Π.Υ

V. BAKER & CO., DorcHer, Mass.

I

We positively guarantee all
Wall Papers manufacturai by
is, anil bearing our Registered
rrade Mark as shown here, to
>e absolutely free from Arsenic
ind all other poisonous sub-

SPECIALTY.

SOLD

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids aa
well as for persons in health.
Sold by G rotters everywhere.

FINK WAI.1, PAPER

CEILING

BY

BAKER'S

<11 in

apr24

Boston.
SM&Wtf

GOLD MEDAL, PABIS, 1878.

01 manuiaciurers.

PORTLAND, ME.

FOOD CO.,

LIQUID

WHOLESALE GROCERS, Agents,

money.

—

REFLEX

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvited.
43 Wall SI re el, IVew York.
ap6d6m

Remember tliat with feeble infants who do not
thrive oil their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO (MANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, anil you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will De restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known whete
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been prescribed by a physician.

4 and 5.

CONGRESS RINK.

City, County

on

com-

LINCRUeTA WAI.TOS,

WITH ITS

First National Bank Building.

is

COUSENS & TOMLINSON,

us

marSO

—

TRUST COMPANY

hereby
Board of the City of Portland will
NOTICE
the Aldermen's Room at City Building,

One Package will do the Work of Two
Ponnds of Ordinary Starch.

a

190 & 192 Middle Street. dU

prepared

eodtf

To Innliolders and Victualers in the
City of Portland.

_

'All qualities and In
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

in

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Producing a rich, beautiful Gloss and Stiffness.

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES

are

WORLD.

IN TIIK

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.

We

CO.

AND BEST

FINEST

-jr tap*
6 ieet aud

Γί

—

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

τ..

CLOTH
shkStcFil
ητΗ

MADE BY

MAGIC STARCH

Large Stock
of
These Goods
In Choico Patterns.

LIGNUM
η

—

goods

KIDDEMINSTERS
ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

MAGIC

the

Nights—Tuesda/ and Wednesday, May

Daniel Frohman's Exquisite Company, In Balasco's Comedy Drama,

margin.

500

from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74

Worcester, Homers

Two

PORTLAND

Photographer,
514

ap2(!,27,28,20.myl&3

27.

—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

marl2

preparations

Ε. B. & F.
dtf

SQUARE.

English, Lowell

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST.,

Manager.

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME.

MUSIC BY CUAJIDLÎR.
EvfuiuiiTickft. 'McK; Ke»<-rvrd KrslaJ3
ri«.
For sale at Stockbrtdge's on and after Tues-

BENJ. MAC IΝ LEY'
for

Seven per

—

j. G. HAYES & GO.

and
American.

VELTET

AT

NO. 7 MARKET

the lowest.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

—

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

ivwMJitiOm™,

—

Hosiery,

coqpiou

PATENT

&> ©o.

a

DEALERS IX

lie will be glad to advise with customers personally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showing you some superb new goods just arrived.
Boston, April 10.
<120t
aprlO

Gents' Heck Wear,
and
Dress
Driving

exhibiting the best line of

feb2C

B. k. Atkinson

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

SHAKESPEARE WATER CORE.

CITÏ ADVERTISEMENTS.

—IN—

Room Papers and Ceiling Decorations

A

store

HAWKES BROTHERS*

Operations annually.

NOVELTIES

Honsc, Office and Store Decorations

instalments, at

Inventaient Securities Kought and Mold.
eodtf
jan31

Choice

Call mid examine our new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits beAim to
fore sitting elsewhere.
please. Prices moderate.
eodtf
aprl4

BABIES.iO

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

NEW HOME

or

OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL.

Upholstery and Drapery Dep't.

n-hich

$25, $30, $35 and $40. cash

Photographer,

New Designs end Colorings.

Baby Carriages H.J. BAILEY & CO.,

for

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and Mold at wowt favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letter* of
Credit Jwiucd, available in all the Principal CiticM of Europe.

OF BOSTON,

appli'.uion.

THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., New Vork.

STREET,

foi mer oilier.
Ijia S. Locke.
dtf

Fair ami Dramatic Entertainment
under the auspices of the Ladies' Association ο
the New Church. Some of the features of the fair
will be Kate Urecnaway 5 o'clock Tea, Flower and
Candy Booths, Gipsey Tent, Gentlemen's Table,
also many articles of use. Refreshments in tteceptlon Hall. A<lini»»iou ifternoon free,
In the evening the Dramatic Club will present their
very successful and entertaining play In 3 acts

day, April

As Manager of their extensive

Those refurnishing will do well to examine ouistock and make sure of getting the best at the
lowest prices.

Harked down, down, down for
We will sell any carthis week.
riage we have for from $3 to $5
down and the balance $1 per
week, or for cash.

Joseph A. Locke.
fet>27

OCX,

dtt

Our

Harmonize as the public well know.

sî#kL

Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do nr* p: >ve as
represented. Foreale everyirhc!

Catalogue

Begs to advise his friends and old patrons that lie is now associated with
the well known house of Messrs.

SHEPARDJORWELL

and Wall Papers

sibly,

G«G

Three door* went of

For many years in business in

We are prepared to offer the best stock of
above named goods ever shown in this city.
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.

MEDIUM SUPERS

The Celebrated New Perfection. Don't be satisfied with what you hear, but come and see our
line. (See the only warranted charcoal filled Refrigerator in the market.

their families.

en

AND

Carpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,!

FYTRA SUPKRR

REFRIGERATORS.

great many workingmen out of employment
and cause great suffering to themselves and

and clerks have alse taken sensible action in
the matter, not in the way of coercion upon
their employers, but in line with the general
movement, and will themselves refrain from
Saturday afternoon shopping and will persuade their families and friends to do likewise. The central labor union has also tak-

dtf

*

Lowell. Hartford

Avhile they last.

180 MIDDLE

MONDAY, MAY 3,

CITY HALL,

PORTLAND THEATRE.

—

Ε. N. PERRY, 245 Middle St.
H.J. BAILEY &C0., NOTICE!
GEO. I BOSffORTD,
MARRETT, BAILEY & GO.
Interior Decorator

LACE CURTAINS.

Smyrna Rugs!

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

—

i'ust

as

$1.02.
One dollar and two cents complete, that is, one
pair Lace Curtains and one 5 foot pole all trimmed,
ready to nut up for 81.02. Orders through the
mail for these goods must be accompauied with
cash, and one pair can be ordered at once or fifty
pairs. Wcstand ready to fill evers order.

LOCKE As LOCKE,

Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. JIawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m
decl8

And
Just received by the Fashionable Hatter the Latest Novelty. Young Men can
Fine
the Style for Spring: Hats in all Colors. Children's Goods a specialty.
Call
lixed Goods, also Blue, Brown, Grey and Black Goods in the Latest Styles.
and examine.

We

We sell and deliver anywhere one pair of Nottingham, Lace Curtains, 3 yards long, one imitation Walnut, Ebony or Cherry pole, two brass
ends, ten brass rings and two brass brackets for

No. 218 Middle Street.

OPPOSITE PREBI<E HOUSE.
d6m
novl2

Paid

prices, and take

particular.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

BANKERS,

188 Middle Street, Portland, ITIe.

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

RANGES.

470 CONGRESS ST

WILLIAM

STOVES

All sizes attd kinds, at less than
list prices. Come and see tlie line

ARI2

MEN,

FOR YOUNG

is complete with

hips

have

«"

myl

removes

J*Br

PRICES!

LOW

TURNER.

W

J

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

--AND

HASKELL & JONES,

SONS,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

with special reference to tlie prevailing colora of
each. It is desirable to have

Come and see the bargains for yourselves, in all
Wool, Cotton and Wool, Tapestry Brussels, Body
Brussels, Velvets, &c. We believe no finer line
Selected with
can be found in New England.
creat care, guaranteed as first quality and lower
than the lowest in price.

J. B. BROWN &

NO. 553 CONGRESS STREET, COR. OAK,

CARPET Carpetings
DEPARTMENT.

104 MIDDLE MTKËET, Portland.
tanldtf
January 1.1884.

BANKERS

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
Springs
Woven Wire Springs 3.00, 4.00, 5.00

Mattresses, all Sizes, Kinds and

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

HAVING TAKEN STORE

Flat

Come and see the regular, warranted pure, unadulterated Bushnell Spring Bed ; this is the most
popular Spring Bed in the market, but owing to
the hitherto high cost has not been sold largely.
We shall offer them now for this week at $5.75.
Don't forget to look at the Best & Bushnell Spring
Bed.

Os

fVo.

have removed to

GOOD
Asli Chamber Sets, complete. $18, $20, $25, $28,
$30, $35, $38, $40 to $50.
Walnut Chamber Sets, complete, best Italian
Tops. $40, $45, $48, $55, $00 and up to $250.
Solid Cherry Chamber Sets complete, best Italian Marble Tops, $40, $45, $50, $75 and up to
$150.
Solid Mahogany Chamber Sets, best Italian
Marble Tops, $C,5 and upward. Imitation Mahogany. $28 and upward.
Pine Chamber Sets, complete, $1G, $18 and $20.
These chamber Sets are all set up on the largest
and lightest floors In this country. We warrant
Enormous
them clean, perfect well made goods.
assortment to select from. Take elevator to third
floor.

—AND—

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Box Stationery,
Tooth Brushes,
Picture Books for Children, Memorandum Blocks

apr30

1PI1II 26 TO fl,iv 1.

their works at a loss which they would surely do if they should accede to this eight hour
demand. The only result which this agitation can produce at present is to throw a

and thousands of fashionable people
pledged themselves to the executive
committee, to make their Saturday purchases
before 12 o'clock. Many merchants and employers of laljor have assured the committee
that this is all they desire, to persuade them
to close their establishments on Saturday afternoons. The federation of bookkeepers

Scrap Books,
Hair Brushes,
Soaps,

TOO SOON.

North American.
The arrest of Herr Most in New York on
the charge of inciting citizens to riot by delivering inflammatory speeches is a step
which has been taken none too soon. It is
men of this class who have forced their way
to the front in the course of the labor
troubles, and without any real sympathy
with the cause of the workingmen, have
used that cause to serve their own seliish
there should be
,ends. It is high time that these
some check placed upon
dangerous

demagogues.

Photograph Albums,

4s

Anson

& 4»
Maine Central..7a & 5s
P. & Ο. K. K....Us
Bath

ARETAS SHUItTLEFF,

and Pocket Books.

MONDAY UIORfflNG

Os & 4s
Rockland
No. Pacific Uold..Cs

AND LOOK AT MY

BARGAINS IN WRITING PAPER BY THE POUNB

DANGElt OF OVEBDOING IT.

his recovery.
Mr. Taulbee of Kentucky is an unusually
lie does not claim that
modest Democrat.
his party is entitled to more than half the

& GO'S

BONDS !

Haskell & Jones,

YOU WOULD COME IN

Β. A. Atkinson I WISH

ΑίπυΜΚίτίΕΐντβ.

FINANCIAL.

CARDS.

BUSINESS

miHCELLANEOUN.

ÏTK1VITCKE.

ami

those

made

chronic by malpractice.
No cure bo pay, only for
medicine.
uutl
Exiiiaiiunûou
i rtf
t'oueulintioo
JaulSdtf
from 9a. αι. lo S p< n>*

etxtly

apr21

ST ORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise iit. the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts «fiveii. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
I. S. IKH'f.'LASS, Agent,
(v14tlw

THIS

^

o-

'«MIvS

4'urn mere

in I

*t«i-«-«

PAPKRœ»^»^

Advertising; Bureau (Ιϋ Spruce Stivot).\v. here mtvVrtli
·α»1ν ior lb
tag contract
YOltlfc·

KtMItO\·>».

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, MAY 3.

The Three Outlets of disease are the bowels, the still and th· kidneys, ltegulate their ac
iioii with the best purifying tonic, Burdock Blood
Bitters.

She—You seem in unusually good spirits, Uncle
Jack.
Uncle Jack—Yes: I have just returned from

Philadelphia.
She—Philadelphia! it hasn't the reputation ol
being exhilarating.
Uncle Jack—It is if you work it right. When]
become chronically cast down and depressed I gc
there for a week, Phlladelphians are not especially bright, youiknow, and I begin at once to feel,
by contrast, that I am a genius.
she— But doesn't it eua in your becoming fright
fully conceited?
day

or

t\v<

1 dou'l
Athlophoros
selling with me well.
take any back seat for any competitor in the
place. My customers tell me that it is a good
thing, ami consequently I can recommend it. E.
O. Hersey, druggist, Putnam, Conn.
is

tliree-year-old poy is often
stupendous thing. One can't help wondering
how much a child of that age believes of his own
big stories. This one for example—
"I went out in de front yard dis morning," said
Benny, "and I saw a 'nawful big horse up in a
tree, and I tooked a gun and snooted it, and I
tooked it into de house and my momma picked de
fedders off it and cooked it for breksit!"
a

■a

Women with pale, colorless faces, who feel w eak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor by using Carter's Iron Pills, which
are niaile for the blood, nerves and complexion.

School Committee—Can you tell me, little boy,
they raise peanuts?
Little ltoy—Yes sir, in the circus.
School Committee—You are mistaken, my little

where

That's

man.

where they

77.030,990.35

hand

[By Telegraph.]

Your habitually cheerful man Is an old frau<
anil a liar. He Is well dressed, while his childrei
He has
«re the rag bags of the neighborhood.
"dollar for cigars, when his wife wears a bonnet si:
fellov
for
whole-souled
a
old.
He
passes
years
witii the public, but is a fault-tinder at home
You'll see him taking the cool breezes on the riv
er, while his family are weltering in a stuff;
house 011 some back street.
I want to see a man grin when there's anythinf
to grin at, but when Green gets up in the morninj
anil declares lie hasn't had a meal fit to eat for tin
last three months, and that he can't see why hi:
wife is always groaning around and liis cliildrei
always whining, he has 110 business to stop tin
llrst man he meets, with a smile clear back to his
ear»· and shout out:
"VVSiy. old fel, how solemn you do look. Bract
uj)., man—life is worth the living ten times over!'

The imagination of

on

Total cash in tire Treasury, as
shown by Treasurer's general
account
§492,462,510.73
New York Stock and Money Market

WIT AND WISDOM.

Uncle Jack—Sometimes ; hut then a
in Boston always takes me down again.

Net cash balance

raise chestnuts.

Pain from iudigestion, dyspepsia, aud too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter's
Little I.lv»r Pills Immediately after dinner. Don't

forget t'lis.
Chinese imagination has run riot in doing honor
to ink. As there are divinities to preside over almost every object, the instruments of literature do
not lack their supernatural guardians. "The Prefect of the Black I'erfume" is the official style of

the ink deity,.and he ranks higher than the
"Guardiau Spirit of the Pencil," while still
tower stands the "Genius of Paper." One day
when the Emperor Hiuan-tsong. of the Tang dyHiaety, was at work in his study, suddenly there
popped out from a stick of iuk that lay upon his
taljlc a quaint figure no larger tliaa a fly, hut bav·
the appearance of a Taoist priest. "Behold," it
said to the startled monarch, "the Genius of the
Ink. My title is the Koyoy of the Black Fir, and
J have to announce to you that henceforth when a
7nan of true learning or genius writes the twelve
■deities of Ink shall make their appearance to testify to the reality of his powers." Alas for literature! From that day the twelve deities of ink
have remained invisible, although many centuries have passed away.—Chambers Journal.

NEW YORK, May 1, 1886,-Money on call continues easy at 1 Vva'.S per cent. ; the loan being at
"Yi : Prime mercantile1" paper at 4@6 per cent.
Exchange dull and steady; actual rates at 4 87
for 60-day bills and 4 80Vs for demand. GovernRailroad
ment bond» are dull and prices steady.
bonds have been dull and prices heavy.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 324.03 shares.
liie ionowing are today's quotations of Government securities :
„„,,
United States bonds,
10i72
New 4s, leg
126%
New 4s, coup

126Vj

New4Vis,

11JV*
/a
New 4VaS, coup
}}?
116
Central Pacific lsts117
Denver « K. Gr. lsts
00
Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols
113
Oregon Nav. lsts
..,.,..117
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
Tlie following New York stock market is received daily, bv private wire, by Pulien, Crocker
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
144
Adams Express
104
American Express
Central Pacific
30',4
8
Chesapeake & Ohio
138
Chicago & Alton
155
Chicago & Alton preferred
leg

Chicago, llurlingtou

&

Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace
Reading

130

Quincy

06Va
123%
51%
20%
124

lTVs
30
00

84%
117
117

38%
100%
7Va
48%
61

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. s. Ihxnress
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton Λ Terre Haute

6

15Va
62lA
00

pref

97

Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Rapids

60

36%

Β

CauadalSouthern

Canton
Central Iowa
E. Tenu.. V. & Ga
do tnref
Fort Wavue
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Lone island
Metropolitan El
Hannibal & St. Jo
donreferred
Den & Rio Grande

1»

IVi
3
145

23Vi
26
8»

166
15%
23%

Erie
Erie Diefeired-—»
Illinois Central
Ind., Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville;& Nasn
Manhattan Elevated

54
136

21Vi
10

<7%
I 34%

Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis
do pref

■

126
62

17%
42%
102%
47%

Missouri Pacifie
New Jersey Central

—-

ΐΛ<ηΐ'ΐΐϋπι χ

αο

'ί54%
105 Va

pref

Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central

135

New York. Chicago & St. Louis
do pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Out. & Western
Oreeon Transcon
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav...*.
Kansas Ists, Den div
Con. Coal
Pacific Us of '95

California

Mining

100%
5Vi
11
1 Vi

21%
15%
26 Vi
11%
142
104

9GVi
114%
20

127%

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
POBTLAND, May 1, 1886.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Klour. Grain. Provisions, &c.:

ililgh MixedCoru.f>0&51
ICorn, bag lots—53 <£54
I Meal, bag lots. ..51 @52
Oats, car lots
44@45
45^40
Oats, bag lots

Superfine and

grades.3 25@3 δ(
Spring and
XX Spring..5 00@5 2?
Patent Spring
Wheats
β OCXsQ 21
Mich, straight
roller
δ 2δ@δ 5(
clear do
5 00 <£5 21
stone ground.4 75<&5 0(
St Louis st'gt
roller
5 δΟ@δ 7i
low

—

Cotton seed.
car lots..23 00@24 00
do bag... 24 00@25 00
Sack'dBr'n
car lots.. ] 7 00^19 00
do bag... 19 00^20 00

Middlings.

18

00^23

00

δ 25 <£5 5< » do bag lots,20 00&24 00
clear do
Proviniou*.
Winter W heat
δ 7 δ ©β 0< » Pork—
Patents
14 00@14 50
FchIi.
Backs
; Clear.... 13 00^13 50
Cod, t> qtl—
31 50^12 00
L.arge Shore2 7δ@3 0 )i Mess
7 5ο,α.8 00
Large Bank2 7δα3 Ο ) J Mess Beef.
8 50^9 00
2 δ0@2 7 >| Ex Mess.
Small
2 25,«;3 2. »l Plate.... 9 60^10 00
Pollock
Ex Plate. 10 50@11 00
1 50@2 0< »
Haddock
1 75&2 2J > I Lard—
Hake
I Tubs μ t>..6V3v^6%c
Herring—
6 Va
%c
Sealed $) bx.. 1C&20I II 'Γ ierces
6% i<u)7 SA c
No 1
13α}10θ I Pails
bbl—
Mackerel
9%®10 c
j Hams îfc
Shore Is.l9 00ffi21 0( I do coveredl0 y2 fi 11 y3
Oil.
8
0(
Shore 2s. 7 00^
—

...

—

—

Med. 8s.

δ

00®

I

6 0(

are

to-day:

FKANCI8CO, May 1.

1886,—The followof mining stocks

closing official quotations

Cal. & Va
lioiiie Con
Hale & Norcross

1%
l'/i
2Vi

Con.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

X

SAN

ing

Kerosene—
I Port. lief. Pel
Water White
i Pratt's Ast'l.^bbl.

«V2
Small
@
9 Va
Produce.
13
Cranberries13
3 δ0ν^4 δ( iDevoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
δ<
δ
Cape Cod... 50@6
ilLigouia
9
Pea Beans.. .1 GO,® 1 7i >|Silver White
10
Medium—ι eom 71 II Centennial
ItitÎMÏlIM.
German mal Οδ^Ι 7ί 1
Yellow Eyes.l 40al 6ί I Muscatel.... 2 25 a.3 25
Irish Potatoes... 5~0^6< ) I London Lay'r 2 75®3 15
St Potatoes
ι£4 0ι ) ! OnduraLay. 13 ral3V2
7
Bermu Omons2 60^2 7. > I Valencia
@10 V2
Sugar.
Turkeys
17@2: : I
tb
7s/s
Cliickens
I granulated
Fowls
Ιδα-ΐί I Extra C
cs/e
Seeds.
Ducks
@lc
2,32%
lied
Geese
I
Top... .$244
@1^
Timothy Seed2 15 α2 20
Applem.
Clover
Snow
llVfe'(<13c
Tallman Svvts
2
à 12 Vfe
Vtdttei.
Evaporated i> lb 8&lle j Creamery p II».. .23 α 24
lieiuom*.
23Â24
Gilt Edge ver
18α>20
4 00.^4 25 Choice
Florida
17 «>18
δ ΟΟα-δ δ 0 (iood
Messiua
3 75-^4 0(j I Store
12(gl4
Malagers
1J
Nol Baldwinsl 00^1 2Γ V ermont
1 50V®1 7«1 Ν. Y. factory 11
Russets
—

I

4 25a,4 75 Eastern extras ..13a; 14
G δΟ afi δ<: | Can & Western..
12
Valencia
12
Island
Messiua and Palermo 4> bx.3 50.0^4 OC I Limed

—

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 1. 188(1.—The following are today's quotations ot Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 0O@13 25 ; short cuts 13 00
13 50;hacks 13 50,^14 00; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 13 00®13 25; pork tongues at $13ig13 25;
prime mess it $12 00@12£0; extra prime at !» 50
π sl<) 00 ;
mess, old. at 10 7on 11 00 ; do new at
«12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75a 11 75.
Lard at 0Vi@0%c φ Ih m tierces;7M7Vië in 10
lb pails;7Vi;@7Vic ill 5-lb pails; 7%fe7%c in 3-lb

pails.

Hams at 10V4@11 Vic i>tb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 7@7Vic; pressed hams
He.

Dressed hogs, city, GggVfec y lb; country GVi ;
live hogs 4%@5c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
22223c : do extra firsts at 2l'a,22c ; do firsts 20c ;
ο imitation creamery, extra, at 18ô;19c; do extra
e firsts at 16@17c ; do fresh factory extra at 17c ;
xtra firsts at 15S10c ;do common old lots 6@10c ;
Vermont new milk dalryl extra 21c; do extra at
firsts 20c.

Cheese—Northern extra 10Vi@llc; do good to
at 9V4®10c ; lower grades according to
quality; Western, job lots Vic higher.
lïggs—Neai by at 13 Vic ; Eastern extra at 13c;
New Vork and Vermont extra at 13c: Western
choice at 12c
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 515»
1 00 ρ bush ; choice New York laree hand picked
do 1 40cÈl 45 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 70at 75
Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins, at Sl@l 25;
Maine Baldwins 1 50 ; fancy at; 81 75 ; No 1 New
York State apples 1 25; No 2 apples 50@7Gc.
Hay—Choice prime hay $20; fancy $20 50ja,$21 ;
fair to choice $17®$19; choice iEastern fine $15
ο $17; fair to gooado
at $ 14:a .·· 1 ο, poor to ordi
nary $13ά$14: Kastlswale $10@$11. Kye straw,
choice. 21 50@22 00; oat straw $10α,$11 fcv ton.
Potatoes—Aroostook rose 70c; do Hebron 70c;
Me Central, Hebrons and Rose at 63@65c; Me
Kurbank seedlings at G0@63c; No 2 do 56,®58c;
Ν Y Hebrons 50c; do rose at 55c; do prolifics at
choice

55c.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. May 1, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 700:
shipments 200; unchanged; shipping steers 4 00
@5 50;stockers and teeaers at 2 75 a 4 75 ; cows,
bulls and mixed 1 5034 15; bulk at S 00@3 25
Hogs—Receipts 9.000; shipments 5,000: the
market is stronger and 5@10c higher; roueh and
mixed at 3 60a4 17V4 ; packing and shipping at
3 90 a 4 30 ; light 3 55 α4 15 ; skips 2 40@3 25.
dheep—Receipts 400; shipments none; market
steady; natives 2 Γι0α4 50.

Florida

Imports.
TURKS ISLAND.
Barque Carrie Ε Long—
bushels salt to Dana & Co.

1 7,700

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 1.1880.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port

cars miscellaneous merchandise ; (or con
uecting roads 105 cars miscellaneous merchan-

and 28

dise.

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are

dallv :
Atch., Toueka and Santa Ke Railroad
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone..
.New York and New England Railroad.
do pref
Klint & l'ere Marquette Railroad com

82
78
101

.:)3'/i
127,
...

do pref
Boston Water l'ower (Jo
Boston Land Company
Mexican Central 4s
Mexican Central R 7s
Boston κ Albany Railroad

7
7
30

138%
190

Marquette, liougliton and Ont. It.,

Wisconsin
Souora 7»

received

com

Centrai....

30%
15Vi
105
123

Railroad
Boston & Maine Κ 7s, 1893. res
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R
Maine Central

1211/8
125

Public Debt Statement.
1.—The following is a recapitulation of the public debt statement issued
Washington, May

to-dav) :

INTEREST-REARING DKliT.
Bonds at 4% per cent
8250,000,000.00
Bonds at 4 percent
737,758,200.00
Bonds at 3 per cent
183,775,350.00
210.700.00
Refunding certificates at 4 p. c.
14,000,000.00
Navy pension fund at 3 p. c...
Pacitlc Railroad bonds, 0 p. c...
04,023,512,00

SI,230,305,702.00
9,279,097.84

Principal
Interest

81,239,045,459.48

Total
DEBT

ON

WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE
MATURITY.

Interest

§0,063,049.31

Total

DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST,
;tnf1 IccmI t(Millar

ro.l

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, May 1. 1880—Flour

dull and depressed ; sales 9500 bbls ; State 2 G0®5 25 ; Ohio
3 25 α 5 00 ; Western at 2 β0.α;5 25 ; Southern 3 25
α 5 25.

"*Wheat Ά α;Vic higher and fairly active; sales
328,000 bush No 2 Red for May at 90%©91e;
872.000 bush do for Juneat 91%,«Ç!)2%c;248.()UO
do July at y2Và«i92%c; 248,000 do Aug ii2V4@
92%c; 96,000 do December at 9G%®97Vic; receipts 550 bush.
Corn Ά α s ·α· higher; Mixed Western spot 35@

receipts 3500 hush.
Oats firm; State 40@47c; Western at 38@45c;
sales 21,000 bush ; receipts 50,400 bush.
ISeef unchanged.
Pork firm ; new mess 10 25@10 50 ; old do 9 25
@9 50.

Lard firmer; steam rendered 0 22%.
Butter dull; Western 10it23c;State 17e24c.
Sugar dull. Molasses stead}', l'etroleum dull.
Coffee Ann. Freights dull. Spirits Turpentine is
steady at 3ee. Tallow dull 3%.
CHICAGO. May 1.1880.—Flour Is unchanged;
Winter Wheat 4 40JÏ4 75; Wisconsin at 4 Via.
4 05 ; Michigan at 4 60@4 75 ; soft Spring Wheat
3 80o 4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50g4 50; patents
4 GOa5 00; low grades 2 00®3 00; Kye Flour at
3 30^5 50 in bbls. Wheat higher ; May at 78®
79c; closed 78y2c: No 3 Spring at 68%@e9yeC.
Corn steady at 3.-V4!«:36c; closed at 35%c. Oats
steady at 2:|i/i@293/»c; closed at 20V4C. Rye at
62% e. Barley—No 2 at 58(1(550. Pork at 8 92V&
(0.9 15. Lard at 5 85 a.S 90. Boxed meats steady
—shoulders 4 00u 4 1 υ .short ribs 5 20;sbort clear

65@5 Git.
lieceipts—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat. 900
bush; corn, 175,000 bush; oats. 105,000 bu; rye,
1.000 bush ;| barley, 10.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 1,300 bbls; wheat. 125.000
hush: corn, 49,000 bush; oats, 78,000 bush;
rye, 3,000 bush ; barley, 4,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. May 1. 1880.—Flour is dull: XXX
2 90â3 00; family at 3 10a3 20; choice at 3 60®
at 5

3 70; fancy at 4 ΙΟίήΛ 20: extra fancy at 4 40 a
4 70; patents at 4 90@5 20. Wheat higher, No "2
Corn higher; No 2 Mixed
lted at 8CVe®87^4c.
32%c. Oats are higher; Mo 2 Mixed 29c. Lard
firm at 5 75.
Keceipts—Flour. 20,000 bbls ; wheat, 6,000 bu;
corn. 39,000 bush; oats, 2,100 bush; rye. 1,000

bush, barley 00,000 bush.

$346,738,521.00

notes

11,515,000.00
84,715,000.00
90,733,141.00

Certificates of deposit
Gold certificates
Silver certificates
Fractional currency,less $8,375,1)34.00, estimated as lost or

0,954,557.52

destroyed

$540, C5G,644.52

Principal

TOTAL DEBT.

$1,776,879,001.78
9,486,551.89

Principal

Interest

$1,786,365,553.67
Total
Less cash items available for
$202,307,706.67
reduction of the debt
Less reserve held for redemp100,000,000.00
tion of United States notes..
Total
$302,307,706.67
Total debt less available cash
si j.84 054,847.00
items...
I*et cash in the Treasury
77,030,999.35
Debt less cash in the Treasury

???«!'.

ί■··■■■,
r,
less cash
in the Treasury
Debt
April 1, 1886

1,407,026,847.65
1,417,992,235.60

Decrease of debt during the
month

907

ftin

ne

STATEMENT OK CASH IN TREASURY AVAILABLE
1 OR REDUCTION OK THE DERT

Gold held for gold certificates

actually outstanding

...

..

Silver lield for silver certificates
actually outstanding—
United States notes held for
certificates of deposit actual-

s8,

71

nn

t-vî 1 <, nn
ίο
·,υ·733.ι«·00

11,515 000 00
ly outstanding
Cash held for matured debt and
15,343 347 ir>
interest unpaid
99,352'10
Fractional currency
Total available for reduction of
$202,307,706.67
the debt
RESERVE FUND.

Held for redemption of United
Stales notes, act of Jan. 14,
$100,000,000.00
1875, and July 12,1882
UNAVAILABLE

FOR

REDUCTION OF THE

DEBT.

$28,864.482.89
496,391.82

Fractional silver coin
Minor coin

wheat 4<>o

Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, May 1..—Sugar—Sales during the
week were unimportant and chiefly spéculative.
There was but a slight change In prices. Buyers
The marwere unwilling to operate extensively.
ket closed quiet.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarlzatiou,
$2 371/2@2 50 gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining 85 to 90 degrees polarization, at $2 07@2 43% per quintal.
Centrifugal sugar. 92"to 90 degrees polarization,
In hlids, bags and boxes, at $3o7@3U% per
aumtal.

Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
23.000 boxes, 710,000 bags, 12,000 hogsheads;
receipts during the past week, 3,500 boxes, 53,000 bags and 1,100 lilids ; exports during the
week 3,700 boxes, 49,500 bags and 2.400 hhds,
including 25,500 bags and 1,8 O hhds to the
United States.
Freights nominal;
loading at Havana to
United States per hlid of sugar, S3 00@3 25 gold.
From ports on the north coast, outside ports, to
the United States, at $3 2R®3 50.
Spanish gold 2 30^4 o 2.30V».
Exchange quiet but ffnn.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, May 1, 1886.-Cotton market is
steady ;uplands 5ysd; Orleans 5 3-16d ; sales 10,000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, May 1, 1880.—Quotations—'win-

ter wheat at 7s 2d; spring wheal and California
average, no stock ; Club wheat 7s r« 7s 2d. Corn—
mixed Western 4s 4d; peas at β» oil
Provisions,
&c.—Pork prime Eastern mess 51s ; bacon at 30s
for short clear and 29s for long clear; cheese 49s
for American; lard, prime Western 31s 3d; tallow at 23s for Amercan.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS
FOB

FItOM

May
New York.. Bremen
Portland ...LUcrpool...May
Liverpool... May
Boston
New York.. Hav&VCruz May
May
New York. Mayti
New York.. Bermuda.... May
May
Havana
York
New
Niagara
1 avonia
Boston
Liverpool... May
Vancouver
Liverpool... May
Quebec
New York. .Cieniuegos. .May
Santiago
α
New York.. Laguayra... May
Uty Washington.New York. Hav&VCruzMay
Circassian
Li vcrpool... May
Quebe c..
New York. 1'orto Kico .May
£*££»
May
Mew
York..Havaua
Saiatoga

Main
Peruvian
Gallia
City of Puebla
Alene
Orinoco

...

..

Total

Certificates held

as

cash

.«28,360,874.71
83,762,930.00

bush:

GOO bbls;
corn, 9,000 hush ; oats 2,000 bu ; rye, 0,000 hush
barley 2,000 bush.
DETROIT, May, 1886.—Wheal—No 1 White at
85c; No 3 Red at 82c.
Receipts, 12,600 bush.

Shipments—Flour,

«5,850,795.20
200,854.05

Principal

Scythla
Polynesian
Albano

gun
Sunsets

rises

Length

of

Moon sets

day

3
(i
0
β
c
6
8
13

18
13
13
13
14
15

15

la
20
20
22

equal
on End
warranted liy tbe State of Maine, hanging
and
of Timpkin Springs, elegantly upholstered
market.
the
below
finished, our price 25 per cent
l'ortPlum
St.
MART,
HORSE AND CARRIAGE
1-1
laud.
Ladles'
Old
Dongola,
BOOTS-Ladies' French Boots, LaCommonsense, I-adies'
(Joat Walkenfast,·
dies' French Kid Boots, Ladies'
fine Slippers,
Ladies' line Newports, Ladies'
hand-sewed
Gents'
Gents' hand-sewed Congress,
Gents' Morocco
Button.
hand-sewed
Gents'
Bals.,
1-1
PALMER.
leg Dress Boots. M. G.

10.30
10.40
8 ft 7 in
y it 5 in

I
.4.291
h wd[er
t
ul»n
«
....14.18 n
ι···
0.00 Height

j

.471

···■}

MABIJSTE

,..

NEW

ISTEAVS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, May 1.

νιι,εroomy and
15 styles very light and stylish,
the best builders in
by
luxurious,
HORSE AND CARNew England.For sale low by
1-1
Port and.

Family
manufactured
BEST ΤΗ·N3 KMOW'J

Τ"

RIAGE MART, Plum St.,

«

WASHING"5 BLEACHING

Cleared.
Steamship Eleanoia, Bragg, New York—J Β
Covle.
Sell Alta-Vela, Young, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch Perseverance, Willard, Bridgeport, Conn—
Birnie & Co.
Rumery,
Sell American Team, Handy, Hillsboro, NB, to
load for Philadelphia—J Nlckerson Λ Sou.
Sell J 1* Ames, Leighton. Hillsboro, Ν B—master
Sch David Sprague, Titus, Westport, NS—mas-

\H HARD OS SDH, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME au.1 SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal ealisiaction·
N;o family» rich or poor should be wif.hout itSold by all Grooere, BEW AKE oi imitations
Well designed to mislead. I'EAIlklNE is the
ONE'S SAFE labor-savin g compound, and
Always bears the above symbol, and name of
NEW TORE.
J A 31 ES

ter.

Sell Portland Packet, Gardner. Eastport—Ν
Blake.
Sell Forester. Moselev, Bar Harbor—Ν Blake.
Sch Albuidale, Reniick, Ellsworth—Ν BlaKe.
8cli Arrival, Stewart, Bmoklin—Ν Blake.
Sell Blanche Hopkins, Tunuell, Kennebec, to
load for Philadelphia—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Frank M McGear. Sharp, Bowdoinbam, to
load for Philadelphia—Chase, l.eavltt & Co.
0SAILED—Scii Ralph Sinnet.

FOB SALE—25 single and
taken in exchange
double 2d-hand carriages
low by HORSE AND
for new and will be sold very
1-1
CARRIAGE MART. Plum St., Portland.

CARRIAGES

our
WALE—Every article contained in our
stock has been marked down duringkinds
of
all
and
bargains
Great Clearance Sale ;
for Five Days
in household articles are offered
marked down to
longer. 5 and 10 cent counters
1-1
E. DAVIS.
2, 3, 4 and 0 cents. JOHN

FOR

FITTINGS FOR MALE—
St. Agents
Horse and Carriage Mart, 34 Plum
a full line of
forWestervelt, New York, offer estimates furFittings,
Stable
Iron
Brass and
nished, plans of stalls, Sc., at WARKROOMS,
1-1
Plum St.
Γ AVE VOU SEEN our Ladles' 10 Button
Kid Boots for 81-50 P«r Pair, worth $2 50

STABLE

Barque Carrie Ε Long, Park, Turks Island 22
Dana & Co. Vessel to Rvan&
Kelsey.
Florence
Sell
Randall, Wilson, Baltimore.
Sell Lulu, Leighton, Boston.
Sell Eugenie, Godfrey, Boston for Bangor.
Sch White Foam, Ford. Boston for Lamoiue.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, S W Harbor.
Sch Octavia A Dow, Ginn, Monhegan.

Ul'RRÏN FOR SALE—We have 7 or 8
double carΛ styles of this light and popular
top, line warranted
riage in extension and canopy Manufacturers.
Call
work from best New England
and see them. HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
Plum St., Portland.
1-^
collars for sale —The
most complete line kept in Portland for
collars
light driving or heavy teaming ; our straw ;
price
are much superior to those regularly kept
34
-MART,
CARRIAGE
AN1)
75 cents. HORSE
1-1
Plum street, Portland.

Horse

FROM OUB CORRESPONDENT.

EAST MACHlAS, Apl 29—Ar, sch Lucy Hammond, Flynn, Lynn, to load for Providence.
April 30—Sailed, sclis Saarbruek, Clark, New
York; Magnet, Fletcher, Providence.

RORES FOR SALE-Mauufacturers'

sale
LAP
taking place. The entire surplus
of the Sanfoid Mills, firsts and seconds, selling at
now

San Francisco, April 24—Sliip Gov liobie cleared for Gibraltar yestereday with 33,617 ctls wheat
valued at §74,394. She is chartered for orders tu
Marseilles or West coast of Italy at £117 od.
Sliip John Bryce is taken to load lumber at Puget
Sound for Sydney at £2 5s.

HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART, 34 l'lum St., Portland, Me. 1-1

one-lialf regular prices.

SALE—Clear wheat for poultry at $1.40
a

Launched—At liatli 1st lust, from the yard of
DeeringS: Donnell, a three-masted sclir of 811
tons, not yet named, owned by the builders and
others of Batli, and Capt Rrendige, of sclir Electric Light, who will commund her. She was rigged
on the stocks and will be ready to take in cargo
in a few days.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Cardiff 30th, ship John It Kelley, Gibbons. San Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool Api isuui, snip Marina υουυ,
Greenbank, Cardiff.
Ar at Liverpool Apl 30, steamer Montreal, from
Portland via Bristol.
Ar at Queenstown 30th, ship Win H Oounor,
Pendleton, (from San Franseico) for West Hartlepool.
FROM

KICHAKD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maim from '75 to '83.

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS
nrmdlf

marlO

bought

at

BENJ. SHAW,

soou.

bargain

a

Ex30-1

48 Vb

SALE—A valuable coat with two kids to
on
board BARK
30-1
SALE—A round back phaeton, but litKUFUS CUSHclean and good.

Ο Ο

»

Tirinini· Of-

SALE—Cheap, a second hand wood cook
stove in good order. Apply at 544Vz CON28-1
GRESS ST.,
SALE—Residence in Gorham Village,
consisting of 2V2 story house, with shed and
stable connected, all in perfect repair: 17 acres
and variety small fruits :
land, orchard of 300 trees«.IH-u.,.,
11„,.
Ill
(J„.
G01111,
;ood' soil, line scuicry. Address Box

FOR

Ij^OR

PROF.CHS.LUDWIGVON SEEGER,

ι
Professor of Medicine at the Royal University
of the Iron
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order
Crown i Kniaht Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle ; Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor, dtc., dec., Bays
« LIEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
It is in no sense of the word a patent
care oils.
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
also worthy
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
:

Sherry."

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervoup,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations·
EES MAJESTY'S FAVOEIIE COSUETIO CLYCE2INE.
Used by Her Royal Highness the'JYincess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping.Roughness. $1.00· Of druggists.
LTEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrnp of Sarsapnrilla, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla In
the market.

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
M&Furmly

dec7

iiara, Me.

tOR

SALE—One

Black

Walnut Bedstead and French Dresser:
FURNITlrRE
Black
set;
single
one

SALE—Very low. a Barnes' foot power
circular saw. C. It. THURSTON, 35 Milk
27-1

FOR

St.

SALE—Land and buildings belonging

1,10Κ
to the late Augustus C. Barker, in Cape biizhouse, nearly new, 7 rooms, ell

abcth. iya story
and wood house connected with large stable, and
D
hennery; everything 111 splendid condition;
acres 01 laud under high state of cultivation;
abundance of strawberries, apples, pears, &e. ;
fnun the
pleasant location, twenty minutes drive
from above,
city. Also 5 acres of land. 200 rods
BARKER. Ill
very desirable. Apply to PELEG
2G-1
State street.

SALE—Or to let; two cottageson Peak's
Island, within five minutes walk of Jones'
Landing. enquire or address 0. I. KIMBALL.
21-tl

SALE—At a great discount, a large,
sloop rigged lighter; tonnage, 35 77-100 net;
Address MRS. P. M. H., Richmond,
3
years.
age,
apt: 1-4
Me.. P. O. Box 125.
It SALE—A splendid bargain; the farm of
the late Israel True, situated one mile from
the village inthe town of l'reeport, is now for sale.
consists of about 70 acres of excellent
farm
This
the
land, more than half of which is bounded a by
never
there
is a good thrifty orchard,
ocean;
and
a
rooms
failing well of water, a house of eight
at a
barn 40x50 feet. This farm will be sold
of
6th
May.
great bargain if purchased beforetotheBENJAMIN
For further information apply
20-2 Λ
TRUE, City Building, Portland, Maine.

Cannot be made by medi-

cines,

or

sicians;

the sliil 1 of
kit the old

phy- fid
ones

sfrengiftciicd and
preserved by the me of
be

can

Lincoln St., WoodπΟΒ SALE—House
I
forrd's Corner, Deering, consisting of 0 pleasmarble
mantles, Sebago water ; also
ant rooms ;
on same street, 3 lots; also 6 of the best house
on
Pearl St., situated on side of
lots in Deeering
the Hill, high and dry good drainage, Sibago
Couwater, etc. Enquire 01 L. J. PERKINS, 489
20-2
gress St.
SALE—The standard machine for making the combined wire cable and picket fence :
ana
also the fence, which is becoming daily more
Address H. W. CASWELL, Yarmore popular.
sole agent for Cumberland Countv, Me.

won s

011

Oft §01

if 013

out of
ing full charge. No objection to19going
Free street,
tiie state. Address, M. G. W.,
1-1
Portland.
as
a young lady, a situation
stenographer; uses lier own type-writer,
some practice taking
had
has
2;
No.
Remington
to pertestimony in Court, and Is fully competent Address
form all the duties of an amanuensis.
1-1
W. E. ULMEli. 52 Exchange St.

WANTED—By

light manufacturing
business that will pay good wages and Inor
would
buy part interest on money invested,
terest with some reliable party in an established

WAIVTE

O—To

buy

Coughs,

f <r

a sure

Colds, A:4-

ii'i·,

iiudall dis-

ofilr

luygs.
3δ
m
75 cants.
Price,
Tria! Bottles, iO cents.

eases

1/OR

SALE.—One mile from the city, on line
of horse cars, 5Ά acres Land;2 story House
II rooms; Wood House, Carriage House and
other out buldings. Address Box 143, Woodfords.

FOR

10-4

oownrmlye

febE

20-2

SALE—A farm in the town of Gray,
containing 53 acres of excellent laud, well
rooms;
watered; 1% story house containing nine
buildings in good repair; % of a mile from Gray
Corner ; will de sold at a bargain. For particulars
W.
enquire on the premises of W. C. DICKEY, or
19-2
L. DICKEY, Woodfords Corner.

LET—House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
St.
Market
30
HOBBS,
P.

F

OK SALE OR TO

YACHT.

STEAUI

with tender, life saving appointments, etc.,
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN !

LENGTH

pressure; locomotive boiler, keel condenser,
steam pump, inspirator, etc. ; all machinery in
first rate order. Will seat about 40 passengers;
has four-bladed "screw," and will steam from 12
For further information,
to 14 knots per hour.
A. DeLASKI,
address,
174
High St., Boston, Mass.
aprlOeodlni
Farm for Sale.
CHOICE hay farm, of fifty acres in

A

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC
As
general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure l»y
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of ovçr 80 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
it

8oses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO.,
NEW

DR. SAM'S

ua

V

nuv

situated in Westbrook, near Cumberland
on the road leading from Pride's Corner to
six
Saccarappa Village. House two stories, with
rooms : Duldings in good repair. A nice woodlot
and neighborhood remarkably fine.

ever-flowing limpid

stream

Defines, complete, its western bound,
With soil productive in extreme,
In pasture and In mowing ground.
The views surrounding lend a charm,
Wliateverieye can clearly span,
And he who buys this splendid farm,
Will be a most fortunate man.
Apply to E. F. THAYER,
on

apr26d&w2w

estate

adjoining.

Ί1ΗΑΤ

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Lois for sale on Creat
Clivbcague Island.
d6mos

TO

MÎT.

know that our Great
0 Ε. ET—Everyone
Clearance Sale will continue five days longer, ami the best bargains are now to be obtained
at JOHN E. DAVIS, 43a Congress St. 5 and 1
cent counters marked down to 2,3, 4, and G cents.
1-1

1ΊΟ

:i(M_

IS Ε NT—Store

4

SURE CURE FOR
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and Kidney
Complaints, Nervousness, Heartbirn, Wind
in the Stomach or Pains in the Bowels,
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Medicine it is quick ami effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble,

and sickly to health, strength,-and vigor.
from
Nightly Dissipation.— Persons who,
the evil
dissipating too much over night, feelheadaches,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent
nervous,

Sickness at Stomach, Weakness, Giddiness, etc.,
will And that one dose will remove all bad feelings.

Ml Druggists,
£). H. HAM & CO.,
54 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

W,S&Mly

feb7

DIRIGO

muBaeWes!
zt

■ feredfor 10 years,
βτί He a
was cureileasiiy, quickly and safely; no pain or
risk; neither knife nor ligature; harmless operation and complete relief. Give me vour address. If
you suffer, and 1 will tell you how I obtained safe

Address, F. Λ. C., Lock Box 1092,
Lewiston, Me.
api'ôMW&i'lni·

and basement No. 250

good location for a tea store or
stationery. BËNJ. SH AW, 48Vu Ex30 1

change!^

KOOFINO

COMPANY

Builders should investigate as to the Hoofing
Material manufactured by the Dlrigo Roofing
Co. It is tidy in appearance; durable with proper
care for half a century.
Tlie rooftug for lOO feet
cowl*
Delivered without freight charge
at any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
connections. It is the most valuable roofing ever
invented for the price. Just the thine for cottages.
Send for circular. Address Dirigo Hoofing Co.,
apr26eoa3m
Steep Falls, Me.
is υη ftiôin l'hiîjuleïplila
Ιλ
Adverif B'8i
tLilat the Newspaper
wg
I £!££ Ilt" M
Using- Agency of Messrs.
W* W· AYE~ * sow. cur authorised agent*.
h

I.ET—A nice new cottage of nine rooms,
all furnished, at Teak's Island: moderate
2'J-l
terms. Address No. 114 OXFORD ST.

TO

I.ET—A good tenement at 49 Green St.
Enquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 105% Ex28-1
cliauge St.
Γ1ΊΟ

JL

Τ

Ο LET—For the summer a nice Piano. En28-1
quire at 110 WINTER ST.,
convenient furnished
OXFORD ST.

Ο LET-Α

Τ'

Ii ET—Joiner's

with three

room

at 114
17 3

bench-

shop
good
Inmortise machine and circular saw.
TOes,of Α.
288 Commercial
Κ. I1.

LEIGHTON,

quire

street.

4tf

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION—TO LET.
HE second floor of Mechanics Buldiug corner
Sts. comprising two
Τ of Congress and Cascomodern
suites of ante-rooms with
conveniences,
suitable for Dentists, Doctors. Lawyers, Dressmakers or other parties desiring good accomnuidatlons ; also a moderate sized hall, together with
the Library Hall on the first floor for transcient
use.
Inquire of M. A. BLANCHARD, 97 Emery
St. ; JOHN B. THORND1KE, 71 Salem St.; AMBROSE G1DD1NGS, 2*6 Spring St., or of FRANK
L

HRKTT, Siipt... 39 Casco St.

apr22d2w

To Let.

of Portland to cali ai
WANTED-Solid
will
the sale of Associated Charities, where
1 τ
30-1
size.
extra
of
shirts
found
be
night
ANTED—A second girl. Apply 147 STATE
30-1
STREET.
tenement or unfurnished
Address
rooms for light housekeeping.
2i>-l
TENEMENT, This Office.
-Waitress; a bright, active young
as a
girl who has had some experience 20-1
waitress, at 74 SPRING ST.

w

WANTED

err~.nd girl immediately, at
29-1
MISS FLOOD'S, 35JJeering St.
public to know that McCobb
and Lord can furnish them with the choicand
est creamery and dairy butter. Fine cheese
41 Free
frcsli country eggs at BUTTER STORE,
28-2
St.
reliable and experenced salesAddress
woman in a fancy goods store.
Press Ofllce. 28-1
stating experience, etc. Χ. II.
PAINTER WANTED- ApNo. 71 Portply at once at J. F. IIOVEY'S,
28-1
land street.
customers.
Keeping 21
milk
cows, I am prepared to furnish pure
Into iiiv patrons; one cow's milk for infants and
IsPeak's
at
delivered
milk
valids a specialty ;
land during summer months without extra charge
East
P.
Address.
O.
Me.
,1. P. 11ALL, Falmouth,
apr27-4
Peering, Me.
of Portland and vicinpeople
Y17"ANTED—The
»w
<»„
v.„„„ th-.m/ns .r WHSLEY JOHNClairSUN, tiie celebrated Medical and Business
of
late
Boston, has taken roouis at Mrs.
voyant.
Farrell's. 56 Free street, and will give sittings
27-1
daily. Ladies 50 cts. ; Gents 75 cts.
Κ D—Carpenters to know that we send
Cadwell's Patent Adjustable Koof Brackets
on trial to responsible parties, Recollect no nail
holes, no danger, they can be adjusted to any
Come and see tnein at KING & DEXTER'S,
pitch.
apr27-4
Portland Me.

WANTED-An
WANTED—The
WANTED—A
CARRIAGE

WANTED—Milk

WANT

and silver, for which

Old

gold
taken in
WANTEDhighest cash prices will be paid,
silverware, etc.,
for
or

watches, jewelry,
exchange
etc., at the NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 4!)(i
27-1
S. Sehryver, Prop.
street.
Congress
ANTED—Lady boarders for the summer;
Address
• «
location pleasant and healthy.
MUS. Ε. G. POWJÎLL, Box 58, Cumberland Cenapr27-4
tre, Maine.

WJ

$1,000 cast off Clothing

buy
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid ; call
WANTED—To
immediately, Mil. 8. LEVY, 'J7 Middle

address
St., Portland, Me.

or

8
15

WANTED—Coat,
Merchant Tailor, Freeport,
SOCLE'S,

S.

27-2

special prices

tune;
WANTED—Pianos
and particular care to pianos tuned by the
order slate at 1). H.
CHAS. F.
to

JONES,

year.

Young's.

272

and 27 Park
rent 814 per
& ADAMS,
office
of
ROLLINS
month. Inquire
aprlOdtf
No. 22 Exchange street.

"

15

·'

2'J
H

May

who wants his
or cleansed to
old overcoat or suit
to go to
a
reasonable
at
like
price,
look
new,
17 S
FliED W. GROSSTUCK, 26H Middle St.

WANTED—Every

gentleman

repaired

who

lias

piece
ANTE D—Every gentleman
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to be made
nice spring suit, overcoat or pants, at a reasonable price, to go to FEED W. GROSSTUCK,
17-2
Tailor. 20(1 Middle St.

W

into

lady about to MA KEY,

EVEKV LADY or GENTLEMAN illteildillg TO
WANTED—Eveby
juubnkv, to provide themselves with

go

via". Moville

DATES

NAILING

j

Liverpool

STEAMEKS.

i

18th March

jjuand.

35

20th March

I

Montreal
Ontario

3d

|

April

j
labout tith April
20th April

Northwest, West and Soutli

[

I'aiwHjje :
Cabin
$50 and $80. Return..$60 and $150
..Beturu $B0
lntermediate$30
lieturn at lowest rates
Steerage
$20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf

JOSEPH HICKSON, General MauatN
WM. KDOAK, Ci. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

ocl2dtf

..

HALVE CENTRAL RMRIMB
On and JifHT TIIESIX1. !>«■<·. lei,
IS».». FuNMeiiKi'r Ti'Min» l.eave

Boston ι PhUadelphia
DIRECT

Portluud

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

From

p.

m.

Philadelphia, at

►

10 a. m.
Insurance one-hall the rate of
vessel.

'sailing

—

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Koaantl Trip $1N.
Pannage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. Β. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
31dtf

and Lincoln
; Roc2ilaud aud I4.uo*
10 a. m., 1.25 p. in.; Aul urn and
l..cwiMton at 8.20 a. in., 1.20. 5.00 ρ in. ; Lew.
ÎMton ria Brunswick, 7.10 a. in., {11.15 p.
Wiuthrop,
in. ; Farmint;tou, i?louniouth,
Oukland and North Au*ou, J.JO p. πι.;

Farmington via Bruuiiwick, 7.10
aud 1.25 p. m.

beyond Bangor,

THURSDAY.
22 Catalonia

Cephalonia

May 27
June 3
June 10

Cephalonia

29

May 6 Gallia
May 13 Pavonia

Gallia
Pavonia

duced

June 24
May 20 Scythia
Cabiu Parage, $60» $80, and SiOO, ac
Pa«Intermediate
cording to accommodation
Ire«age, î$îi5· Drafts on Great Britain and
at
the
Comland. For passage or freight applv
Ho* to a.
wtate
99
Street,
Office,
pany's

THÉ

the forenoon.

ap24dtf

d3in

MM STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

Portland and

Steamers leave Franklin Wi'arf ou Wednesdays
and Saturdays at t> p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. It. COYLE, ,Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Aiteut
8ept2 l-dtf

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Officer
feb4

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will

BOSTON

Leave Portland

lines.
;*.Οϋ p. ui.,
stations.

FARE $I.OO

10.40

two gentlemen
room
a good
gentleman and wife; will be let with or without
board. For further particulars, enquire at 10U
27-1
PARK STREET, (Park St. Block.)

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

LOST AND

FOUND.

have found that for all

people
kinds of household articles in Crockeiy, Tin
FOUND—The
and Glass Ware, that they save money ana time

bv going direct to JOHN E. DAVIS, m Farrington
Block. For these goods, 5 and 10 cent counters
1-1
marked down to 2. 3,4 and 6 cents.
DOLLAR REWARD—Lost between

Rooms and Kendall &
ONEthe Natural History
covered memorandum book,
nra.,1 «.ill I,,,

79

n

1 fnr its PPtlim Γ il

W.

I>.

Middle street.

Above reJON ES.
3U 1

the following Hat Blocks, viz.
The Mikado, Rivai, Oleste, Adoras, Rhea,
(Turban) lone. Yum Yum, Jaunty, Arragon anil
Done over by SWEET30 others are the best.
SIK, Ladles' Hat Presser, 544 Congress Street.

FOUND—That

SATOS BAM BOOK LOST.
have been notified in writing by William
D. Cariuthers, Portland, Me., that the book
of deposit issued to him by the Maine Savings
Bank, is lost and that he desires a duplicate Book
of Deposit issued to him.
ALPlfEUS G. ROGERS, Treasurer.
dlaw3wM*
aprlO

WE

The new Steamers of this Line wUl leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, eviry MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 5.00 e. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. cyEreight received up to 4.oo p. >i.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
Geu'l Manager.
uovSOdtf

from elevator dock. Grand Trunk
wharf, on the night of the 20th ult., a white
painted boat (lap streak) with dark yellow gun,
wale, marked S. S. Toronto, of Liverpool, on stern,
and No. 7 painted on bows; any person returning
same to steamer Toronto before the 6th of May
will receive the above reward ; and any person
found with said boat in their possesion after this
notice will be prosecuted with the utmost rigor.
A. REID, Marine Superintendent Dom.S. S. Co

STOLEN

dtf

myl

STEAMER ICORDON

on

PRBKOKM wishing to sell their hotels,

and lodging houses, drug, clothing
ALE.boardingmillinery,
gents' furnishing stores,
dry goods,
groceries, markets, dining

rooms and variety
stores or business of any kind. We make business
We
have
the best means
also.
chances a specialty
of disposing of them and make no charges unless
wishing to
are
Our terms
easy.
we sell.
will be aided fibuy not having sufficient means
Ε REAL
MAIN
or
write
Call
if wished.

People

nancially
ESTATÈ and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange
29-1

in
44

Backache

"

Lameness

"

Coughs

"

Hoarseness..

FOR HALE—45 rooms all fura

$200
rent,
very
profit
$3.300 for furniture and good will,unusual chance,
part down, balance easy. MAINE45REAL ESExchange
TATE and BUSINESS AGENCY,
20-1
Street.

CONFECTIONERY, Fruit and

Φ £ I fj Cigar Store, paper route connected,
neat tidy store, good place for a lady, one of the
Liest chances oil our list for little money, good
stock oil hand. MAINE HEAL ESTATE and
2i> 1
45 Exchange St..
BUSINESS

2

Days

20
1

44

Colds

Minutes
Hour

12

44

2

Pain of Scald.44

5

Crui:p it will
any

case

case

when

in j

used

at

tate.
virtue of a license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate for the County of Cumberland, I
will sell at private sale all the real estate of
which Stephen Burnell. late of Baldwin, in bald
County, died seized and possessed, embracing
about one half an acre of land with the buildings
thereon. The buildings consist of a two storv
frame dwelling with shed, etc., the lower story
having been occupied by said late Stephen Rurnell as a store and post office, and the second story
as a dwelling.
There is a good cellar under the
store with a never falling
spring of water therein.
The location is pleasant and convenient, at the
little village of West Baldwin, with Us K. li. Station, telegraph office, church and school, and is
thirty-three miles from Portland, on the Portland
& Ogdensburg Railroad. The conveyance will be
made subject to I he w idow's right of dower.which
will be released upon terms made known at the
time of sale. An extra bargain will be ottered
as the property must be sold to close the estate.
OLIVER MUKCH, Adm'r.
West Baldwin, April 23,188G. apr26dlawM3w

Days

5 Minutes

cure

Administrator's Sale of Real Es-

44

Pain of Burn.-44

BY

"

minntes, and positively
the outset.

Remember that Dr. Thomas* Eclectric Oil
is on! ν 50 cents per bottle, and one bottle will go
farther than half a dozen oi an ordinary medicine.
I

{T1 PORTED

AlfKNCY,

CENTS WANTED—To canvass for our
new book "Some noted princes, authors and
statesmen of our time," a real bonanza endorsed
UEO. M.
!>y press and public. Call on or address
20-1
I). BARNES, Merchants' Exchange Hotel.

A

WINES ami LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

apU'dtf

24 Hours

SoreTîîi'oat..44
Deafness

nished complete with nice piano, will pay
HOTEL
low
of
only
month,
net

(mixed) at 6.30 p.m.
For Mncenrappa, Cumberland JYlilln, Wwtbrook Junction and Woodford'* at 7.30
and IO.OO a. m., I.O&, 3.00, O.'JO and
p. m.
(mixed) *o
For Forest Avenue (Deering) ΙΟ OO a. m.
3.00 and β.ΰΟ p. bi.
The 1.03 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with IIoo*ac 1'unnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Lin# and all rail,
via Springfield, also with Ν. V. Α Ν· E. R. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Wathiuicfou, and the Mouth, and
with BoNton A Albany R. R. for the W ent.
Close connection made at Weetbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R.H. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Port
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
*Does not stop at Woodford's.

"

Hours

and after Monday, April 14,
Passenger Trains will Leare

Worcenter, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nanbun, Windliaui and Epping at T.SO
a. an. and I.05 p. tu.
For iVIancheeter, Concord, and points Nortli
at 1.05 p. ni.
For Kocheitlcr, NprinsvKlr, Alfred, Water·
boi-o and Muco River, 7.30 a. ua., 1.05
p. in. and imixed) at O.JO p. m.
For <>!orhaiu ;i<t 7..Ί0 a.m., 1.03, O.VÎO and

cures."

2

5.30,8.45 p.m.

For

5 minutes
2

; arrive

Portland:

application.

Earachc

On

M

has
OIL
THOMAS' FXLECTRIC
following cures, proof of which the
furnish

in.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
arrangement"of trains.

—

can

1.00, 4.15 p.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

'-ABOUT
PR.

LEAVE PORTLAND

D. J. KLANDEKS, Uen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FUIiBEB. CJeu'l Manager.
dtf
ianO

READ'.

made the
proprietors

R.

Street.

Ocean Tickets antl Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
the
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers:
Cunard, White Star, Union, Anchor, National, I»HamNorth
Herman
Jted
Star.
Lloyd,
State,
man,
burs American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
and Scandinavian exchange.
COAL·—Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm, Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. I..
FAK.tlt'R, i'i Birhauce HI.
ap24tf

All
the wonderful and miraculous
M
The unrivalled and peerless medicines."
And note the following

i.r.c

For Bo»ton at 2.00 and tP.OO a. in.. fl.OOana
$6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Bo»iou at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
p. m. For PorSMUioiith and Newbur y port at
For
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Ame»bury 9.00 a. Bl. and 6.00 p. m. For Salmi
1.00
aud
6.00
and
9.00
a.
ii
2.(10
at
in.,
and I.>11
ΓΙ Ι.Ι.1ΙΛ> (MBM ou above trains.
p. m.
tTlie 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. trains connect
with Kail Lines to South and West.
tTlie ti.00 p. ni. train connects with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to ail points South and West
tor sale at l*oitlnnd Depot Ticket Office.,
and at L'nion Ticket OlIH-e, 40 Gxrhanyr

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily,
on 'aud after April 1. 1880,
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little aud Great Chebeague
Islands, Harpswell and Orr's Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and Intermediate
landings at B.30 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 9.00
board to
A. M. For freight or passage
applyt on TAW/Î
η»υΦ

M

and intermediate

EASTERN DIVISION.

Sundays excepted,

Tooiliaclie

BV8INESM CHANCES.

for Ronton

HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.

$5.00 REWARD.

St.

—

BruDNvrick,

SPRINC ARRANGEMENT.

between Cor. Congress and Ator In a Congress
street Car, a pocketbook containing a sum of monDe rewarded by
will
The
tinder
&e.
two
rings,
ey,
1-1
leaving same at the PRESS Office.

Whitney's, a morocco
valuable only to owner, A. W. Nichols.

ALL· PARTS OF
IYova Scotia, Prince EdIsland, and Cape Breton.
AND

ISartlett

ARRIVALS.
ui., fjoin Knrtlett and way stations

For HohIou at β. 16,*8.40 a. ui.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Ro»ton lor Portland 8.30a. ui., 1.00,3.30 p. i«.
Scarboro and Piue Point 6.15, 8.40 a. in.,
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Old Orchard, Saco, Hiddc*
fordsiid Keunebiiuli 0.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.3V
3.30, 5.45 p. in. Well» Reach 0.15, 8.40 'i. m.,
3.30 p. ill, North Berwick, Orrat Fall», Doami
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. ni., 12.30, 3.3ϋ p. m.
and
Alton
Bn)
Rochenter, Fariuington
8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 3.30 p. in., Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a.m.
3.30 p. in. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. in. connects wit11
Kail Lines to noiuts West ami South; t ie 12.3c
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

an., foi

WESTER* DIVISION.

or

New

a.

for

TRAINS

International

LET—A front room, furnished, up one
room accommodation*.

a.

PAMMENGEK TRAIN SERVICE:,
in effect Sunday, October 11, 1&S5.

IÎOOTI.H TO LET.

TO
flight, excellent bath
for
This is
large

5J.OO

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, ana avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via*the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, JR.. Manager.
ocltf

IO LET—A pleasant su'te of rooms unfiirMay be
nlshed, at 827 CONGRESS ST.
27-1
between the hours of 4 and 7 p. m.

follows:

5.55 p. tu., from ûwauton, Burlington at
all points on through lino.
J. HAMILTON, Sn^i
OCSUtl
October 3.1885.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAM Ε KS

Τ

as

Fabyau», Bethlehem, fl.mlctoni, Lança»·
Wood»ville, iTloutpelier, Ht. John»
bury, Newport, Burlington, 9wanlon,
OudensburK, and all points on connecting
ter,

STEAMERS.

seen

Ogdensburg B. R.

FALL AND WINTER Λ R RAN (i EM EXT·

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

WAITED.

rate».

Resumption of Service.
Steamer CITY OF KM ll ΊΟ\ Ι) wili resume service on the route between Portland and
Machiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Portland at 11 p. m., aud leaving .Machiasport every
Monday at 4 a. m., making one trip per week until April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays,
and from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PA YSON TUCK Eft, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
noSOdtf
Portland, March 8. 1886.

CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO, Limited.

Wanted.
IAPABLE GIRL to do general housework.

Snnday mornings.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

Tune 17

Scytiiia

feb27

011

Îfor

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.
April
April

in.

a.

ctatiaii

Trains ar« due in Portland ;is follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Hath «.45 a. in. ;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. in. ; the day trains from Banand all intermediate stations and connectng roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m. ; the afterBath.
Augusta,
noon trains from Watervilie,
Kocklaud and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. ; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 ». ni.
Limited Ticket», firm ami »ecoad tin**, for
all poiut»in the Pro?inc«M on Male nl re-

—

New York erery ÛI.1TIJKD4T, calling at
QuecuHiown Cork Harbor

Catalonia

ct

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.15 p. jr.. train is the night express with
sleeping our attached and runs every night Sunclays included, but not through to Saownegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

Liverpool Every THURSDAY,
A»D FROM

enypDrcc

•τ

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT KB Ο H

—

follows:

tm.K·, 7.

CUNAKU LINL
Boston to

as

Kanjffor, KlUnorth, ifftt. JDmert Ferry,
Vauceboro, Mt. Jolin, Halifax, aud the
1'rorineeM. Ht. Stephen an^i Aroo«took
County, 1.201>. m., via Lewi*fou. 1.25 and
J11.15 p. m., via AnguNta; ami for Bar Harbor, aud Bangor & PiMcataqaai* Β. B.,
$11.15 p. m., for Nkowbeean, Beit'nul and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, ill.15 p. m.; W aterrille,
7.10a. in.. 1.20, 1.25, ill.lb p. in.; nd on $at
tirdays only at 5.15 p. m. ; for Augntta, Hala
lowell, fnai-diuer and Bi uiiMwit li, 7.10
in., 1.25, 5.15, îll. I 6 p. m., Bath, .10 a. lu,
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15

For

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

Wanted.

m

TO

Octroi!. Cliicaeo, miiwBuk
Canada,
Cincinnati, fit. Kjouin. Ouiuku, Maginaw
Ml. Paul, Mail l.aLr City,
Denver, Mna Francisco,
and all points in the

R»i«n ol

IRL to do general housework. Call at 144
ap7tf
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

Call at 144 PINE STREET

and Oeoot Foot of India Street.

Exchange St.,

—

KICISTOI. MKKVICE:
For Avoaiiuouth Dock (Direct).

STEAMERS,

ni.

TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED BATE

April.
tith May.

1

DKPAKTIBKM.
u and LenHiou, 7.05 a. IE., 1.16

Quebec, 1.30 p. in.
ABBIVALS.
From Vi«wÎM(on and Auburn, 8.25 a. IL·.
12.( T>. 3.16 ami o.6«' p. m.
From Càorham, 9.40 a. in. and 7.00 p. lu.,
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p. ni.
From Quebec, L2.U5 p. Hi.
Pullman Palace Sleeping ears ou night train nu
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICII

22d

Avonmouth

follow*:

For

a

on a

c

p.

8th April.

Oregon
Toronto

I
|

1st April
15tii April

run hn

I'ordorlinui, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. in., mixed.
For <*orham, Jloutreal nnd Chicago, 1.30

:

j

Sarnia

will

trniUH

For Λ it bin
aud 6.20 p. 111.

ISM,

MONDAY, Oct. I!*,

On and niter

and Halifax.

Steel Lined Leatherofd Trunk" and have their
Send for
apparel taken safely without mussing.
LEAT11ER01D
the
illustrated circular to
febl5-3m
MANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

G

CHANGE OF TIME.

LIVERPOOL ROM MAIL SERVICE.

a

a

ORAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF CAM1>A.

DOM IΝ ION LIN E.

24 2

Middle St.

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
WestMinot for Hebron Academy; at ButMeld for
West Simmer, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canand Rumford Kails;
ton for Peru, Dixtield. Mexico
also for Bretton's Mills.
LINCOLN, Supt.
L.
L.
octBdtl

Cabin
Passenger accommodations uneiiualled.
$30; steerage. $20.
$50 to $80 ; intermediate,
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston ; and C. P.
WALORON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. it
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
nov28

27-1

pant and vest makers can
flud steady work, at good prices, at FRE1).
Me. 27-1

PACKAGES,

FOB BALK BY

«ΕΚΧΛΝ ASTHMA CCRE

lii.tiuitly relieve» the
mont Tlolent »ttaekfc
uml 1n.iire· CMimfjtrt„ι»ι.» «lerp.
Ueed by
laLJftJg,, S
axinhalation, thus reaching the digea^jn-ect.j|el
les the spasm, facilitates free
(;|IDkS|
w
and EFFECT S

[expectoration,
whore all other roiiinll« filII.

A trial
«■*«*·1
of It· lmmedlt«t.-,dlre«.t and npTer-fiiillB*
«Iruçgl.tte or by mail. Trial
l'rlM&O·. and #1.00;

Ukoptlral

;

at

25

men

tenements; Nos. 23, 25
rjPIHREE
street all in first-class order ;

JL

"

April
"

via CSriiud Truuk

ton.

THURSDAY,
Mch. 25
April 1

Peruvian.
Polynesian.
Parisian.
Sardinian.
Peruvian.

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,

WANTED—A

man

FOCNO-The

street, containing about 10,000 feet of
the buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores
Also lots on Tur
or a manufacturing business.
hastner, Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the
For particulars and terms of
ern Promenade.
AUG. P. FULLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m

mart)

11

to work on a farm; one
of farm
that is capable of doing any kind
of
work ; lie must know how to drive and the care
30-1
STREET.
I'LUM
lirorses. Apply to 38

L.

J.

petition.

20 1

part of the estate of the late Lemuel
India
Dyer situated 011 Commercial, near
land and

Cottage»

"

1885-6-WINTEB ARRANGE* ENTS-1885-g

best Kid High Button Boot for
ladies I have ever seen for $1.50 ; better than
Don't class this witli comfor
sold
$2.50.
usually
It is true, or I should
mon shoe advertisements.
not say so. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress St.
24-1

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

dly

mar 10

miuioi

—u

Mills,

STREET,

l'OKIt.

ruiiitaiit'u

guuu

state of

tale,

An

SCHNAPPS.

18 BEAVER

i.JL

a

THURSDAY,
Mch. 4

In Effect Oct. 12.1885.

Arrangement,

Hnilnar
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Palls function
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Kails Junction
3.10 p. ni., arrive» in Bucklicld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 μ. ni.
Keturning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and ».10
a. in., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos-

188(5.

Winter Arrangements.

live agent in every county to
weaver treadle; It (Its all mano comon its merits: no bonus;
CHAP1N, 30 Free St., Portland.
30-1

handle the
WANTED—A
chines and sells

LOMT—Friday,
lantic and 74 Munjoy St.,

over all 45 feet, width of beam 11
feet 6 inches, draft of water aft 5 feet, forward 2 feet ; engine 8x10, for either high or low

Baltimore for Charleston.

I

pleasant

snug

a

Winter

ConnrrUon»

Liverpool anil l*ortlnud Servira-.
I From Portland
From Liverpool! STFAMFH
STEAMEB.
via Halifax. |
j via Halif!lXp

ward»

Middle St:
FOB
books ami

·_

purchase

located between India and Franklin
BENStreet and Newbury and Cumberland St.
1-1
JAMIN SHAW, 48M: Exchange St.

Boat,

Pleasure

Handsome

Spoken.
April 20. forty miles SE of Fenwick, bark John
for New York.
Barcelona
Bunyan, from
No date, oil Cape Romain, sell Ε li Emerson, fm

Without doubt the BEST piaster made. When
of pain or soreness, instant
applied to anyTkind
omn"Rnrlr HidnnrHin. flnrpTVTim.
relief is felt. Lamo Back, Side orHip, Sore MusolesTSevere Aohes, etrains, KidneyinDiseases,
any part
Rheumatism or any sort of soreness
and Btamfrthyield instantly to the pain-killing
Plaster- Virtuesof
the
of
Hop
ening properties
Ώ,,^τ,,τιΗν Pitch and foreign Gums
fresh Ho;
combinfl
commnea in » bww^i,T,—r
I Plaster. Used and recommended by hosts of
"Mailed for
people, 25e., 6 for $1. everywhere.
CO., Boston, Mass.

WANTED—To

1883.

Ruinfonl Fulls and Rutkfield Railroad

LINE.

ALLAN

some

business. Particulars at MAINE REAL ESTATE
1-1
and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

FOR

mouthviile,

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall 011
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
named
passengers anil freight for all the above
ports.
FranSan
Steamer of 10th does not connect for
cisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia, (ireat reduction In rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $4<>; Steerage $20.
For Freight, tissage, Sailing Lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
Ε. A. ADAMS A· CO.,
115 -Stale Street, Cor. Broail St., Ho«ion.
dtf
febg

or

my

S, I8NJ.

I*. M.
Α. M.
3.UO
D.IKI
Leave Portland (P. & Ο. K. it.)
4.45
10.35
"
Bridgton Junction
5.45
11.35
Bridgton. arrive
3.20
7.55
Leave Bridgton
5.55
10.40
Portland, arrive
W. F. PEKBV, Supt.
„„„
τ
J. A. BENNETT. «. T. A.
dtf
oct5

Japan, China,

PROPRIETORS— Having

HOTEL

(.'uuimciicingOcl.

,

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

I offer
TOservices
experience of twenty-live (25) years, of takassistant, capable
as clerk

on

beth Coast. Good Ashing in the immediate vicinthat the
ity. Pure spring water, and everything
heart can wish. Enquire of S. D. HALL, No.
20-3
105Va Exchange street.

I.ET—House No. 84 Lincoln St. 8 rooms
plenty of closet room, gas, sebago and furnace, all in good repair. For pariculars, apply to
■J. S. KNOWLES .No. 'J Oxford St.

Hop Plaster

salary

outside large
right party.
Barclay, Box 15N3, N. Y,

second hand tents about 1.1
by 10. Address

comb, Portland.
Cld at St John, NB. 30th, sel) F Τ Drisko Drisko
Vineyard-Haven ; Sea Bird, Andrews, and Lampedo. Holder, do.

and speedy relief.

a large responown locality and
in
to
cities. A remunerative
Address
References exchanged.
man to

one

FOR

from Boston.
Ar at Gibara Apl 14, barque Bonny Boon, Cole,
New York for Iiariai.
At St Kitts Apl 20, sell Susie Ρ Oliver, Rollins,
from New York, ar 15th.
At
John, PR, Apl 13, sell Waldemar, Parker,
for New York,ldg.
Ar at Cienfuegos Apl 18, barque Geneva, Gregory, Boston.
Ar at Victoria Pier, CB, 24th, sell Win M Bird,
Reed, Boston.
Cld at Parrsboro 28th, sch Ε Β Newcomb, New-

AW FI I IIbs

INTELLIGENT EARNEST

Catholic
represent
WANTED-AN
his
sible Barclay St. House

SALE—The Williams Cottage, stable
WANTED—Good
by 17, with fly and one 8
acre of land, at Pond Cove, one of
and
IjiOR
BINDERY, 45 Exchange St.
the Cape Elizathe most delightful situations

11 2 Free St.

well.

I

WANTED.

one

pine
Walnut Hat Tree : one large Easy Chair; one Sofa.
27 1
73C, CONGRESS STREET.

painted pine set;

one

FOR

Sebago,

Wass. Port au Prince, to load for Boston.
At Deinarara Apl 7, narque Hancock, Gnptill,
for North of Hatteras; Charles Loring, Thestrup,

applied

be

can

tle used ;
FOR

Hinds. Manzauilla.
Brig Kaluna, from Sagua, is ordered to New
York.
NEWYOItK—Ar 30th, schs Ε M Bacon, Atwood, Mavaguez; J C Mash, Sand Kiver. NS; Geo
Moses Eddy, Rockland;
Nevenger, Portland ;
A F Crockett, Thorndike, Windsor,NS; Eben
St
John,
NB; Damon, Torrey,
Fisher, Reynolds,
St John, NB; Kate Walker, Newton, Bangor; M
Β Mahoney, Norwood, Portland; Laura, Kobinson, Hurricane Islaud; Idaho, Peck, and Mary
Sands, from Hockland; Victory. Milliken, Ells
worth ; Edw DeAart, Brewster, Eastport ; Hattie
L Curtis, Hodgkins, Providence ; Alpea, Wooster,
New Haven; Mauna Loa, Libby, Machins; J C
Nash, Crowley, Noua Scotia; Storm Petrel, llerrick, Calais; H A Deming, Boardman. New Bedlord; Hattie Ε King, Collins, New York; S Β
Franklin, Morrill. Round Pond.
Cld 30tl), ship Κ Ρ Buck, Caiver, for Slianghae:
barque American Lloyds. Whitmore, for Havana;
sch Irving Leslie, Hagerty, Lamoine.
Cld 1st, barque Saml Η Nickerson, Eaton, fo
Cailao.
PERTH AMBOY-Sld 30tli, sell J L Newton,
Stover, Boston.
STON INGTON—Ar 20th, sch Κ L Tay, Hibbard, New York for Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th. schs Olive Branch,
Farrell, Ellsworth; Pytho Chaney, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 30th, seh Mindoro, Billings, Calais for Narraganset ; Storm
Petrel, l'atteu. Providence for New York, (and
sailed.)
NEW DEBFOKD—Ar 30th, ship Syren, Crocker
San Francisco.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20tli. sch Mary Cliapln, Foster, Crisfleld, Mil, for Boston; Acara,
Cuinmings, Hoboken for do; Mary. Magee. Rondout for Portsmouth ; Modesrv, Amhoy for Hallo-

prev to Apl 29, barque Furness
Abbey. Marcy, Philadelphia.
Arat Anse d'llanault Apl Oth, brig Moraney,

SALE—Twelve acres land in Deering,

near Ocean St. ;
FOR
for
if

TT

Domestic Ports.
SAN FKANCISCO-Ar 23d, ship Oriental, Slater, Tacoiua.
Cld 23d, ship Gov ltobie, Blanchard, G braltar,
for orders.
GALVESTON—Ar 30th, sell David W Hunt,
Hall, New York.
MOBILE—Cld 30tli, sch A D Lamsou, Smith,
New York.
FERNANDINA—Cld 24th, sch Stella M Kenyon, Pendleton, New York.
DARIEN—Cld 30th, sell Ella M Watts, Stevens,
St Johns. Pit; Belle O'Neil, Butler, New Haven.
BULL RIVER, SC—Ar 22d, sell Fred W Chase,
Nason, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Sid 30th, barque Lizzie Carter
Carter. Baltimore..
NORFOLK—Ar 30tn. scli Martie A Holmes,
Portland.
Cld 30th, sch Mabel Pliillipps, Portland.
BALTIMORE--Ar 20th, sens Frank M Havves,
ltlch. Jacksonville; Lois V Chaples- Weaver.'do.
Cld 20th, sch Fanny Whitmore, Whitmore, for
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sell Lizzie Carr,
Brown, Trinidad ; Susan I' Thtirlow, TabLutt,Cardenas; Ζ S WallingfordjWilletts, Saco; All Cross,
Henderson, Charleston.
Below 3oth, barque Belle Wooster, Iliggins, fm
Cardenas; Win W Crapo. Hardy, from Liverpool;
sch H D Spear, Farr, Trinidad.

ton, Now York.
Ar at Nagasaki

FOR

FOR

Fishermen.
At Lewes, Del,
Inst, sell Abbie M Deering.
with 100 bbls mackerel. See Mem.
Ar at Halifax 30th, sell Olive li Kobilison, Keen
Western Banks, put in for repairs.
Keports irom the southern mackerel fleet are
to the effect that they have been doing well the
fares have been taken.
past week and some bigschr
Kddie Pierce landed
Steamer Novelty and
full lares at New York, and sclir James Dyer
ianded a big fare at Philadelphia,—fresh. The
fleet now numbers about 150 vessels.

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Shanghae prev to Apl 2d. ship St Cloud,
Patten, Burrard Inlet; Naucy Pendleton, Pendle-

FOR

be sold cheap. Inquire
WOODSIDE, Smith's Wharf.

1st

—

SALE—100 dozen 20 cent Shaw seamless hose at only 11 cents a pair. $800.00 in
188(1 to customers
presents to bo given away in
goods, and guessing
purchasing 50 cents worth of watch,
to be giveu
nearest the number of the
30-2
month.
away that
SALE—Desirable bouse, No. 271 Spring
street, contains 12 good rooms, bath room,
modern convenience, good cellar, good drainage,
furnace, good sunny yard, piazza, witn fruit trees,
Will be shown by calling on
on horse car line.
20-1
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.

ehange St.

Memoranda.
Brig Jas Miller, Crocker, brick laden, lor New
Founuland, grounded at Brewer 28 h, and tu^'S
were unable to move her. Part of the cargo will
be lightered.
Sell Abble M Deering, of Portland, parted
her chains aud went ashore at Lewes, Del, 1st.
She lay easy on the bar and made no water
Sell Jas H Gordou, from Portland, arrived at
Philadelphia with lO'S of jibboom while oil Cape
Mav Point night of 27th, in a squall.
Sell Olive H Robinson, Keen, from Western
Banks, put into Halifax 30th for repairs, having
disabled rudder.
Sell Lizzie Carr.Teel. at Philadelphia irom Trinidad, reports a succession of Ν Κ Gales in Straits
of Florida, and tore flying Jib.

Sailed, schs Jas Deputy, and Modesty.
Ar 30th, schs Clias Heath, Amboy for Boston ;
W GR Mowry, Elizabethport for Calais.
HYANNIS—Passed by 30th, sch C Β Church,
from Bath for Charleston.
BOSTON— Ar 30th, schs lilva Ε Peitengili,
Dodge, Philadelphia; Julia, Ray, Calais; Mausur
Β Oakes, lugalls, Machias; United States, Archibald, Eastport ; Mary F Smith. Smith, Bristol.
Cld 30th, scbs A 11 Waite, McCumber,Portland;
S L Simmons, Allen, and Saml Castuer, Cook, for
Frankfort, to load for Philadelphia.
Sid 30th, brig Carrie Purington.
δ ι-1 at «/>lw TiindHin.Sellers. Penobscot
Marcia
Bailey, Oole, Addison ; Henrietta, Hutciiins, OiBonDeer
Thurston,
Senator,
Alfala,
Isle;
land;
Grace Κ Stevens, Stevens, Bangor
sey, Ellsworth;
Odell, Wade, and Hero, Lowe, Belfast ; Anaconda
Fickett, and It Ρ Chade, Fickett, Millbridge ; Er
nest Ϊ Lee, Thomas, Red Beach ; Commonwealth,
Joy, Rockland; H S Boynton, Ferry, Rockport.
Old 1st. schs Eibridge Souther, Fales, Deinarara
Nellie G Davis, Davis, and Mima Davis, Davis, for
Barrington, Nh; Nettie Champion, Champion, for
Kennebec; A Trundell,Pitcher, Hurricane Island
Jos Eat n, Chatfleld, do; Mary Freedland, Clark,
Carver's Harbor.
SALEM—Ar 30tli, scflis Freddie Eaton, Ay 1 ward
Fort Johnson ; Castillian, Means, Sullivan for New
York ; Viola'May, Fisher, Philadelphia for Saco;
Mattie Holmes, Jordan. Amboy for Bangor; Delia
Hinds, Calais for Rockport ; Princeton, do for
Amboy.
Newport; A J York, Wailac
Ar 30tli, schs King Rove,
PORTSMOUTH
Mars ton, New York; Pearl, Robinson, Danvers
for Rockland; Sadie Kimball, Kimball, Boston for
Root h Day ; Abm Richardson, do for Belfast ; Β L
Sherman, and David Brown, do for Deer Isle.
BANGOR—Cld 2yth, sell Β R Woodside, Reed,
Nassau, NP.

parties wishing to sell again ; all kinds of grain
CO.,
ground at short notice. C. B. DALTON &30-1
27 Preble St., Portland, Me.
to

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and And it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates. and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

barge.

2Uth,

eod3m

niar3

crushed
FOR
per 100 lbs ; also ground beef scraps,
WANTED—Small
oyster shells, poultry bone, etc ; liberal discount

Rarque Laurens, 800 toils, built at Kennebunk
in 1804, has been purchased by the Boston Tow
Boat Co at $7000 and will be changed iuto a coal

sch

30-1

house

days, with salt to

To California,

Deering

with our Amateur Photo outfit, ami
tCCVTC coin money
pictures to enlarge. Special
HUblV I 9 collecting iarnily Co..
Canal St., New V*>rk.
auday offer, tmpire Copying

2.

Arrived.

Ar at Delaware Breakwater

WANTE»—Experienced
McLËLLAN,

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

PACIFIC MAIL

agents for the City
vicinity, to sell useful

of Portland and
B.
household articles.
Centre, Pleasant St.

for

carriage*

Arrived.
Sell Isaac H Tillyer, Sniitb, Philadelphia—coal
to G Τ Railway Co.
Sell Win Mason, Hanini, New York —coal to
Hand all McAllister.
Sell Daisy, Hodgdon, So West Harbor.

SUNDAY, May

AGENTS. 825 PER
or 60 cents on
A rare chance.
Address F. M. WEAVER, with stamp, Willi29-4
mantlc, Conn.

liave
CORNINGS FOR HALE-We .State
week salary and expenses,
WANTED—GENERAL
Maine
this popular carriage, mailt· by
TOP
in Maine,
the dollar, to wholesale my goods.
manufactured
to
any
Prison,

MAY 3.

M1NIAT0RK ALMANAC

98
130

Hook island
St Louis Hi San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & lOmalia
do pref

do

New York..Rio Janeiro May
Boston .....Liverpool.. .May
May
Liverpool
Quebec
New York Kingston.. ..May

Colorado

STEAMERS.

AOENT* WAHTEH.

FOB SALE.

MINVELLANEOIIS.

iipr9

d&wl4-8m

D It.

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Importers,

PORTLAKD, ME.

Alao General Managers for New Knghiud for tu*·
Celebrated

SllffllT MINERAL Miti WATER,
FKOITI

ΗΛΒΚΜΟΝ.

JUINE.

!

Μ Α Υ Ο

S

VEGETABLE VAPOR
A pleasant
the

and perfectly harmless anaesthetic for

painless extraction of teeth.
DP.. C. SVJ. TALBOT,

J traction of Free and Jliddlc
land, Hie,
mar 11

Street*, Fort·
U3m

PERSONAL.

THE PRESS.

Judge Symonds will lecture on the subjec
law, at Bowdoin College the 25th inst.
It is Mr. Charles H. Rich, late clerk at tli<
City Hotel, who has received the position ο

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 3.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY
ABVBBTIHEMEIVTS

miiU

AMUSEMENTS.
Fair—CUurcli of the Messiah Sunday School.
Congress Jiink.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Large and Prompt Payments.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Goudy & Kent—Bakers and Confectioners.
Wanted—Machinists.
For Sale—Steam Engines and lioilets.
\achtfor Sale.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
For Sale—Wagon.
Opening—Owen, Moore & Co.
For Sale--House.
Boston & Portland Clothing Co.

resided here.
Mr. R. U. Parker,

VVINSLOW' »
Mother·.—MHS.
SOOTHING SYKUP should always be used whe
teeth.
It
relieves
the littl
children are cutting
sufferer at once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep b
relieving the child from pain, and the little cheru
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very plea!
ant to taste. It soothes the child, softens th
guius, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates tli «
Vowels, and is the best known remedy for dial
rhoea, whether arising from teething or otlie r
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
to

J

j

age.
At Mr. Harry T. Walker's funeral Saturday, there was a large attendance. A beautiful bouquet was furnished by ex-Mayoi
Kingsbury, and a superb cross by the em-

FEVER AND AGUE.
C. Vreeland, Hackensack, N. J., Feb, 25,18SÏ
writes that lie has been troubled with Fever an ί
Ague for over two years. Quinine would 110 t
cure liim, though taken in very large doses. Β
taking liv» Brandretli's l'iils a night for tw >
weeks he was restored to perfect health.
eod&w
may3

Printing House. The services were conducted by Rev. Mr. Hayden,
assisted by Rev. Mr. Dunham. The music
ployes

of Tucker

very effective.
Mr. Timothy Homsted, for the past ten or
twelve years a faithful private watchman in
banks and stores on Middle street and vicinity, died this morning at his home, No. 2C
was

Oranyc St., Xeuari

r.

Mjîssjrs. Kinsman & Co.—Gents: I am pleasei 1
recommend Aflamson's Cough Balsam as
sure cure for ;ill it claims.
I would not be with
out it. It has done me more good than pliysi
ckns' prescriptions in three years.
MWsSSw
may3
to

street.
He had been ailing for some
time past, from heart disease, but was confined to the house only about three weeks.
His age was nearly 02 years. The itinera]

Spring

will take

place tomorrow, and the remains
will be taken to Skowhegan for burial.

Important to Buyers of Hats.
Perry has all of tile latest styles.
Perry has just what you want for spring and

Temperance Meetings-

summer ware.

-uiss Henrietta Moore

children's hats go to Perry's.
Take a look at Perry's goods.
245 Middle Street.
For

uuio

delivered

of
the
T. AV. C. T.
U.,
spoke at Chestnut street Church.
Miss
Gertrude
Stevens,
president

auspices
she

of the organization, read from the Scriptures
and prayer was offered by the Rev. Henry
1'. Winter. Miss Moore was introduced by-

Bazar.—Tills beautiful weekly pub
welcome visitor to tlie parlor circle
for the ensuing week lias been re
U. I'essenden, 484 Congress street.

Miss Stevens.

evening, Miss Moore spoke at ConSquare Church, under the auspices of

In the

gress
the W. C. T. U. The church was fairly well
filled. Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt read from the
Scriptures and Rev. Mr. Blanchard offered
prayer, after which the speaker of the evening was introduced by Mrs. Hunt.
Miss Moore's address was of about one
hour's duration, and related to the needs of
temperance work, the present condition of
the temperance cause, the departments of
work in the W. C. T. U. and concluded with
somewhat lengthy remarks upon the political aspect of the question as seen from the

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.
11EFOHK JUDGE HASKELL.

[Keported for the Press.!
Bangor, Friday, April

01

two temperance addresses in this fity yesterIn
the
the
under
day.
afternoon,

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hear
ty eating is relieved at once by taking one of Car
ter's Little Liver i'lils immediately alter dinner
Don't forget tills.
d&wlw
apr27
Harper's
llcatlon Is a
The number
ceived by N.

witl

He was employed in the officawf the South
He was 28 years ol
Boston horse railroad.

30.

Charles U. Lander vs. John Dugan. This case
submitted to the jury at the coming in ol
Court this morning.
Verdict for the plaintiff.
A. J. Chapman for plaintiff.
A. J. Merrill for defendant
Charles i\ Brown vs James L·. Craig. An action
Verdict for the
upon three written contracts.
plaintiff for $22.23.
C. P. Brown pro se and P. G. White for plaintiff.
Barker, Vose & Barker for defendant.
was

speaker's standpoint.

In

commencing her

address, the speaker referred to her pleas-

LINCOLN COUNTY S. J. COURT.

in standing upon the sacred soil of Portland. She alluded to General Dow, who was
! in the audience, as the hero of the tern per! ance cause. Miss Moore said that she should
ure

BEFORE JUDGE FOSTER.

(Beported for the Press.)
W iscasset, May 1.
fu the case of Freeman II. Davis vs Mary A. Da
sneak plainly, telling of things as she saw
vis. Ileal action. Verdict in favor of plaintiff.
them. She advocated a greater degree of
Gilbert Fisher for defendant filed a motion to sel
aside Hie verdict and exceptions to the rulings ol
courage in temperance work and mentioned
court In matters of law.
Alfred Sidlinger vs John 1!. Sidney.
Contrail ! numerous examples of courage in reform,
for labor.
[ speaking in high terms of Mrs.Hayes' course
Charles Fisher.
Β. X. Sewall.
Nothing done this morning owing to the una ; in the White House and expressing gratificavoidable detention of plaintiff.
I tion that Miss Cleveland is a member of the
W. C. T. U. Miss Moore said that she had
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
spent two days in Portland and finds that
drunkenness is in our midst which she thinks
The Musical Record for May lias been
may be due to the presence in office of offie"
received. It is an interesting number.
ials who are afraid of the political parties.
There were 33 arrests last weelc of which
Miss Moore said that the W. C. T. U. had
23 were for drunkenness.
tried to have the question of National ProThe total value of foreign exports for the
hibition placed before the people by appealpast week was $194,209.
ing to the political parties. In Ohio, the parThere will be a masquerade ball at Congty which claims to be that of reform had
ress rink Tuesday evening.
evaded the Issue by pleading the consideraThe Portland Company are building a rotion of other questions, and in its national
tary furnace for Cumberland Mills.
convention, this party again, she said, reThe shell road from Deeriug's bridge to the
fused to grant the petition of the women
Maine Central railroad at Woodford's will

j
!

while the party whose platform declared
against sumptuary laws said that they
didn't want women's influence anyway. At

be sprinkled.
Mr. Ernesto Ponce, during last week
planted 40 trees, maple, birch and ash, on
Long Island.
The catalogue of the State Normal School
at Gorham for the term ending July 2, 1880,
shows an attendance of 103.
The Peruvian, of the Allan line, and Toronto of the Dominion line, the last of the
season's fleet will sail Thursday next.
The Sketch Club of the Portland Society
of Art went to the islands Saturday on the
steamer Valora.
Ten persons were admitted to the St. Lawrence street church yesterday, nine
by profession and one by letter.
James P. Baxter, Esq., has resigned the
presidency of the Diamond Island Association and George S. Hunt, Esq., has been
chosen in his place.
The
International steamship company
liavp. i"inrr>hnciu1 tho hnilove

nf

steamer Cambridge and will
the steamer New York.

the last

it was

said

the

cause

of

In the schools and

deprecated giving any

en-

couragement to the passage of license laws.
The speaker concluded by exhorting the

people

of Maine to keep on in the work
which she thinks is not yet accomplished.
Rev. Mr. Blanchard spoke briefly in behalf
of the friends of the W. C. T. U. of this city.
The Strikes.
Thomas Shanahan, contractor, has had in
his employ for a month or more, seventy men

engaged in laying the pipes of the Portland
Water Company in Deering. lie has paid
them SI.50 a day. Saturday morning they al
quit work. They made no demand for higher
pay and Saturday forenoon Mr. Shanahan

tri-nnlroil

place them

election,

temperance had been set back twenty years
but Miss Moore says that the W. C. T. U.
thinks it has gone that far forward. She also spoke of the legislative provision in twenty States for scientific temperance instruction

in

There will be an entertainment at Odd
Fellow*' Hall this evening at 8.15 o'clock.
Members and their families of Maine lodge

had not seen any of their number.
derstood from outside persons that

are

The Portland Water Company have in their
own direct employ about 130 men, engaged in
the same work in another part |of the town.
These all receive $1-50 a day and they are
satisfied with their wages so far as known.
The trouble between Messrs. J. L. Brackett & Co. trunk manufacturers, and their
employes has not yet been settled, but the
men are at work, Mr. Brackett says, as usual
Τh

the Ogdcnsburg between Fryeburg

and North Conway Friday noon, and three
of the cars, were derailed, by the breaking
of a brake-beam, and their tops were somewhat damaged. The loss was slight.
A buggy, containing a man and woman,

passing along Portland street,
Green yesterday, when a wheel of the carriage came off, and the occupants were
It is reported that the man had
an arm fractured and the woman struck on
her head and was stunned.
thrown out.

«frïlrîrnr

Landing.

Primary Cadets.
Friday evening last the Primary Cadets
had a prize drill at their hall. The prizes
were cash, to go to the fourbest drilled boys.
Capt. J. A. Gallagher acted as judge. Every
cadet entered the list, and it was an entertaining sight to see the lads stand up under
The

Death of a Venerable Lady.
Mrs. Margaret McGowan wife of the late
on

Dredging.

tlin

Walton pro forma overruled the objections
and ordered the report in favor of laying
out the way and landing accepted, in order
that the case might go to the Law Court. It
will be argued there at the July term. N. &
Π. B. Cleaves, with Drummond & DrumW.
mond, appeared for the petitioners;
Goddard, George E. Bird, W. 11. Lo >ney
and G. Π. Townshend for remonstrants.

near

last Sunday
morning after a lingering illness of four
years. She lias been in feeble health for
some time and her death was not
unexpected. Mrs. McGowan was born in
County Leiin
trim, Ireland,
1790, and was consequently
87 years of age at the time of her demise.
For nearly forty years she lias resided in
Portland, where she was greatly beloved and
respected. Those that have been her neighbors for this long period bear testimony to
her many beautiful traits of character, and
claim that they ncverlieaTlTtiw: use a harsh
or uncharitable word towards a neighbor,
lier funeral will tak place from the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception.

liftfwiion

The Ferry

fltting up.
Mr. J. Λ. Sargent with Morrison & Co.,
was returning home Tuesday evening from
the Odd Fellows' ball, and on Middle street
slipped upon a piece of orange peel and fell
to the pavement breaking hi* left arm.
A train of ten empty freight cars was pass-

Terence McGowan, died

frnnliltt

A hearing was had in the Supreme Judicial Court, Saturday forenoon, in the matter
The petitioners filed
of the ferry landing.
a motion to accept the report made by the
committee, Messrs. Iugalls,Savage and Case,
in favor of laying out the highway and landing. The owners of Portland pier, the remonstrants and the old ferry company filed
written objections to the acceptance of the
report. After argument of counsel, Judge

mer

was

ο

makers and their employer, Mr. Cary, will
probably be settled to-day. Prices have been
satisfactorily arranged, the men say, except
on one "five cent" job, and that will probably be provided for this morning.

lora to Ilarpswell Saturday, and on their return presented Mrs. Gray with an elegant
basket of flowers.
The steamer Express has just been newly
painted and fitted up and will go on the
Island route Tuesday or Wednesday.
The
Minnehaha will then haul off for her sum-

over

un-

$1.75 per day.

invited.
The Idle Sons of Rest will go on their annual excursion Tuesday, May 4th, to Cushing's Island, to hunt for the "flowers that
bloom in the spring."
Mr. Edward Dunton-of Augusta, has offered a gold medal as a reward to the local
rider who shall cover the most miles on his
cycle during the present season.
The students of the Portland Business
College had a delightful excursion on the Ya.

ing

He

they want

It took a full hour to settle the
The first prize was awarded to Patrick

the test.

[

drill.

Conley, and the three last equally divided
between Anthony Barrett, Frank McKeown
and Stephen Foley. Everybody will want to
see the drill at City Hall Wednesday night.
Y. NI. C. A.
The regular monthly meeting of the Y. >1.
C. A. occurs this evening at 7.30 o'clock. An
interesting programme of musical and literary exercises has been arranged, which will

include singing by the boys of St. Luke's
choir and readings by Mr. V. Richard Foss
and Master Fred Oliver.
Members of the
Association are invited to bring their friends

The bids for dredging between Brown's
and Franklin wharves to a depth of 17 feet
with them.
at low water, and in front of Gait's wharf a
"Portland in the Past."
depth of 21 feet, were opened by Major
Mr. Goold's historical work with the above
Smith Saturday, but were not awarded.
title was ready for delivery last Saturday.
Moore & Wright and Hamilton & Sawyer
Subscribers arc requested to receive their
were the only bidders, the former at 28 cents
per cubic yard for dredging and $20 each for
copies at William Senter& Co.'s,01 Exchange
the piles, and the latter 31 cents peryard and street. The book will also be for sale at F.
$25 for each pile. The bids overran the ! It. Farrington's, 208 Middle street, under the
Falmouth Hotel.
$75,000 available for the work.

sermon

preached by

was

Rev.

the 12th and two following verses of the
144th Psalm.
That our sons may be as plants grown up In
their youth ; that our daughters may be as corner
stones polished in the similitude of a palace :
That our garners may be full, affording all manner of store; that our slieep
may bring forth
thousands and ten thousands in our streets:
That our oxen may be strong to labor; that
there be no breaking in nor going out ; that there
be 110 complaining in our streets.
The preacher said that he was sure this
prayer would find a loving response in the
hearts of his hearers. It comes at this time
with special force because of the new relations of pastor and people about to be entered upon in this church. Mr. Smyth alluded feelingly to the fact that he had been per-

mitted to be

ministered confirmation and the holy communion at the morning service, and preached
both in the morning and the evening.
Mr. Charles Lee Drinkwater, youngest
brother of Mr. Fred A. Drinkwater, Jr., ol
this city, died in Boston, Saturday, of consumption. He formerly resided in Portland.

JAMES PYLE'S PEAliLINE lias indeed b(
article of established value ill domesti
economy, and now is the time for every family t
test it, for house-cleaning as well as for laundr !
purposes. Λ more useful article for liousekeei
ers is not to be found, and they who neglect
trial of it deprive themselves of a great convet
ienee. Sold, by grocers generally, but sec tha t
counterfeits are not urged upon you.
d&wlt

204-

>

Bishop Neely made his annual visitation al
Christ church, Gardiner, yesterday, and ad-

come an

n.

long period

The

Julian K. Smyth of Rozbury, Mass., a former
pastor of the church, who took as his text

setts.

SM&W&wly

ShotxvcU,

for a

ple.

the Casco Clothing Company, is soon to leavi
for New Fork, where he will accept a busi
ness engagement.
Mr. Joseph Matthieu of Waterville liai
been appointed postal clerk between Iiangoi
and Portland, in place of Mr. D. G. Richard;
resigned.
Comrade E. P. Simpson has tendered his
resignation of the position of treasurer ol
the Maine Veteran Association of Massachu-

AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

II'. L.

Hon. John C. Linehan, brother to Rev. Τ
Linelian, rector of the Cathedral, was ii

city yesterday.
Moore, the artist, is painting :
Rufus Deering, Esq., whicl
promises to be an excellent likeness.
Capt. Isaac Varney and family of Minne
apolis, are cxpected in this city soon t(
spend the summer. Capt. Yarney formerl;

Wanted—House.

From

conducted by the Rev. Win. B. Haytheir conclusion, Kev. Joseph
Pettee, General Pastor of Massachusetts installed the pastor elect, who was presented
bv Messrs. Oliver Gerrish and Henry H.
Hay. Mr. Pettee prefaced the impressive
service of installation with fitting remarks
upon the relations of the pastor to his peowere

den and at

Mr. A. E.
portrait of

Wanted—Custom Cutter.
Iu Insolvency.
For Sale—House, Stable and Grounds.

jaiild

terday iorenoon in the presence of a large
congregation. The introductory services

the

Found—Sweetsir.

Ail vice

as

toplier Toluian.
1'.

Dunham was installed
pastor of the New Jerusalem Church yes-

Rev. Howard C.

clerk at the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. William W. 1 )yer has been appointe!
laborer at the custom house in place oï Ciiris

TO-Dll

MAY

INSTALLATION OF IÎEV. MB. DUNHAM.

of

a

pastor of the New

.Jerusalem

Church, which was also his first pastorate.
Everything that tho pastor and people could
wish for their guidance is found in the text.
First, the sons and daughters are prayed
for. How often we say the hope of the
church lies with the young people.
It is
equally true that the hope of the young people lies in the church. The young man who

grows up in the church is indeed a spiritual
plant grown stroug in truth, and the young
woman, a polished and engraved stone in
the temple. This double petition in the text
is a plea for the growth ot spiritual things
in the young. There is a danger which besets young people today of falling into the
belief that morality is a substitute of religion. The young man who entertains such a
belief may be sober, industrious, cultivated
and brilliant, but death will find him spiritually undeveloped. And the loss may be destined to be felt by him through his future life.
Then let the young enter upon that life of
spiritual struggle which it is glorious to live.
But the other Jpetitions of David's prayer
should be remembered. The text is a storehouse from which the pastor may draw food
for his people. The people should meet the
Without affeepastor in the right spirit.
tion among the people, uniting them in the
practical support of the church, the prospect
A church
for the future will not be bright.
must be sustained by a strong working body.
These are the oxen, strong to labor. Then
there is the necessity of guarding against
the foes ol tne church irom without, such as
false doctrine, and from dissensions among
the members of the church, which are the
complaining in the street referred to in the
text. Opinions must and should differ, but
there is a unity of affection which transcends
all minor difficulties.
Labor in the great
work for the salvation of soul s, and if differences exist, they will be borne with love
and patience.
The relations of the pastor to his people
are sacred.
The pastor knows his flock, and
becomes their friend ; his interests become
more and more theirs ; their burdens must
be his burdens.
Although he may be sometimes misunderstood, his own cares weighing him down, his own faults clinging to
him, he must yet try to guide others. The
Good Shepherd gives his life for his sheep.
The pastor's life, if entered upon religiously

but bring great joy.
Ilev. li. N. Stone of Fryeburg,
Me., delivered the address to the people, enforcing the
fact that when a church has found a pastor
suited to it, he should be retained in his office. Mr. Stone said the pastor is not to preach
in order to secure popularity for his church
nor is he called upon to be a social or political reformer. He is to preach the gospel and
can

minister to his people's spiritual wants.
The congregation was dismissed with the
benediction by the pastor.

Meteorological Report.
Private Kinney of the Signal Service
furnishes the following summary of meteorological observations at the Portland station
in the month of April :
30.120
Monthly mean barometer
30.612
Highest barometer, 10th
Lowest barometer, 23d
20.029
of
barometer
0.983
Monthly range
44.7
Monthly mean temperature
19th
73.8
Highest temperature,
Lowest temperature, 4th
23.4
of
50.4
Monthly range
temperature
Greatest daily range of temperature, 18th.
31.6
Least daily range of temperature, 6th
3.7
Mean daily range of temperature
15.9
MEAN TEMPERATURE FOR

187 2

41.7Î1880

187 3
187 4
187 5
187 6
187 7
187 8
187 9

41.1
30.4
40.0
42.8
40.3
48.8
42.6

THIS

MONTH

188 1
188 2
188 3
188 4
188 5
1880

Mean daily dew j>oint
34.9
Mean daily relative humidity
71.3
of
direction
wind
8
Prevailing
Total movement uf wind, (miles)
5382
wind
and
0-7...
Κ
30Ν
Highest velocity
direction,
Total precipitation·
2.28
Number of days on which .01 inch or more
of rain or snow fell
5
TOTAL PRECIPITATION (IN INCHES AND HUNDREDTHS) FOR THIS MONTH IN
Inches. 1
Inches.
187 2
187 3
187 4
187 5
1870
187 7
187 8
187 9

1.00
2.79
4.03
3.16
2.59
2.20

1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

2.60
1.43
1.97
1.33
0.12
2.09

6.60 1880

2.28

3.681
Number of foggy days
Number of clear days
Number of fair days
Number of cloudy days
Dates of

0
11
12
7
14-24

auroras

solar lialos
Dates of lunar lialos,
Dates of frosts:
Light—9th, 11th.

4th, 5tli, 14th

Dates of

None.

Killing—none.

Dates of thunderstorms
Total snowfall during month

noue

0.25

Convention of Reform Clubs.
The quarterly convention of the Temperance Reform Clubs of Cumberland county

•

will meet next Wednesday and Thursday,
May 5th and Gth, with the Portland Club in
Mission Ilall on Congress street, near Tem-

ple

Meetings will be held

street.

both day
and evening, and the addresses of the reform
men will be interspersed with good music.
One hour praise meetings will be held each
day before the regular sessions commence,
to be presided over by members of Reform
Clubs. All the meetings are public and will
be conducted npon the platform ;and principles of the Reform Club, "Charity for all and
malice toward none," "Non-political, non-

sectarian and non-prosecuting." A large
uumber of delegates from the clubs in the
county are to be present and prominent Reform men from this State and Massachusetts
are expected.
The public are cordially invited to attend these meetings and see what

m„.„1

î

upbuilding of

fallen

It £2.3

1

Baker, Charles G. Littlefield, Edwara
C. Jones, Fred T. Foster, Portland; Charles H.
Lewiston
; Charles C. Kmerson, Bangor ;
Osgood,
Byron Stevens, Brunswick ; Edmund W. 1'rescott,
Vassal boro.
It was voted that all persons who applied
for membership, prior to the adoption of the
constitution and by-laws,ishall pay a sum
necessary to make up the amount to the sum
required in Art. 8, Sec. 2.
A committee was appointed to make arrangements for an excursion to the islands
in July, and the directors were authorized to
procure suitable rooms for the use of the as·
sociation.

The meeting adjourned to Saturday
ning, May 22, at the same place. The
ciation now has 214 members.

eveasso-

Masonic Crand Bodies.

The Masonic Grand Bodies of Maine will
meet in this city this week as follows :
Grand Lodge will meet ou Tuesday morning at
nine o'clock. The committee ou credentials will
meet at eight o'clock in the small hall.
The Grand Chapter will meet Tuesday evenin g
at 7 o'clock. Wednesday at !) o'clock a. m. the
Grand Chapter will meet and finish up its business.

The Grand Lodge will meet on Wednesday afternoon and on Thursday morning.
The Grand Council will meet Wednesday afternoon.

Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock the Grand
Commandery of Knights Templars will hold their
annual conclave.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Regis,
try of Deeds :
P. Trefethen to Henry Treland of Peaks'island, $1 and
other consideration.
Elizabeth W. Deane to Henry Deane for and
during his lifetime, land and buildings, consideration $1 and love and affection.
Bridgton—Gideon S. Record to Charles F.
Chadbourne, two lots uf land, $1,000.
Gray—James E. Leighton to Thomas Hancock
et al., land, $352.
Harrison—Philander Tolmau ct aL to Frank
Kneeland, land, $300.

Portland—Emily
ot

fethen, two lots

May Dividends.
The following dividends will be payable in
Percent.
41 b

Amount.

S315,000
16—Boston
4,035
1—Portland City Ms, '87 to'91..3
23,550
1—Portland City (is, 1886-7-8 R. 3
Coupons on the Buckfield & Huniford Falls
railroad will be paid at the National Hank of

Redemption.

Aside from the powerful dramatic situations
the mirth-provoking comedy with which the
drama abounds, there are also many exquisite
effects, pitched in a quiet key, which are as
artistic as they are entertaining.
SHAKESPEARE WATER CUBE.
To-night the ladies of the New Jerusalem
Society will present this delightful play at

City Hall.

It is not only mirth provoking,
but it is most ingeniously constructed, and
exceedingly well staged. Besides the attractions of the play, the ladies have arranged a
fair, and to this the admission in the afternoon will be free.
The five o'clock Kate
Greenaway tea, tlio gentlemen's table, provided with everything to please the male
taste, flower booth, gypsey tent, all of these
will be worth a good patronage.
Refreshments will be served in Reception Ilali.
Tickets may be secured at Stockbridge's.
LAWRENCE ST. CHURCH CONCERT.

The concert which will be given at the St.
Lawrence street church AVednesday evening
by the Ladies Orchestra, Schubert Quartette,
and well known solo vocal talent, should
draw a large audience, for it will be one of
the best concerts of the season.
NOTES.

The Bennett Λ: Moulton season ended with
Olivette Saturday night to a crowded house.
The season was a very successful one.
Grimmer's orchestra will play the following
programme at Portland theatre, May4th
and 5th

:

Manufacturing

CONFECTIONERS.
DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.
The co-partnership heretofore existing under the lirm name of REUBEN KENT
& SON is this clay dissolved by mutual consent.
All outstanding· accounts will be
REUBEN KENT,
settled by either partner at 311 Fore street.
EDWARD W. KENT.

Francisco.

It has been prepared with care,
and contains useful information for all who
propose to attend the Encampment. The
committee sav that in order to afford visitors

opportunity to visit the interior and coastwise points, railroad fares on local roads
have been fixed at half rates, and .steamer
lines offer a two-thirds rate.
Excursions to
noted points are being arranged at reduced
fares. The committee on hotels—Nathaniel
Hunter, John Lynde, George H. Fuller, Hiram T. Graves, 11. T. Smith, G. G. Liurnett
and H. II. Marble—requests all comrades to
forward applications for quarters at once.
The circular also warns visitors that the temperature in California is lower than in the
east, and they should come provided with
suitable wraps.
an

PORTLAND, May 3, 1880.
TO OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS:
As indicated by the above notices, we have thought that our two lines of business, though similar yet different, might united be run to advantage, and having
accomplished the act, trust it may result in mutual benefit to both our customers
and ourselves.
We have added Confectionery to our original business of Bakers, and Manufacturers of Superior Pilot Bread, Fine Crackers and Biscuit, and, recognizing the
demands of the public for FINE, PURE and UNADULTERATED goous, we have
made every effort possible to secure skilled workmen in each department of our
trade, including tlrst class local and travelling salesmen, which with NEW FACTORY and SALES ROOMS, the latest IMPROVEMENTS in MACHINES and FIXTURES, (run by Steam Power) give us unsurpassed facilities for the manufacturing of the finest line of goods in both branches to be found in New England at
will compare favorably with ordinary goods of QUESTIONABLE

1

2

WAltDS
4 5 β

3

______

Congestion of lungs..
Consumption
Diphtheria
Paralysis

-11l.-1
1
1

7
j
1

GOUDY

1
1

Senile gangrene
χ
Scrofula
1
Typhoid pneumonia.ι
Total

2122-34

Corner

to the public
and tickets can be procured from the mem
open

bers.
Post Office.
The cashier's office and general delivery
will be open at 7 a. in. during the summer
season.
They have been opened at 7.30
through the past winter, and this change is
made as being more convenient for the public than a later hour at night, the summer
lieurs having heretofore been from 7.30 a. m.
to 8 p. m.

MARRIACES.
In Gorliam, May 1, by Itev. S. 15. Sawyer, Win.
Cole, Jr., and Miss Emma L. Moody, both of
Standisli.
In Boothbay, April 24, Frank II. McDougalof
Bootiibay and Mrs. Martha A. Reod of Gloucester
In Wiscasset, April 17, William ti. Giover and
Belle T. Fallow.
DEATHS
In this city, May 2, Mrs. Margaret, widow of the
late Terence McGowan, aged 87 years.
[Funeral Tuesday at 8 a. m., from tiie Cathedral
of the Immaculate Conception.
In this city, April 30, Charles Berry, aged 78

Pearl and Silver
my3

at 2

corner

Sarsaparilla

Wallace Buck, of North Bloomfield.N. Y., sufferîd eleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on

entirely cured of the ulcer, and also of catarrh,
ay Hood's Sarsaparilla.
"I was troubled with boils, haviug several of
liem at a time.
After suffering about all I could
iear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, which entirely
:ured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will find
elief." Ε. N. Nightingale, Quiucy, Mass.
had been troubled with hives and pimples for
time. Other remedies having failed, I was
ulvised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. I have taken
wo bottles, and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has no equal as a blood purifier." Effie M. Petrie, Portsmouth, Ohio.

apl

INGMEN

by keeping shorter hours, by which

means

STRICTLY

ΟΛΚ

PRICE.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
,,-r. ΙΠΙ.ΗΙΙ' isireniw """""
""
-Vf iMivvmi ^îitijujui, ivuiumiir, mu·

"W. O.

"WA.ûEïy

my 3

Manager.
dtf

Ε. Β. & B.
SUMMER SILKS !
On TiESDAY, May 4th, we
another line of the celebrated

shall

open

-----

SPECIAL
BARGAINS !
We have just purchased a large lot of the very best
quality of Rubber Combs which we shall sell, commencing THIS MORNING, at very much lower
prices than ever before quoted in Portland, as follows s
24 doz 7 and 7 1-2 inch, regularly so'd at from 15 to 18c, 1) cents each
20 doz 7 1-2 and 8 inch, regularly sold at 20 to 25 cents, 12
"
10 doz 8 inch, regularly sold at 25 cents, at
15 "
"
12 doz 8 inch, regularly sold at from 30 to 33 cents, at 18 "
8

"

FINE
One lot 8 cent
10
"
"
"
15
it
it
"
25

"MIKADO SILKS,"
expressly for our trade, embracing all
the delicate, changeable shades,which make
these goods so desirable.
made

Prices Reduced to $ 1.25 per

yd.

WINDOW.

EASTMAN BROS.^BANCROFT
dif

my3

COMBS.

quality
"
"

RINES

BROTHERS.

mj-3

cilt

ΑΙ«ΓΙΟΪ*

ΝΑΙ,Κ».

F. 0. BAILEV & CO.,

Djyyyyjwm

Blood Porifier !
No physician in America to-day lias such a national reputation as Dr. R. C. FLOWKR for radically curing Cantera, Turn or·., Mcrofuln, and
all those deep seated and terrible blood disorders
that for ceiituries the medical world regarded aj
well-uigh incurable. Dr. Flower's Klood Purifier, more than anything else, lias contributed to
ills unparalleled reputation by its splendid results
in speedily eliminating all poisonous germs from
the body, and quickly supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
This preparation is no cheap medicine made,
to Nell; on the contraryjit is a scientific combination ol the finest and most costly blood remedies.

One Bottle is equal to eight of any
other blood medicine in the market.

au

AUCTIONEERS.

■

Cumberland St., by

WEDNESDAY, May, G, at 3 p. m.. we shall
sell the homestead of the late Capt. E. D.
Choate, No. 191 Cumberland St. The house Is
well built of brick, contains 16 rooms, and has the
modern conveniences. Terms at sale. For particulars. inquire of CHARLES B. MERRILL, or
F. O. BAILEY & Co.. Auct's.
apr20dlw

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

GROCERIES, &c.
WEDNESDAY. May Gtli, at 2Vi o'clock at
18 Exchange street,
ON salesroom
stock of
of
a

Groceries, &c., consisting

Teas, Tobaccos, 10,-

000 Cigars,Canned Goods, 300 lbs. Vanilla Beans,
5 barrels Oat Meal, Hardware, Wooden Ware,
Extracts and Oils, Crockery Ware, Store Fixtures,

Scales, Desk, Safe, Sic., &c.

o'clock

p. in., at
May 5, at 2.30
WEDNESDAY,
salesroom, .'JOÔ KbN. Vanilla Brann,
Sale

positive.

my3d3t

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Anctioiieers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
€. W. ALLEN
dtf

F. O. BAILEY.

marl4

CANCERS,

myld-M

F. 0. KAILEY & COm AUCTIONEERS.

In Dr. Flower's hands it has cured thousands of
cases of

»™ro—■r— mc

Tumors. Scrofula, and other terrible blood troub
les that had been pronounced absolutely incuraIt is unble bv the most eminent physicians.
questionably the "KIi<fG OF BLOOD PU.
ΚΙ FIE KS," with no rival or equal in eradicating all germs of disease from the blood,
cleansing and eoftening the tUiii and

Try it and you will find It so Immeasurably suto other preparations that you will never
accept any other blood remedy. It is purely vegetable, and is beyond all question the most

perior

Spring

Auction Laces!

COMPANY,

FLOWER MEDICINE
1762

St.,

Washington

—

TURNER BROS.'
Wool Laces 2 cents per yard and upward.
Hand inadi Flouncing $1.50 ; former

price $0.00.

Ilie above

the most remarkable barhave ever seen iu laces.
1 case of Wide Stripo Seersuckers 6 1*4
cents.
1 case of Mikado Suitings 50 cents; sold
elsewhere for 62 1-2; exceedingly

gains

are

we

fit.vliali.

BOSTON, MASS.
lstor4tlipeodtf

aprlG

AT

from tlic great sale in New York.

Λ CSI FT.—Remember we will mail
ever made.
you a copy of our valuable Family Formula Book,
containing home treatment of common ailments
with simple remedies, and a great number of valuable formula; and receipts. Give name of this
paper when you send. Address

Opening οί Imported and Domestic
Wraps and Jackets for Ladies, Misses and Children.

DON'T SWEAR
you hurt yourself ; try something better for
pains—Baker's Great American .Hpeciiic.
is liable to happen to any

AN

one

at

step

ACCIDENT

Beautiful Styles and Low Trices.
L'entemerl Kids jnst received for Easter.
Silesias 8 cents. Cambrics 4 cents.

any time.

causes

a

Λ

mis-

sprain;

a

Specific is a remedy.
This is to certify that 1
caught my foot and fell full
force striking the edge of a
tub with my nose, breaking the flesh away from
the cartilage, making it
necessary for the doctor to take several stitches
to keep it in place. I used very freely Baker's
I have not had any
(ireat American Specific.
soreness resulting from the blow, and no discoloritlon of the llesli, and but little swelling.
Kvery
body should have a bottle for Instant use for
Sprains, Cuts, Burns. Toothache, &c.
WM. M. DOW, FOKIAND, Me.

WITHOUT
AN OATH

see.

It is

sold for

By all dealers, and
I that
if our
does not

the

label,

we

money at

jnce.

HAURICE BAKER & CO.,
inar29

shall make an opening display of Ladies'
in Cotton, Lisle Thread and Silk, and shall
show the greatest variety of novelties and solid colors ever
offered in this city.
We invite all to inspect our assortment whether wishing to purchase or not.
To-day

remedy

fulfill all our claims

on
printed
refund

.will
CENTS
your
This insures you satisfaction.
as

we

Fancy Hosiery

Proprietors,

PORTLAND, HAINE.
lstor4thpeodtf

GOODS

NEW
—

AT

We shall receive

TUESDAY

ou

MORNING

and beautiful designs in

Fancy Velvets,
to be used as trimmings and to combine with

SILK

OR

GOODS.

WOOLEN

These goods are very scarce and desirable.

BEST ROOF
In the World le

the

Montroas Patent

Metal Shingles.

3-1

engines
boilers, large
FOK
and small, at low prices.
Inquiries bj mail
and

Send for Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

E. VAN

FOR

D—That it

to have your old strawsare so high. SWEETlias all the best blocks
G44 CONGliKSS STKEET. 3-1

pays
FOi;>
jlK, Ladies' Hat Presser,
done over, as

the Season.

CO.,

383 Harrison Ave., Jioston, Mans.
eod3m

may3

)ï

NOORDEX &

new

~

ones

1

1

WiNTEB-A custom cutter who understands
?T
tailoring and pressing; permanent position
well recommended man; stato wages wanted.
Address BENJ. KALISH, Bucksport.Me. 3-1
to

a

CONGRESS STREET.
apl5

dtf

LISLE GLOVE
SALE.
>0 dozen Ladies' Long: Wrist Lisle Gloves
at 25 cents per pair.
rhese are a better bargain and liave a
larger assortment of colors than any
Lisle Gloves we ever offered.
Can be
seen at a glance at our glove counter.
Ladies' Lisle Gloves, high colors, 10
cents.
Ladies' all Silk Gloves, assorted colors,
25 cents.
Ladles' all Silk fine Gloves, rtSsorted colors, 59 cents.
Ladies' 5 button Kid Gloves, assorted
Tans, 59 cents.

RINES BROTHERS.
<iat

myl

CAUTION ! !

—

HHAlBERUNjt HOISTED'S.
some new

488 & 490

I

State of Maine.

bounty of Cumberland. (
Personally appeared Will. 51. Dow, and affirmed
that the above statement by htm signed is true,
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.
before me,
linker's Great American Mpecilic is a
~lean and purely vegetable preparation, free from

ρJ μ j y

OPEN SMC

Bargains in Every Department !

sudden fall wrenches a
shoulder; a quick move

.near a fire overturns a
kettle of hot water and some one is scalded ; a
sudden chance in the atmosphere brings on toothiclie, neuralgia or rheumatism. For all such and
for many other household troubles of greater or
less Importance, BAKER'S lirfat American

md

FOR

3-1

4 cents
u
5
11
8
»
13

_

»

njurious ingredients. It does not simply numb
lie pain and afford temporary relief, but acts as a
Irritant and draus mit the pain.
Try it

ide and out ; will be sold low for cash. Address
AME8 A. PROCTOR. Richmond, Me.
3-1
ri7"AI*TEl>—A nice house in good neigliborT τ
hood in westerly portion of city ; must havo
11 the modern improvements, with not less than
ve sleeping rooms ; a large portion of the
year
here will be but two occupants. B. SHAW, 48Vz
3-1
Exchange St.
9ALE-A convenient express wagon,
IiM)It
D suitable for grocery, provision, meat or milk
usiness, top removable, and in good condition,
nquire of or address NEWLAND BlsnOP, Wintirop, Me.
,3-1
NAI.E One of the best located establish'
ments on Pleasant street, Deering, consisting
f good house and stable, spacious grounds with
nut trees. BENJ. SHAW, 48 Vs Exchange St.

t*rAIVTICD—First-Class machinists; married
τ 1 men preferred. Apply to FOSTER & BROWN,

m

Please bear in mind that these are the most reliable
goods on the market.

•ounter

2 feet 10 inchpreads
yards of canvas ;
s without, and 7 feet with centre board ; lias cabII with four berths ; outfit of cork cushions, life
ueservers, anchor, lines, new rigging, sail cover,
wning, &c ; steers with wheel : newly painted in-

3-1

"

When

may3&10

/ill receive prompt attention.
It. W. PR ATT,
io. 11 Travers St.. Boston, Mass.
may3-4
SAIiK—In Knightville, 2-story frame
on
located
Main
street
house, pleasantly
; Corel· lot; stable in rear. B. SHAW, 48Vi Exchange

17c
17c
ioc

-----

------

RUBBER COMBS.

Perfect

FOR SAliK—The fast sailing caty-ACHT
X. rig "Fannie" 24 feet long, 10 feet beam, and
90
draws

accarappa, Me.

25c Lace Plaids
25c Satin Plaids
15c Satin Plaids

—

Γ

treet.

MARK DOWN SALE OF HIE COTTON DRESS GOOOS.

ON

our

SEE

Iii Insolvency.
Jourt of Insolvency for the County of CumberState
of
Maine.
land,
May 1, A. D. 1886.
in case of MILLARD D. PANCOAST, Insolvent
Debtor.
HIS is to give notice, that on the first
of
A.
1). 1886, a Warrant in Inday
May,
lolveucy was issued by Henry C. Peabody, ,Judge of
he Court of Insolvency for said County of Cum>erland, against the estate of said
MILLARD 11 PANCOAST, of Portland,
idjndged to be an Insolvent Debter, on petition of
laid Debtor, which petition
was
filed on the
irst day of May. Α. I). 1886, to -which date
nterest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Jebtor, and the transfer and delivery of any propsrty by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
ο prove their debts and choose one or more aslgnees of his estate, will be held at a Court of lnoivency to be liolden at Probate Court Room in
aid Portland, on the seventeenth day of May. A.
}. 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above xvritr
en.
H. R. 8ARGENT,
deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

SALE—Steam

than last year.

Fore and Vine Sts.
(13t

hard-worked clerks the benefit of their
give
to
themselves. We feel that by this arevenings
we
shall be able to SERVE OUR PATrangement
RONS and the public as well, or better, than before.
Hereafter we shall close our store every evening at
6.30 o'clock, except Saturday Evening at 10 o'clock,
opening promptly every morning at 7 o'clock.
Our stock of SUITS and SPRING OVERCOATS
is much better in quality, and larger in quantity than
any previous season, and we can say in all confidence as leading Manufacturers and Retail Dealers
of New England, that We are offering SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to our patrons.
we

Sarsaparilla

d&wlynrin

$1.50

1.98
3.00 White Embroidered Robes
2.50
3.50 White Embroidered Robes
We carry a full line from $1.50 to $9.00 per pattern.
Our prices are from $1.00 to $2.00 per pattern less

niSCELLANEODH.

Sold by druggists. §1 ; six for $5. Prepared only
)y C, Γ. IIOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

100 Doses One Dollar.

4c

-----

$2.50 White Embroidered Robes

:

We have decided at the opening of the SPRING
and SUMMER season to take a stand against the
OLD FASHIONED custom of keeping open evenings, and to show our sympathy with ALL WORK·

.vas

Hood's

Facing

10c

-----

Cambric

WHITE ROBES.

Streets*

SHORTER HOURS.

Your Blood

Your blood may be full of impurities, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla will thoroughly cleanse, enrich, and
vitalize it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
rheum, boils, pimples,—in fact all affections arising from impure blood, yield to Hood's Sarsaparilla. It also cures dyspepsia, biliousness, sick Iieadiche, kidney and liver complaints, sharpens the
ippetite, and builds up the whole system.
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
icrofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.

Hood's

.17 Rolled Silesia

Auction.

formerly

Purify

Milk

25c

FANCY STRIPED AM IIROCADE VELVETS TO MATCH DRESS GOODS.

SALESROOMS,",

and

Sts.,

Confectioners.

o'clock,

from No. 34 Lowell street.
In this city, May 3, Timothy Homsted, aged GO
years, 11 inonfhs.
Funeral Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock from
287 Brackett street. Burial at Skowliegan, Me.
In this city, May 3, Charles H. Leighton, aged
49 years, 7 months, 20 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Wiscasset, suddenly, Capt. Richard Otis,
aged 78'years 4 months.
In Wiscasset, April 21, Mrs. Emma D., wife of
Win B. Chick, aged 38 years 8 months.
In Woolwich, April 20, Charles G., son of Jas.
M. and Martha J. Tibbetts, aged 3 months.
In Bath, May 1, Mrs. Lydia H. C. Moses, aged
78 years,—widow of the late Oliver Moses.
In Pittsfield, April 22, Mrs. Kate, wife of W. H.
Faunce, of Bridgton, aged 28 years.
In Boston, May 1, at Massachusetts General
Hospital, George F. Kolfe, formerly of Portland,
aged 48 years.
In FdgecomU April 10, Miss Annie A. Giles,
of Boothbay.
aged 24 years,

75c
59C

50c
50c
39c
39c

Valuable Properly

years.

[Funeral this Monday afternoon

75C
75C

...

...

------

14

of artists
and their friends took place at the Society
of Art building, Saturday evening, on the
occasion of the opening of the spring exhibition. The pictures gave great satisfaction and
the general opinion was highly favorable.
now

Pearl

and

MANUFACTORIES

Society of Art.

The exhibition is

BREAD,"

KENT,

Bakers

OFFICE AND

large and brilliant gathering

A

&

Wholesale and Retail

Total.
χ
3
ι
1
3
1
ι
j
ι
ι

prices.

er

$ 1.00 Side Band Camel's Hair
1.00 Plain Camel's Hair
1.00 Knickerbockers
.75 Serges, all wool
All Wool Homespuns
All Wool Serges
.50 All Wool Dress Flannels
.50 All Wool Knickerbockers
.37 Cashmeres

line

which has gained for itself an established reputation for its UNIFORMLY EXCELLENT QUALITIES, will be our leadiug Specialty. It lias a SWEET FRESH TASTE
which is peculiar to it, and a CRISPNESS which it RETAINS LONGER than any
bread on the market. The Bakery, on Fore Street will be run exclusively for the
manufacture of this specialty. The same skilled and experienced workmen will be
employed, and under the supervision of Mr. Edw. W. Kent, who has had sole
charge of the practical department for several years.
We shall also make a specialty of Fine Loaf Bread, Cake and Pastry, including
our "Eureka" and "Dirigo" Fancy Loaf Bread which ore unrivalled for fine flavor,
and also carry the finest line of Sweet Biscuits to be found in this market.
Our office and headquarters for the sale and shipment of goods will be at our New
and Commodious Establishment, Cor. Pearl & Milk Sts.. where we will cordially
welcome you if you call, and be pleased to show you our establishment and process
of manufacturing. We shall be glad of au opportunity to correct a prevalent but
erroneous impression that neatness is not to be found in a Bakery.
PURITY of
material and absolute NEATNESS in manufacturing are strong points with lis, and
should
to
find
we
expect
you better customers and more ready to use our goods after than before a call.
All orders sent us by mail or telephone, No. 189 B. will have careful and prompt
attention. With thanks for past favors and soliciting a continuance of the same.
We are your obedient servants.

:

Diseases.
Accident
Brain disease
Cholera Infantum

especially adapted to

"KENT'S SUPERIOR PILOT

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
last
week was 14, from the following
causes

We offer several lots of Dress Goods less than form-

.08

The undersigned have this day formed a co-partnership under the llrm name
and style of GOUDY & KENT, for the purpose of carrying on the wholesale and retail business of Bakers and Confectioners, formerly conducted by the firms,
R. Kent & Son and L. A. Goudy & Co.
A. GOUDY,
l;EWIS
EDWARD W. KENT.
Portland, Me., May 3, 1S86.

yrices^vhich

The National Encampment.
Cireular No. 3, issued by the general committee of the National Encampment, was received in this city Saturday night from San

DRESS GOODS.

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

Puenier
Overture, Militatr, (new)
Mexican Serenade, (byre- a
quest)
Langey
b Lady Betty, English dance, (new),
Smith
We shall carry an elegant line of haud-made Bon-Bous,
Czibulka· retail and
Selection, Amorita, (new)
drug trade.
Waltzes,;Amalien. (by request),
Lubitzky

SaMandoliua.

lOVERTIMEmiKTN.

-----

and

last.

"I

Charles H.

Name.
& Maine

the

en

GOUDY & KENT,

lome

A meeting of. the Maine Commercial Travellers' Association was held Saturday evening in Thatcher Post Hall, at which the
following board of directors was elected :
Horace H.Shaw, Clias. Henry Chase, F.A. Gage

Date.

the first act until its final fall

Purifies the Blood.

humanity.

Commercial Travellers.

May:

which appeals to the best feelings in human
nature. It lias a powerful motive, and is
filled with homely, honest sentiment, and
vital interest—an interest which is steadily
maintained from the rise of the curtain on

IV

45.5
44.1
43.3
44.7
45.7
40.1
44.7

1ÎL08S05I.

To-morrow the Madison Square Theatre
Company will present "May Blossom" at
Portland Theatre, with Georgie Cayvan, Ben
Maginley.and Forrest|Rol>inson in the principal roles. There was a good advance sale
of seats Saturday. May Blossom is a play

ST.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

Gray's Symp of Bel Spruce Gm.
FOR

Coughs, Colds Consumption. Hoarseness, Loss of
Voice, and all affections of the Throat and Lungs.
TRADE IflARK NOTICE.
This is to intimate that the words, " Syrup of Red
5PRUCE GUM" constitute our Trade Mark, which is
tuly secured according to law both at Ottawa and
Washington. Any person infringing the same, or
mitating the wrapper which is also registered, will
>eprosecuted forthwith, and without further notice.
>. B.—Any one offering for sale, not being the manan article for coughs and colas bearing
ufacturer,
he above Trade Mark, is equally liable with the
Manufacturer.

(See Trade Mark Act of 1868.) Price 25 cts.

KERRY,

NEW CREAM WOOL GOODS
1'lievron*. Persian ra.hiiH're.. C'aura*
Clolli. Etrminc* and Camel'· Hair.
Price* from .»0 cl», lo SI.OO per yard.

it

Sliirred
Seersuckers,
Satines,
Scotch (iiiiiiliams and Embroidered C'lianibrays
ill

great Variety.

No. 451

aprZT

Congress

Solo

Proprietors

Street.

uiw

of the above Trade Mark.

Factory Rouses Point. Wholesale ^ arehouse
SO State Street, Host->11.

jaxi l

eudljttor-Hhp

?

:o:eïst,

—

JHIBERUNl HOISTED,

WATSON & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists, Montreal,

DKALKB IN

—

1EATS, VEGETABLES, GROCERIES AND CANNED
GOODS. MEATS A SPECIALTY.
« ORNER,
mΕ
IV OOT> FORD'S
TELEfHONK NO. 2703.
Hood· Delivered Free.
apl3d

